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Abstract

A HISTORICAL CASE STUDY OF THE ARIKARA, HIDATSA, AND MANDAN INDIANS
AT HAMPTON NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE, VIRGINIA, 1878-1911

By Nancy E. Jones-Oltjenbruns, Ph.D.

A Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012

Director: Maike I. Philipsen, PhD
Professor, School of Education

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute played a role in the education of American
Indians. This facet of American Indians education was examined through the lives of Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan students from the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota. The Three
Affiliated Tribes’ students attended Hampton between 1878 and 1911. The federal government
generally viewed American Indians as a problem so efforts were made to assimilate them into
the majority culture. Education was a component of that process.

xiii

The lack of knowledge about the Plains Indians contributed to their selection for this
study. Lesser known tribes do not have a prominent place in the scholarship on 19th century
Indian education. This study contributes to the literature by providing historical evidence related
to the Fort Berthold Reservation students.
The majority of teachers who instructed Indian students were non-Indian, but it was
important for them to understand the specifics of Indian culture. Early staff at Hampton thought
of themselves as civilizers, missionaries, and teachers. When the doors of Hampton opened, it
was the role of staff to instruct the African American students in those skills that would allow
them to advance in the White world. This was the same mandate regarding American Indians.
The staff was instrumental in every aspect of American Indian education. Although Indian
students including the Fort Berthold students never gained equal standing with African
Americans or Whites on campus, they acquired a level of acceptance by staff and students.
Views of Indian students toward staff, their education, school, and fellow students varied.
There were members of the Fort Berthold Reservation who appreciated their education at
Hampton, while some students did not complete their educational endeavors. Generally, Fort
Berthold students learned skills that would be useful upon their return home.
The Indian students felt they had an obligation to their people and that education was more than
groundwork for their own prosperity. While education could provide a respectable living, the
Fort Berthold Reservation students had a responsibility to teach those back on the reservation.

xiv

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to examine the educational experiences of American Indian
students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute between 1878 and 1911,
specifically the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians. These American Indian youths left their
reservation homes, venturing into unknown territory to achieve an education during the late 19th
century.
The study focused on the 33 American Indian students from the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Tribes who were associated with the Indian Department of Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. Through the collection and analysis of historical data, the implications of
educating American Indian students at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute were
examined.
In 2006, while preparing a report for a graduate level course, the researcher of this
dissertation became aware of the American Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. Based on that initial project, the researcher’s fascination with the
American Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was
enhanced. Realizing the lack of knowledge about this facet of Virginia history in general, and
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s history in particular, the researcher began the
journey to acquire more information about this segment of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute’s past. Initial research revealed information about Hampton’s American Indian program
1

was readily available in print format; however, the same was not true for the tribes within the
school. Therefore, the researcher decided to explore three known tribes of students to determine
their outlooks, attitudes, observations, and understandings of their Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute experience.
Overview of the Study
Historical background information was used to detail the evolution of American Indian
education. The formation of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, and the significance of
the American Indian experience at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute were explored.
Finally, the educational experiences of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians were
investigated. Information was collected from the historical records of Samuel Armstrong and the
Hampton University Archives, to highlight the perceptions and observations of the faculty and
the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students.
Background of the Study
The federal government generally viewed American Indians as the “Indian problem”
(cited in Reyhner, 2002, p. 4). It was the belief that by exposing the American Indians to the
education of white society, their “savage” behavior would be eliminated (Gilcreast, 1967;
Cooper, 1999; Eng, 1999). According to Reyhner (2002), the Bureau of Indian Affairs attempted
to address that problem in 1824. To ensure the civilization of American Indians, entering into the
Treaty of Fort Laramie was instrumental because formal education was recognized, especially
for those settled on agricultural reservations. American Indians were required to send their
2

children, male and female between the ages of 6 and 16, to school. The agents for the American
Indians were responsible for ensuring that the educational stipulations of the treaty were strictly
followed. For every 30 children of the appropriate ages who could be induced or compelled to
attend school, a house was to be provided as well as a teacher competent to teach the elementary
branches of an English education. The teacher was to reside among the American Indians and
faithfully discharge his or her duties as a teacher (Reyhner, 2002, p.3).
Accounts of the American Indian educational experience are as wide ranging and
complex as the number of treaties implemented to provide the level of education that was
deemed necessary for the American Indian people. The United States of America entered into
more than 370 treaties with various American Indian nations between 1778 and 1871. According
to Red Shirt (1996), the official education of American Indians can be traced back to the 1794
Treaty with the Oneidas, Tuscarora, and Stockbridge Indians. A number of significant American
Indian treaties, especially The Fort Laramie Treaty of 1851, followed. According to Barta
(2003), between 50,000 and 100,000 members representing several tribes, including the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan, played an instrumental part in securing the 1851 Treaty of Fort Laramie.
There were significant American Indian treaties during the mid 1800s, many of which
addressed land ownership, reservation establishment, trade, and peace; however, approximately
120 of the treaties specifically addressed the need for a formal education for the American
Indians (Wright, Hirlinger, and England, 1998, pp.7-8). In 1851 the United States Congress
brought together members of several tribes near Fort Laramie, Wyoming in an effort to bring
3

peace between and among the northern plains tribes and the government. The document that was
signed during this period was never ratified by the Senate but became known as the Fort Laramie
Treaty. The Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians took an active role in the development of the
Fort Laramie Treaty (Parks, 1996). The 1851 Treaty of Fort Laramie, formulated with eight
articles, subsequently was followed by the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868, which included 17
articles. Of the 17 articles within the 1868 treaty, only one directly addressed education. In 1898,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs William Jones implemented a compulsory attendance law for
American Indian students. By passing this law, the government was able to remove American
Indian students from their homes and place them in schools. Compulsory attendance allowed the
schools to grow and become overcrowded (Child, 1998).
Reyhner (2002) asserted that the provisions provided by the treaties were slow to
materialize and that the quality of the schools and materials were poor. There were some
American Indians who believed they were being used for their monetary value (Reyhner, 2002).
Szasz (1999) wrote about the financial provisions established for American Indians through
treaties. A number of those treaties provided for a small monetary supplement to educate the
American Indian students. Subsequently, those funds for the education of the American Indian
students were reduced during the period between 1783 and 1871 (Szasz, 1999).
This study examined the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians exclusively; therefore, it
was pertinent to review the treaties that impacted these tribes. In 1825, a treaty was established
with the Arikara Indians. The treaty was initially developed to restore peace between the Arikara
4

and the United States government. This treaty and subsequent ones opened many doors for the
Arikara Indians, including their right to a formal governmental education.
Once the treaties to formulate the policies addressing the education of American Indians
were in place, the federal government needed to deal with the issue of funding. Although there
were treaties that addressed American Indian education, there were only two dependable sources
of United States funding for that education. The first source of funding was the American Indian
Civilization Fund Act. According to Prucha (1975), “this fund provided money to religious
groups and to any other person(s)… interested in living with American Indians and teaching
them the habits and arts of civilization” (p. 33). The financial compensation given by individual
tribes constituted the second source of funding during the 19th century (Prucha, 1975).
History of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
Arikara Indians. Originally, the Arikara were known as the Sahnish Indians; they were
associated with the Pawnee Indians. A fellow tribe, the Skidi Pawnee, gave the Arikara their
name; which meant horns, because the Arikara wore bones in their hair as part of their ancestral
customs (Cash & Wolff, 1974). Early in their existence, the Arikara lived along the Loup River
in current day Nebraska; unlike the Mandan and Hidatsa, they spoke the Caddoan language. The
Arikara migrated to an area along the Missouri River prior to the settlement of the Sioux. They
were once a large tribe with more than 30 villages scattered along the Missouri River; however,
the smallpox disease devastated the tribe and reduced their size to two villages (Nester, 2001).
An agricultural tribe, the Arikara established themselves on the southern part of the river.
5

Agriculture and the fur trade industry were the sources of enterprise for the traditional Arikara. It
was the posse of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark that met the American Indians of the
Upper Missouri (Ewers, 1968). Initially, the Arikara Indians were friendly toward the White
traders, but that relationship soon ended because of the issues surrounding the fur trade and
agriculture. The White man was in direct competition with the Arikara, which accounted for
much of the mistrust between the White and American Indian traders (Ewers, 1968).
On April 28, 1837, several bands of Arikara traveled to Fort Clark to be with the
Mandan; however, that relationship did not endure. As noted by Cash and Wolff (1974), it was
not until the 1851 Treaty of Fort Laramie that the land boundaries for the Tribes of the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan created a semblance of a reservation. The Hidatsa and Mandan Indians
lived in a small village at Fort Berthold, whereas the Arikara lived near the Knife River until
1866; by then all three groups of American Indians resided on the Fort Berthold Reservation in
North Dakota (Cash & Wolff, 1974).
During the first half of the 20th century, life for the Arikara was dominated by efforts to
implement governmental American Indian policies that dated back to the previous century. One
such policy was to educate the American Indians by teaching them manual trade skills and other
skills necessary to allow them to become self-sufficient individuals (Parks, 1996).
Hidatsa Indians. Cash and Wolff (1974) describe the Hidatsa as being the largest and
least known among the Three Affiliated Tribes. The Hidatsa Indians were also known as Gros
Ventres and Minitaree which accounts for the difficulty in tracing their lineage. The Hidatsa
6

Indians ultimately moved southwest and became connected with the Mandan. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century, both the Hidatsa and Mandan traveled up the Missouri River to an area
that was approached by Lewis and Clark. The Hidatsa Indians were living in three villages until
1833 when the smallpox epidemic of 1837 caused them to form a new village with the Mandan
at Fish-Hook Bend on the Missouri River. This was the place that would become Fort Berthold
and where the Arikara would join them in 1862 (Cash and Wolff, 1974).
Mandan Indians. The origin of the Mandan Indians indicates that they lived in the Ohio
River Valley, and the possibility exists that they resided in the southeastern parts of the United
States. As detailed in Cash and Wolff (1974) the Mandan Indians were linguistically connected
to the Siouan family, traveled to the north and west from the Ohio River and perhaps settled in
South Dakota. History showed that the Mandan Indians migrated into Missouri as early as 1250
A.D. traveling from Minnesota, Iowa, South Dakota, and North Dakota. The Mandan Indians
lived in small villages without any system of centralized government. They were a resourceful
people, safeguarding their villages in the early 1600s.
By the 1700s many characteristics of a civilized society were accepted by the Mandans,
including obtaining an education. At the turn of the eighteenth century, the Mandan Indians were
on the threshold of critical and substantial changes. They adapted well to the change in the
physical environment and weather, developed a capacity for living together, and expanded their
knowledge of the trade and manufacturing industries. The White men were fascinated by the
Mandan people because of their light coloring and the presence of their blue eyes. The Whites
7

believed that the Mandan were not truly American Indians, but descendants of Europeans who
came to the “New World.” This theory however was only conjecture and was discounted (Cash
& Wolff, 1974).
American Indian Education
On the surface, the federal government appeared to be eager to educate the American
Indians; however, many governmental actions demonstrated a lack of sincerity for that goal. The
American Indians lost much, including their dignity, under the guise of being provided an
education. The management of their children’s education was quickly evaporating from the
hands of the American Indian people. Wax, Wax, and Dumont, Jr. (1989) wrote that American
Indians were considered to be incapable of educating their own children; therefore, during the
19th century, many children were forcibly removed from their reservations and sent to offreservations schools.
The federal government was confident that education was the authentic approach for
cultivating the American Indians. To the contrary, Garcia and Ahler (1992) confirmed that
previous federal policies used education as a ruse to extinguish everything about the American
Indians, including their culture and language. The federal government attempted to clarify the
expectations for American Indians. According to Adams (1995), the Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs (ARCIA) indicated that the off- reservation schools were
expected to view the American Indians as individuals and to provide the following: a basic
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education, a Christian religious background, and citizenship training. These guidelines set the
precedent for the establishment of the American Indian Educational Program.
Prior to the introduction of the European educational experience for American Indians,
the family performed a fundamental role in the education of their children. The education,
usually administered by the parents, grandparents, other community members, and tribal and
religious leaders, was based on ceremonial traditions and presented in an informal manner
(McBeth, 1983).
Structure of Early American Indian Education
The association between the missionary schools, federal boarding schools (both on- and
off-reservation schools), day schools, and public schools resulted in the establishment of the
early American Indian education program. Contact between American Indians and other
members of the community began to increase, and because schools and education were included
in the various treaties, the federal government began to build and support schools (Arnet, 1968).
According to McBeth (1983), early American Indian education paralleled the history of federal
American Indian policies. The American Indians were expected to adapt to the ways of
European-Americans and become self-sufficient enough to live and work within the White
world.
Mission schools, predecessors to boarding schools, dated back to the 16th century.
Mission schools were initially known as day schools and boarding schools. As indicated by
Jackson and Galli (1977), day schools were attended by students who returned home at the end
9

of the school day. In contrast, boarding schools allowed the students to remain on site because of
the distance required to travel home. Mission schools provided a coeducational atmosphere for
both American Indian and White students. Success within the mission schools was based upon
the number of students who converted to Christianity and entered into the White American way
of life. During the period of 1810 to 1917, mission schools received their funding from the
United States government; during the 1900s, however, federal funding for the mission schools
for American Indian students came to an end (Archuleta, Childs, and Lomawaima, 2000).
During the 16th century, mission schools were organized for the purpose of transforming
American Indians into Roman Catholics (Trafzer, Keller, & Sisquoc, 2006). The federal
government did not believe the mission schools supported the efforts of the Federal American
Indians Policy because the mission schools attempted to educate American Indians near their
homes (Clark, 2006).
The federal government assigned a religious body to each of the various American Indian
Tribes in an effort to promote the americanization process. The Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Tribes at Fort Berthold Reservation were assigned the Congregationalists. Charles and Emma
Hall established a church and school in 1876 after their commission by the American Board of
Commissioners of Foreign Missions to Fort Berthold. The Halls continued their missionary work
with the American Indians until their deaths in 1881 and 1940, respectively. Harold and Eva
Case continued the work of the Halls during the 1920s and 1930s and were praised for being
successful missionaries. The Cases compiled information that was included in a book
10

highlighting the major work of the Fort Berthold Mission in a book entitled, 100 Years at Fort
Berthold, The History of Fort Berthold Indian Mission, 1876-1976, which was published in 1977
(The State Historical Society of North Dakota, 1982).
During the period of 1860-1870 reservation boarding schools served as the primary
educational facilities for American Indian students; they continued to expand in subsequent
years. According to Jackson and Galli (1977), for approximately 30 years the Bureau of Indian
Affairs established various schools on American Indian reservations. The primary function of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs was to assist the American Indians in adjusting to White society and to
exercise a trust relationship with regard to American Indian land and resources (Taylor, 1984).
According to federal government policy, the reservation boarding school was not the
solution for educating American Indian students; their education required outside influences. An
Indian Agent stated:
On the reservation no school can be so conducted as to remove children
from the influence of the idle and vicious who is everywhere present.
Only by removing them beyond the reach of this influence can they
be benefitted by the teaching of the schoolmaster (Jackson, 1965, p.49).
Captain Richard Henry Pratt opened the first off-reservation boarding school on
November 1, 1879, in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. According to Samuel Armstrong (1881), founder
of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and principal of the Indian Department, 17
American Indian former prisoners arrived there in April 1878. Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute opened an Indian Department, whereas Carlisle Indian School opened a nonreservation
boarding school dedicated to American Indian education. Szasz (1999) reports that Carlisle
11

Indian School was founded to persuade the public that American Indians could be educated.
Providing equal chances especially in education for the American Indian was Pratt’s lifetime
campaign (Pratt and Utley (ed), 1964).
Day schools were more acceptable to American Indian parents because they allowed the
children to be home after the school day. Nevertheless, there were American Indian parents that
objected to an all White education because it attacked their basic tribal and religious beliefs
(Szasz, 1999). By the turn of the century, day, reservation, and off-reservation industrial schools
were established.
Neither the day nor mission school experiences were deemed effective because the
American Indian students were still immersed in their cultural and traditional way of life. The
day and mission schools worked with the students in an effort to change the American Indians;
however, they found the educational process to be difficult. One reason for the difficulty lay in
the many cultural differences between the American Indians and the Whites who were hired to
educate them.
Today as in the past, cultural differences are critical in the education of minority students.
These differences include but are not limited to eye contact, body posture, verbal mannerism,
and religious or cultural beliefs. On the surface, the differences between students and teachers
did not appear significant. One difference that may not have seemed critical to non American
Indians was the issue of direct eye contact between American Indians and those from outside
their tribes. To American Indians, the act of looking someone in the eye was a way of exposing
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oneself. To European Americans, not looking someone in the eye was taken to mean that the
person was hiding, not being honest, or simply not concentrating on a conversation or in the
classroom on what was being taught (Red Shirt, 1996).
Knowledge of cultural customs is important in the education of all individuals, and
should be used as guidelines in the development of the curriculum. Cultural guides should be
used to break down cultural barriers and connect the diversity of communities (Guion and
Walker, 2005). Based on the research, culturally sensitive language was missing in the education
of the American Indian students at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Even though a
component of the “Americanization” process was the elimination of the tribal language, the
exclusion of the tribal language interfered with the pace of the educational process of those
American Indian students.
Because of the inadequate educational treatment of American Indian students, a
movement was initiated to reform the American Indian Bureau. The movement culminated in
1928 with the publication of a report by Dr. Lewis Meriam, The Problem of American Indian
Administration, which was more commonly referred to as the Meriam Report. The Meriam
Report was developed by a group of experts engaged by the Brookings Institute. Meriam asked
Dr. W. Carson Ryan of Swarthmore to conduct the educational portion of the study. Ryan was
dissatisfied with the governmental policy of forcing American Indian students to be uprooted and
placed in off-reservation boarding schools. In addition to the removal of the students, Ryan was
unhappy about the living conditions of the American Indian students at the off-reservation
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boarding schools: poor housing and inadequate food, which often resulted in disease (Meriam,
1928).
According to Szasz (1999), the Meriam Report served as the guideline for American
Indian commissioners during the Hoover and Roosevelt administrations. Furthermore, “the
Meriam Report suggested that education should be the primary function of the Indian Bureau”
(Szasz, p. 3). The provision of an education geared to all age levels and tied directly to the
community was a recommendation of The Meriam Report. It was suggested that boarding
schools be replaced with day schools located in American Indian communities (Tippeconnic,
2000). The Meriam Report was critical of the physical structure of the buildings, the lack of
education for preadolescent students, and inadequate staffing (Szasz, 1999). In 1943,
Commissioner John Collier, based on the recommendations of the Meriam Report, wanted to
transfer some of the Bureau’s functions and activities to the local tribes, state, county, or local
government, who would be responsible for the health and welfare of the American Indian people
(Taylor, 1972).
Commitment to public education for American Indians increased along with the
enrollment of students during the 1900s. As early as 1907, Congress began to allocate funds for
the public school education of American Indians. The Johnson-O’Malley Act of 1934 allowed
the federal government to reimburse states and local schools for the education of American
Indian students (McBeth, 1983).
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Off-Reservation Boarding School Experience
Because reservation life was less than desirable, some families were amenable to
relinquishing their children in hopes of an improved life for them. Some tribal leaders embraced
the concept of off-reservation boarding schools because it was believed that learning “the White
way” would have a profound influence on current and future generations. According to Reyhner
(2002), it was believed that removing American Indian students either peacefully or forcefully
and sending them to boarding schools would reduce the perceived problems for the government
caused by the American Indian people. Such problems as indicated in the literature are related to
factors such as American Indians occupying land that was filled with rich minerals that the
European Americans wanted at any cost. Also, many American Indians were not accustomed to
living among the European Americans and the killing of the Whites was an ongoing problem.
Not all problems experienced in this country however could be attributed to the American
Indians; records documented murder, robbery, rape, and other wrongs by Whites against
American Indians (Jackson, 2003).
Smith (2006) reported in Soul Wound: The Legacy of American Indian Schools that
efforts to solve the continued problems described by White society included removing children
as young as five from their families and shipping them to off-reservation boarding schools. It is
evident that White society believed the younger the removed students were the better it would be
for their own welfare. Evidence documented by Child (1998) indicated that a three-year-old child
attended Haskell Institute. Although there were other options to accomplish the desire of the
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White community to educate American Indian children, including the reservation day school, the
off-reservation boarding school was selected (Churchill, 1998).
In 1887, the Dawes Act was passed with the purpose of integrating American Indians into
the European-American society (Reyhner & Eder, 2004). It was widely believed that the
American Indians should be absorbed into the European American culture through education;
however, as reported by Reyhner and Eder (2004), The Dawes Act, which was designed to uplift
the American Indian, served only to keep them as an underclass society, allowing for their
continued dependence on the federal government. Cameron (2004) reported that by 1887, more
than 200 American Indian schools had been established to carry out the mission of the federal
government to integrate American Indian students into the European American culture.
Initial attempts were made to educate the American Indian students near their homes on
the reservations; however, the White population believed American Indian students would accept
cultural changes more easily if there were physical distance between them and their homes.
Further, the lack of progress associated with having the children so close to their families did not
satisfy the authorities with regard to their desired control over the children. Child (1998)
expounded on this thinking. By removing the students, parent visitations would be infrequent if
not impossible, thus giving the White society more opportunities to infuse their way of thinking
upon the American Indian students.
Perceiving a need to systematically put distance between the American Indian children
and what was familiar to them; their families, culture, land, language, and traditions the federal
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government implemented the off-reservation boarding school policy. Oppelt (1990) explained
that it was during the period of 1870-1968 that the off-reservation schools were dominated by the
federal government in an effort to incorporate technical skills and academic training into the
lives of the American Indian students. McBeth (1983) asserted that many American Indians
believed it was essential that they get an education to protect their identity, territory, and other
possessions. Despite the wishes of American Indians, the predominant perception was that the
boarding school, especially the off-reservation boarding school, was the most effective
educational environment for American Indian children. The government’s solution to the
American Indian educational quandary was the removal of children from their parents,
community, and traditions.
According to Adams (1971), American Indian schools were simply reproductions of
White schools and therefore relatively ineffective for the American Indian students. Analysis of
the literature regarding the various educational opportunities for American Indians revealed that
all off-reservation boarding schools had several factors in common (Hale, 2002): 1). Offreservation boarding schools provided a basic elementary education, 2). English instruction was
the only language allowed, 3). Many schools provided a two-gender educational environment, 4).
Military cadet training was mandatory, 5). Vocational training was part of the curriculum, 6).
Manual labor was included daily and, 7). The teaching of Christianity was essential (p. 22).
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General Samuel Chapman Armstrong
The sixth child of Richard and Clarissa Armstrong, he was born on January 30, 1839 in
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii. His parents were missionaries stationed on the Hawaiian Islands. Young
Armstrong traveled with his father on school inspections throughout the islands. In September
1860, after the death of the elder Armstrong, Samuel left Hawaii to continue his education at
Williams College in Massachusetts. He was a scholarly young man who graduated fourth in his
class. Anxious to serve his country, Armstrong joined the Union army and was commissioned a
captain. Demonstrating promise, he was promoted through the ranks to become Lieutenant
Colonel in November 1863.
Archibald Hopkins, son of Mark Hopkins, president of Williams College during the
period of 1836-1872, and the American Board for Commissioners for Foreign Missions became
friends with Samuel Armstrong. Within a short period of time, Armstrong moved into the
president’s resident as Archibald’s roommate. Having met at Williams College, Armstrong and
Archibald Hopkins formed a friendship that endured for many years. The relationship between
Armstrong and Hopkins would continue for years. Although he was serving in a leadership role
within the Union Army, Armstrong was unaware of the real reason for the conflict; his
perceptions of slavery were based on religious rather than social justice beliefs. Armstrong
shared his thoughts with Hopkins. Hopkins served as an advisor to Armstrong while principal of
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Even though he believed in universal freedom
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Armstrong did not love African Americans, and for religious reasons Armstrong did not believe
in the selling and buying of African Americans (Lindsey, 1995).
At the conclusion of his military service, Brevet General Samuel Armstrong had plans to
join the Freedmen’s Bureau. According to Lindsey (1995), Armstrong, having achieved military
success, was selected for the position of superintendent of the Ninth Subdistrict of Virginia,
which was headquartered in Hampton. While in Hampton, Armstrong was responsible for seven
officers, 34 female missionaries, and a parcel of abandoned land, as well as all matters relating to
free Negroes (Lindsey, 1995).
Captain Richard Henry Pratt
Review of the literature regarding the inclusion of American Indian students at Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute indicated that individuals such as Richard Henry Pratt played a
vital role in the education of the students. Although this investigation was not focused primarily
on Pratt, he was acknowledged as a critical component in the development of American Indian
education at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute; therefore, Pratt’s inclusion in the
examination of the Hampton Indian Program was important.
Richard Henry Pratt was born on December 6, 1840, in Rushford, New York. He was the
oldest of three sons of Richard and Mary Pratt. In 1849, his father was robbed and murdered
while mining for gold in California. Because of the need to support his family, Pratt left school at
the age of 13. In April 1861, he joined the Army and served in Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Georgia. On March 7, 1867, he was appointed Second Lieutenant in the newly organized Tenth
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United States Cavalry, composed of African American enlisted men with White officers
providing supervision (Pratt and Utley (ed.), 1964). Pratt became friendly with a number of
American Indian leaders; he escorted 72 American Indian prisoners to Fort Marion located in St.
Augustine, Florida during 1875.
As did many other 19th century reformers, Pratt believed firmly in the efficacy of
education. Under his supervision, Mrs. Richard Pratt and a retired teacher residing in St.
Augustine, Miss Sarah Mather, established the first classes for the American Indians in June
1875. It soon became fashionable for the winter residents of St. Augustine to volunteer to teach
one of the classes in English, reading, writing, and arithmetic that were held daily for the
American Indian prisoners at the fort. By the end of their incarceration, most of the young
American Indian men were able to speak, read, and write in English (Lindsey, 1995). Many
people were impressed with Pratt’s results with the American Indians at Fort Marion. One such
person was Harriet Beecher Stowe, a winter visitor to St. Augustine, who was instrumental in
assisting American Indian students in furthering their education in northern colleges and
universities (Ryan, 1962).
Pratt wanted to extend the training and educational experiments for the American Indian
prisoners. Matthews (2005) described Pratt’s goals of transforming the former prisoners into
semi-educated, income producing, military-like citizens; Pratt believed such transformation
would ultimately save them. With the support of Stowe and Henry Whipple, a Protestant Bishop,
Pratt campaigned to have the American Indians moved to a more suitable place to continue their
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education (Lindsey, 1995). He received federal financial support for his venture; however, no
school was willing to accept the American Indian prisoners. The Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs (ARCIA) (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1900) detailed how
the number of American Indian schools grew and attendance increased. General appropriation
was approved and, consequently, funding improved.
Pratt, noting the successes of the African American students under the leadership of
General Armstrong at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, where they were instructed
not only in academics but also in industrial education, realized that placing his students at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute would be beneficial not only to the students but to
himself, as he moved up the career ladder. Pratt’s desire to continue the educational program for
the American Indian students led him to convince Samuel Armstrong to accept the ex-prisoners,
thereby ultimately creating the Indian Department within Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute (Reyhner & Eder, 1994).
The desire of Armstrong to bring the American Indian students to Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute was not initially met with enthusiasm. Lindsey (1995) reported that the
Hampton Indian program faced numerous objections from not only school administrators, but
also Whites, local Black citizens, and Black students. School officials often claimed that
American Indians were forced on the school as Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute had
been organized to educate free African Americans. On the surface, Armstrong was supportive of
the American Indian experiment, but there was apprehension on the part of the school’s founder
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and principal (Lindsey, 1995). Armstrong wanted it to appear that he supported education for the
American Indians, but in fact he was reluctant to embrace their education. Marshall (1888)
detailed two reasons for Armstrong’s reluctance. First, there was little confidence in the
American Indians, and second, the colorful garb and American Indian mannerisms were being
eliminated, thus reducing the recognition that would come to Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Armstrong thought that by changing the ways and appearance of the American Indian
students, it would minimize the notoriety of both the students and the school.
Ultimately, Pratt persuaded General Samuel Armstrong to accept American Indians into
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. With the arrival of the new American Indian
students, life at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute changed. Pratt stated, “the entire
delegation of Fort Marion prisoners arrived at Hampton on the night of April 13, 1878. Former
warriors met former slaves and together launched one of America’s unique educational
experiments” (as cited in Brudvig, 1996, p. 49).
Formation of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
Situated on the southeastern point of the Virginia peninsula on the Chesapeake Bay,
Hampton is the oldest continuously settled English community in the United States. In 1610,
settlers arrived at the banks of the Virginia Peninsula and originally called the area, Elizabeth
City. By 1680, the settlement was known as Hampton, Virginia. In 1705 Hampton was
documented as a town, and then incorporated in 1849. Hampton was the location of the first free
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public schools in the United States and had been distinguished as the oldest surviving English
community in America (City of Hampton, 2010).
Armstrong, who served in the Union Army during the Civil War, was commissioned as
Major General and appointed an agent of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Virginia. Armstrong realized
the need for vocational training for emancipated slaves (Peabody, 1918). Thus, he founded the
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in 1868 to provide training to newly freed African
Americans in the aftermath of the Civil War. The school, which was neither a federal nor state
school, was chartered by a special act of the General Assembly of Virginia and was controlled by
a board representing different regions of the country as well as various religious groups (Frissell,
Peabody, Chichester, and Turner, 1894). The mission of the “private, nondenominational school
was to train the hand, the head, and the heart of selected youths to be examples to, and teachers
of, their people” (Molin, 1988, p. 83).
The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was founded by Samuel Chapman
Armstrong, with the support of several other prominent figures of their day, such as Freedmen’s
Bureau Commissioner Oliver Otis Howard, Mark Hopkins, President of William College,
Daniel Coit Gilman of Yale College, and American Missionary Associations’ Superintendent
Samuel Hunt.
With a staff consisting of a principal, two assistant teachers, and 15 students, Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute opened to provide classroom instruction in an old hospital. The
school was chartered in 1870, and after Virginia accepted the provisions of the Morrill Land23

Grant Act of Congress that year, one third of the $285,000 accruing to the state was allotted to
the institution (Hultgren & Molin, 1989).
As detailed in Washington’s Up From Slavery (1901), the model for the school was not
patterned after any other institution. Armstrong made improvements on what he had previously
observed at other institutes with the intent of helping African American students. As indicated by
Frissell, et al. (1894), the African Americans who came to the school were very limited in terms
of materials and supplies as well as preparatory education. After experiencing some success,
more African Americans began to apply for admittance. Although the school’s curriculum
included academic work, it emphasized agricultural and mechanical areas, establishing all
aspects of manual training and creating a regular course of two years, which was required before
a teacher’s certificate was granted (Appendix F).
The Indian Department at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute became the leader
for the structure of governmental schools that were designed to “assimilate” American Indian
students into the majority culture (Molin, 1988). One of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute’s most successful and influential alumni was Booker T. Washington. Washington was
appointed by Armstrong as the house father for the American Indian boys. In subsequent years,
Washington continued to play a vital role in the education of American Indian students at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute even though he doubted that his views and beliefs
were valued by them (Lindsey, 1995).
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By 1930, Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was referred to as Hampton
Institute. In 1984, Hampton Institute became Hampton University, and is considered a dynamic
and progressive institute of higher education predominantly for African American students.
During the 2009-2010 school year, the student enrollment at Hampton University totaled 4,565
at the undergraduate and 770 at the graduate and professional levels. The school enrollment
statistics listed the ethnic enrollment of African Americans at 91%, Whites at 5.40%, Asians at
1.27%, Hispanics at 1.07%, and American Indians at .37%. The faculty consisted of 333 fulltime and 134 part-time members with approximately 79% holding terminal degrees (Office of
Operations Analysis and Research, 2010).
Significance of the Indian Department at Hampton
From approximately 1870 to 1968, the education of American Indians was dominated by
off-reservation federal boarding schools that emphasized assimilation into mainstream America
by teaching American Indian youth manual arts and academic courses while forcing them to
forsake their culture (Oppelt, 1990). Having expressed interest in educating the American
Indians, Richard Pratt sent a Western Union telegram on April 5, 1878, to General F. Marshall,
asking if Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute would accept 10 American Indians at the
state rate; the reply was “yes” (Pratt to Marshall, 1878: Telegram). From this humble beginning,
the Indian Department of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was underway.
The paths of Samuel Armstrong and Richard Pratt intersected because of their desire to
develop a formalized educational process for American Indian students. Pratt became interested
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in educating American Indians while serving in the military, where he had responsibility for
providing oversight of American Indian prisoners. Armstrong, on the other hand, had set his
sights on educating free African American students; this goal eventually led to his interest in
educating the American Indians, another group that was described as “underrepresented.” This
bond was the foundation of what became the Indian Department at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute (Peabody, 1918; Eng, 1999).
Some members of the Kiowa, Cheyenne, Comanche, and Arapaho Tribes, facing charges
of murder and destruction, had been held captive at the conclusion of the Red River War. Pratt
theorized that to elevate the status of the “savages,” they needed an education just as the free
African slaves were receiving (Whitehead, 2003). Pratt wanted to establish a school to educate
members of the Nez Perce Tribe; however, no governmental agency agreed to fund the project.
Pratt and Armstrong subsequently reached an agreement to allow a group of American Indians to
attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
The first group of American Indians to arrive at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute in April 1878 consisted of 17 former prisoners of war who, after three years of
confinement at Fort Marion in St. Augustine, Florida, were released and sent back home
(Armstrong,1881). These “stalwart, red-handed braves” did the first field labor of their lives by
hoeing an onion bed, which, as was the case with all subsequent work, they did cheerfully and
well (Armstrong, 1881, p.4). Armstrong (1881) described the American Indians as “grown-up
children,” indicating that the American settlers were a thousand years ahead of the American
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Indians in the line of progress. Armstrong believed that American Indian progress was measured
by development, asserting that education was not development, but a means to assimilation. He
further asserted that American Indians had good memories, that they acquired information but
did not comprehend it, that they consumed knowledge but did not digest it, and that they had no
conception of mental discipline. Armstrong believed that a well balanced mind was attained only
after generations of improvement; however, he declared that bright, keen brains abounded among
the American Indians they had force without wisdom.
The Hampton program quickly came to represent the ideals, as well as the discrimination,
false impressions, and intellectual inconsistency inherent in White America’s attitudes toward
American Indians and their proper place in post Civil War American society (Bearinger, 1990).
In American Indians schools, even the low level of normal training endorsed at Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute and Tuskegee Institute was considered to be inappropriate
(Lomawaima, 1996).
Rationale for the Study
The rationale for conducting this study was to share with teachers, educational leaders,
and the American Indian community the significant educational experiences, and their impact on
the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan communities. While there was an abundance of information on
the history of American Indians in general, this is not the case regarding the documentation of
the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians.
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This study used historical documents to explain the educational endeavors of the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students. This research disclosed why the students attended
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Further, the research documents the success of the
students in their educational efforts. Additionally, it discusses whether the co-gender educational
experience met the expectation of the school administration, and finally whether the students
could have obtained the same level of education on the reservation.
The findings of this study, as discussed in later chapters are relevant for today’s educators
and policy makers with respect to issues such as closing the achievement gaps, especially among
minority students. Thus, there is a need for teachers and educational leaders to learn from this
research how important it is to embrace the culture of minorities, especially American Indians, in
the curriculum. The members of the American Indian community would see this study as told
through the lenses of another minority who details the plights and accomplishments of the
American Indians. Finally, the documentation of the students who attended Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute in order to achieve their education is very limited in the archives of
North Dakota, the home of the Fort Berthold Reservation students. The story of the thirty three
students who attended one of the premiere African American schools is part of the history of not
only Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, but also of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Indians. This study was designed to allow those descendents to have firsthand knowledge of the
roles their ancestors played in shaping early American Indian education and the role they played
in the development of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
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Statement of the Problem
Boarding schools isolated youths from their tribal homelands and placed them in an
environment that was unfamiliar to them. The removal of American Indians from their tribal
lands was disguised as an educational experiment; in actuality, it was a form of racial
“assimilation” into White society. A large number of American Indians were dispersed to various
boarding schools for their education. Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute of Hampton,
Virginia was one of the sites selected for the formal education of the American Indian students.
Even though boarding school models were problematic, there were valuable components
of that experiment for American Indians. The early educational programs allowed the students to
learn the English language and, through the fundamentals of the educational process, obtained
trade skills and continued their education to the postsecondary level. Greater knowledge of the
educational experiences of American Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute can provide current and future generations with a new appreciation of
education. According to the literature, American Indians suffered from elevated dropout rates,
high rates of teen pregnancies, and low self-esteem, while engrossed in substance, alcohol and
drug abuses (Reyhner, 1992; Jeffries and Singer, 2003). It was the desire of this author for young
American Indians to appreciate the sacrifices made by former generations in order for today’s
youth to achieve an education.
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Research Questions
The research questions for this study were as follows:
1. What were the perceptions of staff and faculty toward the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute?
2. What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students’ views of their Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute school experience?
3. What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute experience have on
the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?
Design and Methods
The design for this dissertation consisted of a historical document analysis research
approach. The initial investigation began with a review of records from the Hampton University
Archives. The Hampton University Archives’ collection consisted of more than 19,000
documents tracing American Indian students from their arrival at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute to their dismissal. It is not known how much of the archival collection is
devoted to the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians, but there is information available about the
experiences of all the students. According to Bearinger (1990), there is historical documentation
within the Hampton University Archives that consists of articles, personal letters, printed reports,
faculty evaluations, and staff and student reflections. The student records for the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians was the focal point of this research. Through a review of the
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student records, and accompanying documentation, the research questions were analyzed and
answered.
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Terms and Definitions
Agency. This term in used in the place of the word reservation.
Americanization. The process of making or becoming American in character, form, and
style. This term is often used synonymously with assimilation.
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (ARCIA). Reports by the U.S.
Commissioner of the Office of Indian Affairs and later the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the War
Department and then to the Interior Department on departmental activities for a given year.
Arikara. A group of American Indian people who lived in what is present day North and
South Dakota for appropriately two centuries and who are linguistically related to the Pawnees,
as well as the Wichitas and Caddos of the southern plains (Parks, 1996).
Consumption. An old term used to describe tuberculosis (Medical Dictionary, 2007).
Five Civilized Tribes. Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes.
(Five Civilized Tribes Museum, 2009).
Hidatsa. Formerly known as Gros Ventre.
Historical trauma. “Cumulative, collective emotional and psychological wounding
across generations and the lifespan” (Brave Heart, 1998).
Indian. A term commonly used by many people, which, intentional or not, may convey a
negative image of indigenous American Indian people. Although the word “Indian” is a
misnomer, it is still used by many scholars and American Indian peoples in collectively referring
to the indigenous people of the Americas (Baggs, 1997).
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Indian Agent. An official selected to represent the United States government on matters
relating to American Indians people (Jackson and Galli, 1977).
Mandan. An “agricultural people whose population of 10,000 was concentrated in nine
villages along the Missouri valley in North Dakota” (Nies, 1996, p.252).
MHA. Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara, collectively known at The Three Affiliated Tribes
of Fort Berthold in New Town, North Dakota.
American Indians or First Americans. Terms designating persons descending from any
of the original peoples of North and South American (including Central America) and
maintaining tribal affiliation or community attachment (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000).
Normal school. A type of school originally established to provide systematic training of
teachers. The purpose of the school was to institute teaching standards or “norms” thus the name
(“Normal School,” 2007).
Outing system. A system providing apprenticeships in farming or domestic work for the
students of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Reservation. An area of land with restrictions for use by American Indians usually
created through a treaty or an executive order (Taylor, 1984).
Segregationist. A person who believes in or practices segregation especially among the
races (Merriam-Webster Dictionary).
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Termination. A term referring to the phase of federal policy in which special
arrangements made by the government for American Indians with regard to education, welfare,
or other areas were to end (Brookeman, 1990).
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)/Office of Indian Affairs/American Indians Office.
An agency within the federal government charged with the administration and management of
55.7 million acres of land held in trust by the United States for American Indians, American
Indian Tribes, and Alaska Natives (Bureau of Indian Affairs, n.d.).
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department was in effect an
outgrowth of the movement toward off-reservation boarding schools for American Indians that
developed in the 19th century. Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department
was a unique endeavor primarily because it was located at an institution dedicated to the
education of African Americans. The focus of the study was the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department from
1878 to 1911. Little had been written about the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students who
attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, therefore, the researcher used a larger body
of material that provided a broader perspective of the off-reservation boarding school
experiences of a number of American Indian Tribes. This information helped to formulate the
research and interpret the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians’ experience at Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. This research was conducted through the review of governmental
documents, student records, and administrative correspondences.
The following review addresses three major topics: 1). educational models for American
Indians, 2). Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department, and 3). the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan experience at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian
Department. The various educational models for American Indians were divided into two major
areas. The first area dealt with the models developed as an outgrowth of the early American
Indian educational policy, including mission schools, reservation day schools, and off35

reservation boarding schools, the latter being the model from which the Hampton Indian
Department developed. The second area addressed the Americanization process within the offreservation boarding school, a process that was reflected in the practices of the Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department. This framework was used to analyze the
available literature about the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians who attended Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Both secondary and primary sources were evaluated for this research. The review of
secondary sources included general works, monographs, journal articles, newspaper articles, and
other publications pertaining to American Indians. Primary sources included published
documentary histories, correspondence, memoirs and other personal statements, and artifacts.
The archival collections of information about the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians located
at Hampton University provided a significant amount of the primary materials in the study.
Secondary Sources
American Indian Educational Models. Prior to the formation of the Indian Department
at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, several educational models existed, including
mission schools, reservation day schools, and a limited number of off-reservation boarding
schools. The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department served as the
foundation for other American Indian institutions, including Carlisle Indian School, located in
Carlisle, Pennsylvania and the Haskell Institute, which was located in Lawrence, Kansas.
A leading researcher in early educational models for American Indian education was
Margaret Connell Szasz. Her work provided the basis for a large portion of the background
materials used in regard to the off-reservation boarding school experience. In Education and the
American Indian: The Road to Self-Determination Since 1928, Szasz (1999) described how the
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federal government attempted to educate American Indian students through regulations and
treaties during the first century of United States American Indian policy. Initially, mission
schools were established with federal support however, they were operated by Christian
missionaries in American Indian tribes under treaties with the federal government. Mission
schools provided basic education along with efforts to convert the American Indians to
Christianity and “civilize” them with European American cultural values. Mission schools
proved inadequate to the task, but served as precursors to the reservation day schools that
replaced most of them. The reservation day schools were less expensive to operate, they required
little transportation of students, and there were no room and board costs. American Indian
parents seemed to favor this type of schooling because it allowed the students to remain at home
(Szasz, 1999).
Szasz (1999) described a post Civil War campaign to educate American Indians in an offreservation boarding school setting. The off-reservation boarding school model was essential in
the plan of the federal government to integrate the American Indians into the Caucasian world;
however, this educational venue was not without its problems.
The History of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and its Activities Among Indians, by Jackson
and Galli (1977), provided a good introductory treatise on the development of various models for
American Indian education. The authors provided a great deal of information regarding the
preliminary treaties that allowed for the education of American Indian students in formal
schools. For example, in the 1794 treaty with the Oneida and Tuscarora Indians, the United
States pledged support to provide a formal education to American Indian children (Jackson &
Galli, 1977). This resource highlighted subsequent treaties addressing education, including
treaties with the following groups: Kaskaskia Indians (1803), Delaware Indians (1804),
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Chippewa, Ottowa, and Pottawatomie Indians (1821), Miami Indians (1826), Sacs and Foxes,
Sioux, Omahas, Ioways, Ottoes, and the Missourias Indians (1830), Pawnee Indians (1833),
Chickasaw Indians (1834), Wyandot Indians (1836), Comanche, Cadoe, and Wichita Indians
(1846); Menomonee Indians (1854), and the Blackfoot Indians (1855) (Jackson & Galli, 1977,
pp.67-78).
During the period in which many of the treaties were signed, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
was created. In The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Taylor (1984) described the Bureau’s
establishment by the Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun in March 1824, noting that Thomas L.
McKenny served as its first department head. The duties of the Bureau included being in charge
of appropriations, approving vouchers, dispensing funds to “civilize” the American Indians,
negotiating between American Indians and Caucasians and handling correspondence involving
the American Indians (Tyler, 1973, p. 52). As cited in Jackson and Galli (1977), the first specific
United States Governmental authority for providing education to American Indian children was
established through a resolution of the Continental Congress on July 12, 1775 that appropriated
nearly $500 to educate American Indian youth at Dartmouth College in New Hampshire. In
American Indian Education: Government Schools and Economic Progress, Adams (1971) noted
that American Indians in the English colonies also attended Harvard and Princeton Universities,
as well as the College of William and Mary.
Mission Schools. The oldest type of formal school developed for American Indians was
the mission school. In American Indian Education Government Schools and Economic Progress,
Adams (1971) stated that the mission schools offered religious and academic instruction whereby
all students were required to engage in some type of manual labor skill as part of their education.
In Ethnic Identity and the Boarding School Experience of West-Central Oklahoma American
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Indians, McBeth (1983) noted that there were no clear differences concerning the separation of
Church and State with regard to American Indian education in the 1700s and in the early 1800s.
As early as 1819, funding by Congress allowed for the education of American Indian students,
but there was competition for those funds among the many Tribes. Congress subsequently
declared that no additional funds would be earmarked for American Indian education; however,
private funding allowed the early missionary schools to survive (McBeth, 1983).
In the introduction to Boarding School Blues: Revisiting American Indian Educational
Experiences, Trafzer, Keller, and Sisquoc (2006) related how the Roman Catholics established
the mission schools to change American Indian students, often by separating them from their
parents in an attempt to civilize them. Priests established schools within the missions to change
students’ ways of “thinking, believing, and acting” (Reyhner & Eder, 2004, p. 7).
In American Indian Education: A Reference Handbook, Hale (2002) described how the
American Board for Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) was created in 1810 with
the objective of civilizing the “heathens” of America. The schools of the ABCFM followed a
program of study described as the “50/50 curriculum,” in which students spent half the day
studying traditional subjects with the remainder being dedicated to more practical skills and
trades (Hale, 2002, p. 10). In 1817, New York Presbyterians, the Reformed Church in American,
and the Dutch Reformed Church founded United Foreign Mission Society, whose purpose was
similar to ABCFM in that both groups believed that a Christian education, church worship,
farming, and domestic work would assist the American Indians in conforming to Western
civilization (Hirschfelder and Molin, 2000).
As Jackson and Galli (1977) noted in The History of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and its
Activities Among Indians, the mission schools continued to endure for a number of years after the
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Civil War, with approximately 71 schools receiving financial support from the federal
government. During the period of 1893 until 1897, federal funding had begun to diminish. In The
Pupil as a Person, Meador (1965) noted that financing the mission schools for American Indians
was declared illegal in 1917.
Reservation Day Schools. With the end of federal support for mission schools, the
concept of the reservation day school was born. According to Jackson and Galli (1977), there
were no official accounts indicating when reservation day schools started or where they were
situated. Three prominent writers of American Indian education, Adams (1995) and Reyhner and
Eder (2004), contributed to the body of knowledge regarding the subjects of American Indians
and American Indian education. According to these authors, most reservation day schools were
located on the periphery of the American Indian villages. In Education for Extinction, Adams
(1995) discussed the various models of early American Indian education, including the
reservation day school. The assumption underlying the reservation day school was that the
students would attend classes during the day and return home wiser from learning the Caucasian
way of life. The reservation day school had the advantages of being inexpensive to operate and
receiving the least amount of resistance from parents, who did not want their children sent to
boarding schools (Adams, 1995). Parental concerns about having their children removed from
their homes were paramount; therefore, the reservation day school met the needs for the family
(McBeth, 1983; Adams, 1995; Trafzer, Keller, and Sisquoc, 2006). McBeth (1983) recounted
how the federal government began creating and staffing reservation day schools in 1873.
McBeth, Adams, and Trafzer et al., explained that this direct participation by the government
was the result of the policies and treaties established during the 1850s.
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Off-Reservation Boarding Schools. Despite the apparent educational success of the
reservation day school, politicians became disenchanted with the model because it was not
successful in Americanizing the American Indian youths (Adam, 1995). Adams described three
strategies considered by the federal government to keep the American Indian students closer to
home while teaching them the ways of a civilized nation: 1. elimination of the vacation period, 2.
moving the school away from the reservation, and 3. installation of physical barriers between the
school and the reservation (p.35). Off-reservation boarding schools were established because of
the desire to have greater domination over the children’s lives, as well as geography and
transportation issues and the financial savings to be derived from moving the students (Adams,
1995).
American Indian parents were torn between sending their children to day reservation
schools or off-reservation boarding schools even though some adults considered the offreservation boarding schools to be better equipped to provide the level of education their children
required (Roessel, 1961). Between 1830 and 1950, the idea of a “common school” emerged; a
school where all children, not just the wealthy, would receive an education; this idea was based
on a belief that instruction would heal the ills of society (George, 1978, p. 2). Frederick Hoxie
provided details regarding a new goal for American Indian education established by the federal
government in the early 20th century, “to force Indian students into domestic sciences, trades, and
agricultural, fields that Whites believed would make Indian students useful” (Reyhner and Eder,
2004, p.107).
Many American Indian parents resented the federal government for the removal of their
children, but this was not the thinking of all parents. In many cases, both parents and students
tolerated the off-reservation boarding school system, but most missed their homes and families
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(Trafzer et al., 2006). In Away from Home: American Indian Boarding School Experiences,
Archuleta, Child, and Lomawaima (2000) described the circumstances surrounding the American
Indian students’ arrival at the boarding schools:
The students came because they wanted to; because their families wanted them to;
because some judge or social worker or probation officer or federal agent decreed they
had to. They came as young as four or five years old, they came as young adults. They
came practicing Native religions or as Baptists, Catholics, or Episcopalians. They came
speaking Muscogee, Lakota, Hopi, Ojibwa, Choctaw, Hidatsa, or any of the several
hundred indigenous languages of this country. Some came speaking only English. The
only thing they all certainly had in common was going to Indian school. (p. 20)
The off-reservation boarding school experience changed the lives of thousands of
American Indian children by converting them from “savage” to “civilized” once they arrived at
the boarding schools (Trafzer et al., 2006). Although disagreements were prevalent in
discussions of American Indian education, the most severe condemnation addressed the removal
of American Indian children by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide them with a formal
education that would ultimately result in the Americanization of the students (Fuchs &
Havighurst, 1972).
Important among secondary sources addressing off-reservation schools was Underwood’s
(1976) monograph, Off-reservation Boarding School Survey, which was developed for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) (Department of the Interior, 1878). It detailed the BIA’s
investigation of the boarding schools and provided historical data about the off-reservation
boarding school experiences. Underwood’s report noted that the first federally funded boarding
school was established in Yakima, Washington in 1860. A decade later, Congress provided funds
to establish similar “federal industrial schools” for American Indians (Underwood, 1976, p. 4).
McBeth (1983), in Ethnic Identity and the Boarding School Experience of West-Central
Oklahoma American Indians, confirmed that boarding schools were established in the 1870s
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based on the fulfillment of treaty obligations. The off-reservation boarding schools were more
abundant and were considered to be better than those schools that were located closer to the
reservations. In American Education: Government Schools and Economic Progress, Adams
(1971) provided details regarding the campaign by John Eaton, Jr., the United States
Commissioner of Education, for the construction of boarding schools with workshops and land
for farming. Eaton also recommended a school system to provide a higher level of education for
the American Indians so that they could return home and serve as teachers and skilled workers.
Americanization of American Indian Students
Discussions of the Americanization process of students were based upon accounts in the
literature, which included books, newspapers, and governmental documents. In 1888, the Board
of Indian Commissioners encouraged the adoption of an educational policy that called for
destruction of the “Indian” so that the individual might survive. The board believed it would take
approximately 20 years for the Americanization process to be fully realized and for the American
Indian people to be self-supporting (DeJong, 1993, p. 106).
Once the decision was made by the federal government to Americanize the American
Indians, their physical and emotional transformation was underway. The one issue that caused
the students the most discomfort was the changing of their physical appearance, especially, the
cutting of their hair. Child (1998) stated that boys more so than girls experienced displeasure in
having their hair cut. In Education for Extinction, Adams (1995) stated that the short-hair policy
was rooted in two considerations, the hair would be easier to manage in an effort to control lice,
and long hair was believed to be a sign of savagism. In addition to having their hair cut, both
boys and girls were issued uniforms upon their arrival at the off-reservation boarding school
(Child, 1998).
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In Boarding School Seasons, Child (1998) described how the off-reservation schools
taught American Indian students to be ashamed of not only their names, but their family
surnames, and their tribal languages as well. The names of the students were a constant source of
concern for the school administrators even beyond the early years of the Americanization period
(Child, 1998). James McGregor (district superintendent) received a letter from Charles Burke
(Commissioner of Indian Affairs) stating that the names of the American Indian students were
becoming an embarrassment; he wanted the names changed to more contemporary names that
would not encumber the student (as cited in Child, p. 29). Adams (1995) provided three reasons
for the creation of new names; many students arrived with names that the teachers could not
pronounce or remember; some students had names that once translated were perceived as being
nonsensical; and the federal government wanted to give American Indians surnames.
In A Case Study: Self-Determination and Indian Education, Adams (1974) noted that
many American Indian students spoke little or no English; therefore, the educators were
instructed by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to require the students to speak English
exclusively. Students were punished for speaking their native languages (Adams, 1974).
According to Trafzer, Keller, and Sisquoc (2006), although native languages were discouraged,
to calm themselves some of the students sang songs in their native languages or communicated
with each other when no adults were around them.
Hampton’s Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
Sixty-five tribes were represented among the American Indian students who attended
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The well known Sioux, Oneida, Seneca, Omaha,
Winnebago, Cherokee, and Chippewa Tribes dominated the pupil rolls (Tingey, 1978). There
were other tribes represented, but their enrollment numbers were smaller. The Arikara, Hidatsa,
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and Mandan Indians were such tribes, with a total enrollment of 33. There is little secondary or
primary literature that discussed the specific Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians and their
education at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute; in fact, Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute is mentioned only in general terms in discussion of the Arikara, Hidatsa,
and Mandan Indians. General background regarding the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
was derived primarily from newspapers, magazines, and books.
In Myths and Traditions of the Arikara, Parks (1996) provided a historical overview of
the Arikara, also called Rees, who lived in what is now the Dakotas for over two centuries and
who are closely related linguistically to the Pawnees of Nebraska and less specifically to the
Wichitas and Caddos of the southern Plains. Throughout the 18th century the Arikara, had a
population of at least 10,000 living in the 40 villages situated along the Missouri River. The
Arikara who feared the powerful Sioux, crop failure, a shortage of buffalo (their major food
source), and the budding persecution from American troops in the aftermath of the Leavenworth
conflict, decided to travel south and live with the Skiris in Nebraska. Friction broke out between
the Arikara and Skiris, resulting in the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan again roaming the area as
nomads. In 1861, the Arikara were once again attacked by the Sioux, causing them to move to a
location where they built two villages on the bank opposite Like-A-River Village, which was
occupied by the Mandans and Hidatas. With the constant fear of Sioux attacks, the Arikara
moved onto the land occupied by the Mandans and Hidatas. The Tribes became known as the
Three Affiliated Tribes and lived on the Fort Berthold Reservation, which was officially
established in 1870 (Parks, 1996). The three Tribes remain together today.
In The Three Affiliated Tribes (Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa), Cash and Wolff (1974)
discussed the importance of education among the Arikara Indians. As early as 1870, the Arikara,
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Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians had initiated their own educational process at the Fort Berthold
Reservation in North Dakota by opening the reservation’s first school, which soon closed, only
to reopen in 1873. Because the government recognized the need to educate American Indian
children, missionaries arrived at the reservation in an attempt not only to educate the students,
but also to bring Christianity to them. Unlike other instances of complete assimilation of the
American Indian students, the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Indians continued in the traditional
ways of their people while learning to read, write, and master the manual and domestic skills of
the White majority. Although educational progress was evident at the Fort Berthold Reservation,
many tribal members left to pursue their education away from the reservation. Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute was one school at which they continued their education (Cash &
Wolff, 1974).
An article in the MHA Times Special Edition (2003), “The MHA Times and the Three
Affiliated Tribes Museum Congratulates all 2003 Graduates,” served as a testament to the
American Indian students of the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Tribes who attended Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute (1878-1898), Carlisle Indian School (1878-1918), Haskell
Institute (1924-1925), Flandreau Indian School (1924-1925), Wahpeton Indian School (19241925), Pipestone Indian School (1924-1925), Bismarck Indian School (1924-1925), Chemawa
Indian School (1924-1925), Pierre Indian School (1924-1925), Fort Berthold Mission School
(1924-1925), and Sacred Heart Mission School (1924-1925). Details regarding the education of
these students were derived from governmental documents (MHA Times Special Edition, 2003).
Five groups from the Fort Berthold Agency attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Included in the MHA Times Special Edition article were the names of the Arikara
Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The first group of
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students who arrived at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute on November 5, 1878
included George Ahuka, Anna Dawson, Henry Karunach, Thomas Laughing Face, White Breast,
and George Sharp Horn. The second group arrived at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
included no Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students. On October 14, 1897, five additional
Arikara students arrived at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute: Guy Bateman, Stella
Bear, Mason Jones, Hilda Sitting Bear, and Lottie Rose Styles. The fourth group of Arikara
Indian students arrived on June 8, 1898: Alfred Andrews, Peter Hayward Beauchamp, Agnes J.
Gillette, Fannie Emma Perkins, Stella Elizabeth Rogers, Albert Simpson, Joseph Wilkinson, and
Edward Wilson Badger. Millie Anderson was the final Arikara Indian student to arrive at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute on September 21, 1898 (MHA Times Special Edition,
2003, p. 2).
Primary Sources
Primary sources included both published and unpublished materials contemporaneous
with the time period 1878-1911, including books, memoirs, letters, magazines, journal articles,
and unpublished documents such as school records and other materials from the Hampton
University Archives (formerly Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute), The Affiliated
Tribes Museum, and North Dakota Historical Society. Particularly significant as primary sources
were materials related to the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department
and Fort Berthold’s Arikara Indian students.
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian Department. Most of the
primary source information about Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Indian
Department were derived from the Hampton University Archives and the Virginia Historical
Society. The State Historical Society of North Dakota was used to provide the supplemental
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information for this study. Many of the documents originated from the personal and professional
writings of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, founder and first principal of Hampton Agricultural
and Normal Institute; Richard Henry Pratt, recruiter of American Indian students and founder of
Carlisle Indian School; Hollis B. Frissell, second president of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute; Cora Mae Folsom, organizer of student records; and Helen W. Ludlow, campus
manager.
Books. In Captain Pratt and His Work for Indian Education, Ludlow (1886) described
how the War Department sent some of Pratt’s initial prisoners to schools in New York State and
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in 1878. Seventeen students stayed at Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute with their former jailer, Richard Pratt.
In Samuel Chapman Armstrong: A Biographical Study, Edith Armstrong Talbot (1904)
explained how Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was easily adaptable for the
American Indian student even though the institute was established for African American
students. General Armstrong stated that the moral environment at the school was vital for
American Indian growth.
Armstrong’s (1881) Indian Education at the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
described the importance of providing an industrial education as a means of humanizing and
uplifting the American Indian, indicating that the program was no longer viewed as an
experiment because of the success of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s students.
Armstrong further asserted that when American Indian students were removed from parental and
tribal influences, they displayed an aptitude for mechanical, scientific, industrial, and moral
education (Armstrong, 1881).
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Ludlow’s (1888) work, Ten Years’ Work for Indians at the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute at Hampton, Virginia, described in detail how the Indian Department at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute became the prototype of a system of government
schools designed to incorporate American Indians into the Caucasian culture. Ludlow further
explained how the goal of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was to “train the hand, the
head and the heart” so that the selected youths could go back into their communities to serve as
role models and teachers of their people (n.p.).
The Indian Department could not have functioned successfully with only the initial 17
American Indian students who arrived in April 1878. In Education for Life: The Story of
Hampton Institute, Peabody (1918) described how Richard Pratt and his companions traveled to
the west, specifically to the Dakotas, to recruit additional American Indians for the Indian
Department. Upon their return in November 1878, they brought 40 boys and 9 girls from areas
ranging from Fort Berthold, North Dakota to Yankton, South Dakota. Armstrong made other
recruitment trips to the reservations in 1882 and 1888 to solicit American Indian students to
attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Peabody, 1918).
Armstrong (1881) discussed the recruitment efforts and tribal responsibilities for girls.
Girls were viewed as domestic workers on the reservation, and parents were reluctant to part
with them. The Yankton Indian Tribe was the first to send their females to Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. Girls were not highly regarded in either the African American or American
Indian cultures (Armstrong, 1881). Throughout the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s
American Indian experience the school normally enrolled three American Indian boys for every
two American Indian girls; however, there was pressure by Armstrong to admit an equal number
of both sexes. Armstrong declared, “Only by encouraging, if not arranging [Indian marriages]
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can we save our work for that race” (p.172). In Indian Education at Hampton, Frissell (1897)
noted that the female students were instructed in academic courses, sewing, dressmaking,
cooking, and domestic work.
In The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and Its Work for Negro and Indian
Youth, Frissell, Peabody, Chichester, and Turner (1894) explained the differences in how the
African American and American Indian students received financial assistance to attend the
school. The African American students were required to be of good character and morals and to
have the ability to earn or pay for their room and board, whereas the American Indian students
received support from the government and private scholarships. Both African American and
American Indian students were required to work; however, the earnings of African American
students were used to offset their school expenses, whereas American Indian students were
allowed to keep their money to save and spend as they wished (Frissell et al., 1894).
Although the school was open the full year, Frissell, Peabody, Chichester, and Turner
(1894) noted that it was smaller in number by about half from June 15 to October 1. Normal
work came to an end during that time, and many American Indian students had “outing”
responsibilities on farms in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York.
The outing program was a joint venture undertaken by Armstrong and Pratt. According to
Frissell et al., (1894), Armstrong believed that dispersing the American Indian students to
individual households would teach them how to live in a well-organized home. Usually there
was work for the students in Berkshire Hills, Massachusetts, where boys did farm work and girls
performed domestic chores. Although the outing experience provided the students with some
income, it was viewed by parents and students with mixed feelings. Some praised the program,
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whereas others provided negative comments, with some students indicating a desire not to return
or simply to run away (Frissell et al., 1894).
Contemporary Newspaper and Magazine Accounts. One of the noteworthy magazines
during this period was the Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, which discussed many issues that
were important during the late 19th century. The magazine addressed African American and
American Indian issues, the educational programs at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
and Carlisle Indian School, and other critical issues of the time.
In the Harper’s New Monthly Magazine article, “Indian and Negro,” Brackett (1880)
noted the importance of having American Indian girls in the Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute program. Brackett explained how there was no difficulty in securing boys for the
program as the families were willing to allow them to attend the school. If girls were allowed to
leave the reservations, however, those left would need to take on more chores. Nevertheless, the
Yankton agency was persuaded to let girls attend the school. Brackett described the differences
in the education of the African American and American Indian females. The African American
female was considered to be fully equal to the African American male, whereas the American
Indian female was viewed with disrespect by her race (Brackett, 1880).
In another Harper’s New Monthly Magazine article, “Indian Education at Hampton and
Carlisle,” Ludlow (1881) continued to write about the importance of having a coeducational
learning environment for females at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Ludlow stated,
“The co-education of the sexes is regarded at Hampton as essential to the development of both
these races in which woman has been so long degraded” (p. 667).
The Southern Workman, founded in 1872 by General Samuel Armstrong, served as a
forum for many issues involving the “interest of underdeveloped races” specifically African
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American and American Indian people. The monthly published magazine contained several
articles that related to the education of American Indians: “Peculiarities of Indian Education”
(February, 1901); “Memorial Number – Hollis Burke Frissell” (November, 1917); “Some Indian
Graduates” (July, 1911); Highlight of Annie Dawson Wilde (Arikara, student); “Hampton
Incidents” (March, 1924); and “Graduates and Ex-Students” (December, 1936).
Talks and Thoughts was a small magazine produced monthly at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute; it was an American Indian student magazine that highlighted the activities
of its students. The cost of the magazine subscriptions were 25 cents. The magazines were
discontinued in 1907, at which time there were numerous letters from subscribers expressing the
fondness for and appreciation of the magazine.
Letters. Letters served as a primary source for gathering information regarding Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute, especially as the school enrolled its first and subsequent
American Indian students. Within the archival collections of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute were multitudes of letters with dates prior to the April 1878 arrival of the American
Indian students. Letters were dated as early as January 26, 1878; at that time, Richard Pratt
inquired about the placement of American Indian students and the cost to educate them
(Armstrong to Pratt, 1878, January 26, Personal Correspondence). On September 2, 1878, Pratt
was advised of the need to travel west to secure children for Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute and to remain with them during their travel east (Hayt, E.A. to Pratt, R. H., 1878,
Personal Correspondence).
Armstrong, founder and first principal of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
received many letters; however, letters directly related to the Fort Berthold Reservation Indians
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were limited. A summary of those letters referring to Fort Berthold Reservation or the Three
Affiliated Tribes provided a glimpse into the type of correspondence sent by Pratt to Armstrong.
On June 17, 1878, Pratt discussed the possibility of the Nez Perce Indians attending
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute to further their education (Pratt, R.H. to Armstrong,
S.C., 1878, June 17, Personal Correspondence). A follow-up letter on June 21, 1878, addressed
the admittance of those students (Pratt, R.H. to Armstrong, S.C., 1878, June 21, Personal
Correspondence). Other materials within the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
Archives revealed details about the disposition of several tribes, including those at Fort Berthold.
The industriousness of the Fort Berthold students was discussed as early as October 13, 1878
(Pratt, R.H. to Armstrong, S.C., 1878, October 13, Personal Correspondence) and continued in
discussion of the recruitment of students through November 4, 1878.
Armstrong received correspondence that addressed a number of issues, some of which
were general regarding American Indian education and others specific to the Fort Berthold
Reservation. Sample correspondence with Armstrong included such items as: 1. Marshall
Bidwell: the punishment of students, both male and female (December 6, 1883); 2. John B.
Riley: giving Indians civilized and family surnames (March 6, 1889); 3. John P. Williamson:
civilized and Christian names (April 5, 1889); 4. Sam Perry (former student): life at Haskell
Institute’s not being as good as life at Hampton (September 27, 1890); and 5. Cora M. Folsom
(teacher): feedback about the returned (not Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan specific) students’
feelings toward Hampton.
Archival Collection Materials. Because the American Indian education experience
occurred in Virginia, the Historical Society served as the collection site for Armstrong’s books,
journals, articles, and photographs. In Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Armstrong
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and Marshall (1888) presented a brief history of the establishment of Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, including features of the Indian Department. An 1893 publication by
Armstrong, Ludlow, and Folsom, Twenty-two Years’ Work of the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute at Hampton, VA – Records of Negro and Indian Graduates and ExStudents, included four manuscripts: 1) Hampton’s Twelve Years’ Work For Indians; 2) Record
of Returned Indian Students by Cora Mae Folsom; 3) Instantaneous Views; and 4) First Party
From Dakota.
In Then and Now at Hampton Institute 1868-1902, Frissell, Purves, and Turner (1902)
described the foundation, control, and development of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute; the document also discussed the need for Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
including information about the American Indians, agriculture, and trades. In General
Armstrong’s Life and Work, Carter (1902) detailed the works and accomplishments of
Armstrong as noted in a Founder’s Day address.
Frissell et al. (1894) described the educational endeavors of students, both African
American and American Indian, in The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and Its Work
for Negro and Indian Youth. Another book published by Hampton Institute (1909) Some Results
of Hampton’s Work, included information about the graduates of Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, including its most prominent student at the time, Booker T. Washington.
Also included was information about another student of promise, Anna Dawson, an Arikara, who
arrived at the school as a young girl, age 8. She graduated at 17 from Hampton and enrolled in
the Normal School at Framingham, Massachusetts. Upon leaving Framingham, she worked
among the Sioux and subsequently returned to her reservation home to work with the Arikara
people under a government appointment. The book also highlighted other American Indian
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graduates distinguished by their experiences at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute or
their accomplishments after leaving the institute (Hampton Institute, 1909).
An extensive collection of manuscripts from Richard Henry Pratt, former recruiter of
American Indian students for Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and founder and first
principal of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, had been preserved at the Cumberland County
Historical Society in Pennsylvania. Within the archives are commencement program materials,
school correspondence, oral histories, government reports, student memory books, and student
academic assignments. The initial review of the index of the manuscripts revealed one document
that briefly mentioned General Armstrong and Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Because Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was a precursor to Carlisle Indian Industrial
School, it seemed plausible that archival documents should include correspondence between
Armstrong and Pratt. Initial contacts with the assistant librarian at the Cumberland County
Historical Society and the Hamilton Library Association proved unsuccessful; this researcher
was directed to the Beinecke Library at Yale University. Efforts were made to gather from the
Yale collection any primary correspondence between Armstrong and Pratt regarding the
recruitment of students, especially students from the Dakotas, as well as references to the
students specifically from the Fort Berthold Reservation. This researcher sought documents that
may have potentially disclosed a different view from that available from the Hampton University
Archives and the Virginia Historical Society.
Armstrong’s daughter and grandson donated the Samuel Chapman Armstrong Collection
to Williams College in 1951. The collection was grouped in Series, Box, and Folder. The
collection consisted of correspondence and copies of previously documented records. The
collection had been organized by series and subseries with box numbers and files. Items within
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the collection that were used to conduct research on Armstrong and his work with the American
Indian students included the following: 1) Statistics ref: Freedman’s Bureau, 1869; 2) Hampton
Institute correspondence, 1874-1893; 3) Booker T. Washington papers, 1879-1883; 4)
miscellaneous materials regarding Hampton’s history, 1901, 1940, and Hampton publications,
1874-1890, 1937; and 5) personal papers of Edith Armstrong Talbot, 1878-1893, and Samuel C.
Armstrong, including biographical materials and obituary notices, 1893-1894. Letters,
newspaper and magazine articles, memoirs, and pictures specific to the 33 Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan students were sought from the Williams’ College Collection and Archives.
Institutional Records. The first students to arrive at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute on April 13, 1878, came as ex-prisoners. A Hampton folder labeled “Indian Prisoners of
War” included the names and photographs of the Fort Marion ex-prisoners. The folder also
contained a biographical sketch of each ex-prisoner student, including the student’s lineage, age,
criminal charges, character, other schools attended, and educational history.
The critical component in the analysis of the documents regarding the Arikara, Hidatsa,
and Mandan Indian students were the student records. The student records are housed and
confidentially maintained within the Hampton University Archives. The researcher received
approval to review the following student records: 1) student biography information (name, date
of birth, entrance and departure information, previous education, previous occupation, ancestry,
character, physical condition, discipline records, outing program experience, arrival and
departure photographs); 2) trade student records (type of occupation, number of work days,
earnings per year, skills, related remarks); 3) post-Hampton reports (date, occupation, address,
reference names, notes, items of interest); 4) applications for admission to Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute (completed by students) and recommendations provided by agents, former
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teachers, school officers or employers; 5) correspondence (letters from students, requests for
scholarships); 6) forms for transfer to another school; 7) outing work records (placement, length
of service, wages); and 8) articles from within specific publications.
An 1885 compilation of reports by the staff of Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute addressed the various aspects of life at the institute (Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute Staff, 1885). Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute: Annual Reports for the
Academical and Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1885 focused on the African American and
American Indian students and their personal and educational activities within the various
departments at the institute. The report included teacher comments regarding agriculture,
mechanics, the printing office, and the girls’ industrial department. Within the document,
Josephine E. Richards, who was in charge of the Indian School provided a status report on the
attendance of the American Indian students: 125 were present, 74 boys and 51 girls, including
two babies. Eleven tribes were represented, with the Sioux nations providing the largest number
of students (Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute Staff, 1885). In the reports, Helen W.
Ludlow described the events of the normal classes, which comprised 20 American Indian
students, 10 boys and 10 girls. Ten of the students were from the Sioux nations, one Arikara,
four Omaha, two Winnebago, two Sac and Fox, and one Absentee-Shawnee. Within the normal
classes the American Indian students were exposed to writing and spelling, arithmetic,
bookkeeping, physiology, geography, English, reading, political economy, moral science, and
practice teaching (Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute Staff, 1885).
In personal correspondence, Caroline W. Andrus (n.d.) described the original plan for
documenting the activities from the time of the arrival of the American Indian students at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute to their departure. Andrus explained how a
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biography card was prepared for each incoming student; the card presented a complete history
including name, tribal affiliation, arrival and departure information, parental identification, and
family information (finances, wages, rent, land ownership, previous occupations, and church
affiliations). Physical characteristics of each student were also captured with a photograph. At
the conclusion of the year, the school superintendent provided a detailed accounting of the
student’s progress. Items of an especially personal nature were kept in a folder labeled “Personal
and Confidential,” that folder was handled by a selected number of staff members (Andrus, n.d).
Student Records of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians. The major sources
for information about Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute’s Arikara consisted primarily
of student records, faculty correspondence, books, and scholarly publications. The student files
on Millie Anderson and Stella Bear are missing from the Hampton University Archives.
Supplemental information was obtained through conversations with a representative of the Three
Tribes Museum.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs Report (1878) stated that Richard Pratt’s return trip
to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in 1878 included American Indians from the Fort
Berthold Reservation in North Dakota: nine boys and three girls made the journey back to
Virginia with Pratt. The mother of the youngest child accompanied the students. All three girls
and three of the boys were of mixed heritage; the other six were full Arikara. Other Arikara
children from the Three Affiliated Tribes began their formal education at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute at later dates (Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1878).
Monographs. In The Work for Two Races at Hampton, VA: Meeting on Behalf of Negro
and Indian Education, Armstrong (1892) discussed the background of the school, focusing on
the attendance and student expenditures during 1892. Armstrong’s book included follow-up
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information about the American Indian students who left Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute during that period.
In Twenty-Two Years’ Work of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at
Hampton, Virginia, Armstrong, Ludlow, and Folsom (1893) detailed the records of African
American and American Indian students, graduates, and former students. The first party of
American Indians from the Fort Berthold Agency in North Dakota was brought to Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute on November 5, 1878 by Richard Pratt. Armstrong et al.
described the gathering as follows:
…wild looking, with most in full American Indian costume of blankets, leggings and
moccasins, with disheveled locks hanging half way to their knees or braided with strips
of red flannel and down each side their face, yet with an expression of intelligent and
earnest desire to learn the White man’s way (p. 314).
Armstrong introduced the initial 12 American Indian students from the Fort Berthold
Agency, including four Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students and one Arikara adult:
1. Mary Dawson was a full-blood Arickaree, approximately 24 years old, who came to
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute with her young daughter.
2. Anna Dawson was half blood, age 8; she remained at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute following the death of her mother.
3. George Ahuka, a full-blood male, age 20, returned to the reservation after completing
3 years at the school.
4. Thomas Laughing Face was full blood, age 17, and the son of an old warrior.
5. Harry Karunach, a full blood, age 17, returned to the school in 1881 and remained
until 1884 (Armstrong et al., 1893).
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Correspondences. E. A. Hayt, Commissioner, Office of Indian Affairs, in a letter to
Richard Pratt, directed him to travel to the western American Indian agencies within the Dakota
Territories, including the reservations of Fort Berthold (home of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians), Standing Rock, Cheyeme River, Red Cloud, Crow Creek, Lower Brule,
Yankton, and Spotted Tail, to recruit a maximum of 34 American Indian youths between the
ages of 14 and 20 to attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Hayt to Pratt, 1878).
To investigate the impact of their involvement with the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students, efforts were made to gather
primary correspondence regarding the three tribes. These efforts included viewing primary
sources within the Three Tribes Museum and North Dakota Historical Society.
Governmental Documents. The United States National Archives and Records
Administration housed published government documents. The documents contained information
about federal policy toward American Indians, an overview of Indian wars, and reports of Indian
agents. The published primary sources related to American Indians were divided into four areas:
1) American state papers, 2) annual reports, 3) Congressional serial set, and 4) Indian treaties and
laws. To conduct research regarding the American Indian experience at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, the records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs were accessed through the
National Archives, which are housed in Kansas City, Missouri. The specific records that were
reviewed included general records, records of the Dakota Superintendency, and records of the
Fort Berthold Indian Agency in North Dakota Records of Indian Schools from 1871-1985 are
available, but there is no mention of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute as it was not
deemed an Indian School.
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The general records included abstracts of letters related to epidemics (1901-1908), as
well as statistics related to education (1859-1869), Indian schools (1874-1909), and regular
schools (1890-1908). The records of the Dakota Superintendency included correspondences,
accounts, reports, and other data (1860-1878). The records of the Fort Berthold Indian Agency in
North Dakota included the educational correspondences for the period 1928-1933.
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Archival Collection. The archival collection of the
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians were accessed through the Three Affiliated Tribes
Museum, which housed the documents available regarding the Fort Berthold Reservation and its
people. According to the museum administrator, no archival materials (eyewitness accounts,
letters, etc.) for the students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute are located
at the museum. The administrator, who noted that it had been over 100 years since the students
attended the institute, did not have first-hand knowledge of any Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
families’ having personal records or letters in their family collections. The administrator was
able, however, to provide the researcher copies of some of the tribal materials: 1) a list of
Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara students who attended Hampton Institute in Virginia 1878-1898
(unfiled notes); 2) an excerpt from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs Report 1878, which
discussed how Captain Pratt was requested to secure students from Fort Berthold and delivered
them to Hampton on November 5, 1878; 3) a historical writing, “A Short History of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation,” by Ralph M. Shane (1956) (edited and reprinted by The Three
Affiliated Tribes Museum, August, 1997); 4) a statement of Mrs. Bryon Wilde, Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation (no date); 5) the biography of Anna Dawson Wilde (Mrs. Bryon H. Wilde
1868-1968), which discussed her experiences at Hampton (no author); 6) documentation of
Indian drawings of student arrival versus current appearance, pencil and ink drawings by George
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Ahuka, also known as White Wolf, an Arikara student; and 7) an article by James R. Young,
Thomas Smith: A Personal Perspective.
In order to conduct this document analysis, the researcher obtained copies of letters,
newspaper and magazine articles, memoirs, pictures, and physical artifacts related to the 20
Arikara, seven Hidatsa, and six Mandan students from the North Dakota Historical Society. The
Historical Society of North Dakota housed manuscripts relating to the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians, American Indian education, the Fort Berthold Agency, and Charles Hall and
Harold W. Case, missionaries. Significant to the literature on educating the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians are the writings of Harold W. Case. The Harold W. Case Papers (1864-1981),
housed at the Historical Society, documented the establishment, growth, and termination of the
Fort Berthold Mission as well as the ministry work of Harold and Eva Case. The papers
contained the Fort Berthold Mission records, including mission minutes (1898-1972) as well as
minutes of the Dakota Missions Councils, the Fort Berthold Council of Congregational
Churches, and the Fort Berthold Congregational Staff Council. The papers also included subject
files consisting of birthday booklets, budgets, admission cards, correspondence, receipts, reports,
cradle rolls, and rosters. Financial records (1876-1972), teachers’ registers (1884-1932), and
Sunday school records (1876-1939) are part of the collection, as well.
Hampton Archival Collection. The Hampton University Archives contained thousands
of documents from the inception of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute to the currentday Hampton University. Because the Indian Department was unique during the late 19th
century, many of the documents related to that time period have been published. The documents
within the archives, including faculty and student correspondence, personal statements, and
governmental documents, were used to develop this section.
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Within the Hampton University Archives were a collection of General Samuel Chapman
Armstrong’s general correspondence for the periods 1868-1881 and 1889-1899. The collection
was indexed by Fritz J. Malval, with indications of name, place, and date. The correspondences
originated from individuals and institutions across the United States. A review of the
correspondences indicated the availability of writings from Fort Berthold, North Dakota (1878);
Bismarck, Dakota Territory (1878, 1881); and Fort Bennett, North Dakota. (1881).
The archives housed several biographical writings regarding both Samuel Chapman
Armstrong and Richard Henry Pratt. In Pratt, the Red Man’s Moses, Eastman (1935)
summarized the endeavors of Pratt, including his establishment of the Carlisle Indian School.
Copies of testimonial accounts regarding the work of Armstrong in establishing Hampton
Normal Agricultural Institute and the education of American Indians were included in multiple
publications. Testimonials can be found in Save the World to Save America by Capen (n.d.),
Lend a Hand by Hale (n.d.), and General Armstrong and the Hampton Institute by Stuart (n.d.).
A number of booklets about Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute and its founder
could be found in the archives. Some of the booklets are undated, whereas others date from
1877, the year prior to the establishment of the Indian Department. Many of the writings are
papers presented at annual meetings or conferences in Boston, Syracuse, and Washington, DC.
Reservations were assigned superintendents who were responsible for many American
Indian issues, including education. The writings of many of the superintendents were located in
the Hampton University Archives: George W. Scott, Superintendent, Fort Stevenson, PA, a
request for papers published at Hampton Institute (November 21, 1887); J. E. Ross,
Superintendent, Genoa, Nebraska, a request for a reference for a former student (April 28, 1896);
Estelle Reele, Superintendent of Indian Schools, a request for information about a study
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conducted at Hampton (February 20, 1899); John H. Seger, Superintendent, Colony, Oklahoma,
a request for permission for a student to attend Hampton (October 29, 1901); and John H.
Stephens, an inquiry about the history of the Indian Department (February 8, 1912).
Conclusion and Summary
The literature addressing American Indian education was extensive. The process of
educating American Indians had been documented since 1609, when the Jesuit Indian Missions
in Paraguay and Uruguay designed a system to protect the American Indians from the Spaniards,
to convert them to Christianity, and to teach them to become self-supporting in the European
manner. Not all of the experiences were pleasant; therefore, both the good and bad elements of
the educational process have been documented. The research questions regarding staff and
faculty perceptions, as well as student observations of their experiences, were answered through
the review of the literature, including letters, newspaper and magazine articles, scholarly
journals, and archival documents from various historical societies.
Because of the gap in the literature regarding the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
and their experiences at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, this researcher was
prompted to conduct this study. The researcher was able to ascertain basic information about the
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students, which had been documented by other authors; however,
areas remained that required exploration and, perhaps, lead to the complete story of the 33
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students who attended the institute. Information regarding the
students while they were at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute were derived largely
from their student records, with supplemental materials obtained from the State Historical
Society of North Dakota, writings from the Annual Report of the Commissioners of Indian
Affairs, and the Superintendents also known as Indian Agents of the Fort Berthold Reservation
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for the periods 1878-1911, provided a view into the lives of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries there were a number of American
Indian students who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (hereafter, referred to
as Hampton Institute, the Hampton school or simply Hampton where appropriate). In Virginia,
many people are aware of the state’s Chickahominy, Mattaponi, Monacan, Pumunkey and
Rappahannock Indian tribes, but there is less familiarity with tribes from the Plains, particularly
small tribes such as the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan. There were other American Indian
students at the Hampton school, but this researcher selected these particular students to disclose
not only their educational experiences but their community involvement. The students from the
Fort Berthold Reservation were part of the initial group of students that ventured across the
United States to obtain their education at a predominately African American school.
According to Denig and Ewers (1961) the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians were
“undereducated” (at least as defined by White society), but they showed a great deal of skill in
the way they functioned in everyday activities such as farming, hunting, and trading. This history
of the Three Affiliated Tribes is one of courage in the face of hardship and recurring tragedies.
The tribes lived in a hostile environment usually at the hands of Indians from the Sioux Nations.
The Fort Berthold Reservation Indians maintained their identity while gaining strength from their
unity. For these reasons, Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students from the Fort Berthold
Reservation in North Dakota were selected for the present study.
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The study focused on Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students, who attended
Hampton during the period of 1878 to 1911. There have been several studies regarding the
American Indian educational experiences at Hampton, but with little or no focus on students
from lesser known tribes. Thus, this study examined students from three small central plains
tribes to uncover various educational facets of their lives while at Hampton. In examining the
educational experience of the Fort Berthold Reservation students, the researcher used the
following research questions to guide her research:
1. What were the staff and faculty perceptions toward the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute?
2. What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students’ observations of
their off-reservation boarding school experience?
3. What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
experience have on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?
Reasons for Qualitative Approach
These research questions were answered through the use of a qualitative case study
approach. A qualitative methodological approach was chosen based upon the nature of the
research questions. Qualitative research studies ask “how” or “what” questions rather than “why”
questions (Creswell, 1998). Furthermore, the reason for selecting a qualitative approach was to
gain a deeper understanding of events, conditions, and educational programs at Hampton
Institute and its environs. The qualitative approach lends itself to obtaining information about the
“human side of an issue – that is, the often contradictory behaviors, belief, opinions, emotions,
and relationships of individuals” (Qualitative Research Methods, retrieved January 1, 2012).
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The current study depended almost exclusively upon document analysis, with the bulk of
information gathered from written records. Written records on the Fort Berthold Reservation
students were not extensive, but the extant record included institutional materials such as school
reports, manuscripts, and statistical information, contemporaneous newspaper and journal
articles also provided valuable, as did various government reports, most of which provided
general information on Hampton’s Indian program rather than specific materials on students
from the three tribes. Of all the sources, Hampton’s student files proved to be the most
significant source of primary evidence concerning the educational experiences of the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan students.
As the study progressed, a major difficulty encountered was locating and accessing
contemporaneous documents of views at Fort Berthold, both tribal and parental, concerning their
children’s experiences at Hampton or the value they placed on the education their children
received from Hampton. Similarly, the researcher was unable to access much information about
student experiences at Fort Berthold after attending Hampton.
Considerable research efforts involved categorizing and evaluating written materials and
artifacts concerning daily life, events, and the educational program at Hampton from 1878 to
1911, the period of attendance by the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians.
An important aspect of the research concerned determining the credibility of the
information uncovered. Patton (1990) asserted that credibility depended more on the richness of
information rather than the amount of materials collected. Despite the amount of evidence
collected regarding the three tribes, a wealth of information has been assembled. For example,
three important primary sources: governmental documents, especially those of the Annual
Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (1877 – 1923); the papers of Samuel Armstrong;
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and Hampton’s official files on the students from the three tribes, provided a fullness to the
evidence that allows for an understanding of the Fort Berthold students’ experience. Patton also
stated that “any credible research requires the investigator to adopt a stance of neutrality with
regard to the phenomenon under study” (Patton, 1990, p. 55). The use of varied sources allowed
for an objective interpretation of the information.
Historical Approach. The design of the study involved a process of collecting and
analyzing available historical evidence. Busha and Harter (1980) outlined six detailed steps that
were necessary for conducting historical research: 1) the recognition of a historical problem or
the identification of a need for certain historical knowledge; 2) the gathering of as much relevant
information about the problem or topic as possible; 3) if appropriate, the forming of hypotheses
that tentatively explain relationships between historical factors; 4) the meticulous collection and
organization of evidence and confirmation of the authenticity and trueness of information and its
sources; 5) the selection, organization, and analysis of the collected evidence; and 6) the drawing
conclusions presenting them in a meaningful narrative.
Student Files. Thirty-three American Indian students from the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan tribes attended Hampton; however, two student files were missing and therefore, only
31 could be analyzed in the present study. Hampton’s Indian education program was designed to
educate and train the students over a period of three years however, there were some students
who stayed longer. Twenty Arikara, seven Hidatsa, and six Mandan students represented the
students who attended Hampton during the period studied. The information collected from the
student files included students’ biographies, their physical characteristics, paternal heritage,
correspondence, and educational achievements.
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In addition to the information found in the student records, other material and artifacts
were located in the Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, including personal
writings of staff. Institutional writings such as memorandums and annual reports from Hampton
were used to supplement the information on the Fort Berthold students. Finally, Talks and
Thoughts of the Hampton Indian Students, the monthly journal of Hampton’s Indian students
(Lindsey, 1995) and Southern Workman, a monthly publication (Peabody, 1918; Frissell et al.,
1902) provided another perspective of the experiences of the three tribes’ students.
There were three principles that were used to collect the evidence from students’ files,
“use of multiple sources, creation of a case study database, and the maintenance of a chain of
evidence” (Yin, 2003, pp. 97-105). Collecting information on the student’s biographies came
primarily from the files within the Hampton archives. Some files contained the “Application for
Admission to the Hampton and Normal and Agricultural Institute” which detailed the name,
address, tribal identification, previous education, and acknowledgement of the terms of
admission, academic courses to be taken, and the discipline policy (Indian Student Files,
Hampton University Archives, 1898).
The process of collecting evidence on the physical characteristics of the students was
gathered from the “Bibliography Card” of the students. Because all the files were not similar in
format there were variations in the kinds of information provided about each student. Most files
contained at least the height and weight of individual students. The complexion of the Indian
student was also often noted, followed by what appeared to be a numerical code consisting of a
“1,” “2,” or “3,” presumably indicating light, medium, or dark skin color. This is an instance
where the researcher sometimes had to interpret the evidence and draw conclusions based on
context and in comparison to similar evidence such as student’s photographs.
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The evidence collected on the Fort Berthold Reservation student’s parental heritage was
obtained primarily through the recordings of the student biography. The name of the student’s
father was always indicated, while in the majority of cases, the mother was not listed by name.
The race of both parents was usually provided within the biography. The work histories of the
fathers were documented, while the mothers’ occupations were not specified.
Correspondences from the Fort Berthold Reservation students came from the Hampton
Archives. Within the files were replicas of hand written notes, and articles authored in the
Southern Workman and Talks and Thoughts of the Hampton Indian Students. Documents
explaining the “outing system” were included in the student files and contained information on
the employer, location of the work site and wages earned. The outing system was a means of
providing apprenticeships in farming or domestic work for the Indian students of Hampton.
Finally, evidence contained on student achievement was found in the student’s file.
Achievement was addressed through the analysis of discipline, academic records, work records,
and summer records. All of these documents collected and analyzed were useful in sharing the
story of the Fort Berthold Reservation students.
Use of Expert Sources. In addition to utilizing published and unpublished resources, the
researcher made contact with experts and researchers in the field of American Indian education.
Contacts were made via email, telephone, and by United States mail. Some of the information
obtained from the experts led the researcher to supplementary materials. Dr. JoAllyn
Archambault, Director, American Indian Program at the National Museum of National History
directed the researcher to an article that she authored regarding her ancestor who attended
Hampton. The information she provided encouraged the researcher to locate other descendents
of Hampton’s Indian students. Florence Brady, a descendant of several Arikara students
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provided the researcher with names of other descendants for possible inclusion in this study.
Upon receiving the initial leads, several telephone and email correspondences were sent to the
descendents. Unfortunately, the contacts were reluctant to discuss their family members with this
researcher.
Access to the entire series of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
were granted to the researcher by George Franchois, Director, U.S. Department of the Interior
Library, and Robert Lopresti, Head of Government Information Services at Western Washington
University. Charles Bernholz, Government Documents Librarian at the University of Nebraska
and coauthor of The Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs: Revisiting the Key to
the United States Congressional Serial Set, 1824-1920, provided guidance in securing missing
editions of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Marilyn Scott, Electronic
Services Librarian, Virginia Commonwealth University was able to assist the researcher in
locating missing issues of the Annual Reports. Emily Moazami, National Museum of the
American Indians, Photo Archivist, provided access to the photographic archives for locating
archival information on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians.
Archivists. The museum archivists were instrumental in the location of a number of
sources crucial to this study. Donzella Maupin, Assistant to the Archivist at Hampton University
provided the researcher access to the student records. She was also able to direct the researcher
to other archival materials that related to the members of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
tribes. The Samuel Chapman Armstrong papers dating back to 1862 were provided by Linda
Hall, Archives Assistant at Williams College in Massachusetts. Marilyn Hudson, Three Tribes
Museum Administrator, assisted the researcher with both primary and secondary sources. Other
personal contacts were made because of Hudson’s recommendations. After Hudson received
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names of Hampton attendees she was able to guide the researcher to ancestors for viable
historical information. Shane Molander, Deputy State Archivist, State Historical Society of
North Dakota was able to locate the records of the Harold Case Collection, which provided
essential background information on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan tribes.
Documents obtained from the Virginia Historical Society, the State Historical Society of
North Dakota, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the National Archives and Records
Administration proved beneficial in the collection of information used to analyze this study.
Primary and Secondary Sources
In completing the components of this study, primary and secondary sources were used
to document, analyze, and interpret the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian educational history
at Hampton. First, secondary sources provided general background on the education of American
Indians, as well as helped the researcher better understand and interpret the results of her
research. Primary sources served as the basis of the study, especially those located in the various
archives noted above, particularly the archives of Hampton University and Williams College.
Primary sources included such categories as (a) government documents and reports; (b)
collected personal papers, especially those of Samuel Chapman Armstrong; (c) Hampton’s
student records, many of which included students’ own written statements on various Hampton
experiences; (d) conference minutes; (e) speeches; (f) photographs; (g) correspondences; and (h)
memoirs and autobiographies. The serials Talks and Thought of the Indian Students and the
Southern Workman, which were publications created by students and staff of Hampton Institute
during the period of study, were also valuable. Although the most significant volume of primary
materials came from the Hampton University Archives, government documents such as the
Annual Reports to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs supplied information about Indian
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education in general, and modicum of information specific to Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
students.
Personal visits were made by the researcher to a number of sites, including the National
Museum of the American Indian, National Museum of the American Indian Archives, Virginia
Commonwealth University library, Hampton University archives, the College of William and
Mary archives, and the Virginia Historical Society, to explore relevant information about the
topic. In addition, archival collections of personal papers also proved valuable. Of particular
significance were the papers of Samuel Armstrong in the Hampton University Archives, and also
the Armstrong family papers housed at Williams College in Massachusetts. Also helpful were
the papers of Richard Pratt, collected from the Cumberland County (Pennsylvania) Historical
Society. The materials from Williams College and Cumberland County Historical Society
provided documents used to supplement the Hampton school research.
Secondary sources provided general background information on the education of
American Indians, as well as aided the researcher in understanding and interpreting her own
research findings. Such sources used for this study included books, newspaper and journal
articles, and websites. Books published by area historians, such as Hultgren and Molin (1988)
were instrumental sources, and articles from newspapers and magazines provided helpful
information as well. Finally, documents from the Three Tribes Museum including secondary
sources of information proved important to this study.
Evaluating Historical Documents
Once the investigator determined the sources to be used, it became critical to thoroughly
understand the components of each resource. In this study, the review of documents, archival
records, and physical artifacts served as the main supply of information. Supplemented by
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secondary sources such as books, magazines and newspapers, websites on American Indian
education, and biographies were beneficial to the research.
According to Patton (1990), “the validity and reliability of qualitative data depend to a
great extent on the methodological skill, sensitivity, and integrity of the researcher” (p. 11). Even
though the researcher was unable to physically observe the subjects of this study, the researcher
believes that her acquisition and analysis of primary and secondary sources helped her develop a
useful study.
Another method for determining validity and reliability can be achieved through
triangulation. “Triangulation is the combination of two or more data sources, investigators,
methodologic approaches, theoretical perspectives, or analytical methods” (Denzin, 1970). This
study lends itself to the theoretical triangulation because it uses “multiple lenses and questions in
mind, to lend support to or refute findings” (Denzin, 1970).
To help eliminate researcher bias an external peer reviewer was selected, one with a
Ph.D. in education from a large metropolitan university in Virginia. She was employed by the
federal government, but also had prior employment as a K-12 teacher in a public school system.
In addition to experience as an adjunct university faculty member, she had experience in other
public and private sectors of the workforce as well as involvement in a number of school and
community service activities. Of particular significance, she is an enrolled member of a Virginia
Indian tribe. The peer reviewer helped ensure that the researcher did not speak of the American
Indian students in a manner that would be disrespectful to their memories or that of their
descendents. The peer reviewer was used when questions developed that required an external
advisor for example, when the issue materialized regarding the proper use of the term “Native
American” versus “American Indian,” she provided insight into what was correct based upon
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research and her inclusion within the Indian community. The peer reviewer who was experienced
in conducting qualitative research offered an objective viewpoint when discussing the topics
surrounding this study. In addition, the researcher believed a peer reviewer process was essential
because it allowed for the scrutiny of this research by an outside subject matter expert. The
reviewer provided a level of checks on the researcher’s analysis of American Indian educational
experience at Hampton.
Document Analysis. Qualitative analysis should be conducted in a way that highlights
the participants being investigated. As noted by Yin (1994), there are four principles the
researcher should keep in mind: (a) reliance upon relevant evidence, (b) inclusion of all vital
details in the analysis, (c) dealing with the most noteworthy aspect of the case study, and (d) use
of the investigator’s prior expert knowledge.
After gathering and classifying the materials, the information was subjected to both
internal and external criticism. “The process of noting what is interesting, labeling it, and putting
it into appropriate files is called classifying” (Seidman, 1998, p. 107). Once it was determined
what files belonged in certain categories, data were sorted by categories in order to ensure
appropriate classifications. Internal criticism, “looks within the data itself to try to determine
truth-facts and reasonable interpretation, while external criticism “applies science to the
document” (Sims, 1998, pp. 22-24). Both internal and external criticisms were achieved
through the review and comparison of documents from the various archives, magazine and
newspaper articles, scholarly journal and governmental documents. External criticism was aided
by acknowledging the “saturation of data;” that is, when the same information was found in two
or more primary sources, for example, the information gained credibility. Internal criticism was
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achieved by analyzing the motives of those people who provided the evidence to include,
Armstrong, Pratt, students, parents, faculty, government officials and community.
The remainder of this chapter described the methodology that was used regarding the
preparation of this Three Affiliated Tribes study. First, the evidence collection process was
discussed which detailed the sources of document retrieval as it related to the Fort Berthold
Reservation students. Following the discussion of evidence collection, was the discussion on the
IRB approval process. The remainder of the chapter disclosed the analysis and interpretation of
documents and evidence, limitations of the study, and summary.
Evidence Collection
The process of evidence collection can be complex and difficult, and if not done well, the
entire study could be jeopardized and doubts cast on the research (Yin, 2003). There is no one
method of gathering evidence that is necessarily more beneficial than another, but in historical
research the kinds of evidence gathered are very significant. Perhaps the most important
evidence comes from primary sources, that is, sources of evidence that are closely connected to
actual persons, events, and places or locations. The evidence most commonly used in qualitative
historical research is “documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations,
participant-observation, and physical artifacts” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Therefore, this
researcher utilized published and unpublished primary sources, including documents, archival
records, and physical artifacts that help reveal the stories of the Fort Berthold Reservation
students at Hampton.
That does not necessarily mean that secondary sources were less important. They
provided crucial information regarding what had already been uncovered, analyzed, and
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interpreted. Secondary sources helped the researcher avoid mere duplication of previous
research, and provided interpretive frameworks. These sources also provided information about
other sources and their locations that the researcher further mined for additional information. In
historical research, there may be an unavoidable distance between the researcher and the period
of study. This distance was mitigated by the researcher’s aggressive pursuit of leads to extant
source materials.
Fort Berthold Reservation. With the absence of “real time, face to face” observations
and interviews of the Hampton students from the three tribes and of their contemporary
witnesses, the researcher relied on primary and secondary sources described above. Although
there are others that used primary and secondary sources to provide historical information on the
Hampton Indian program, none of them analyzed the educational and personal experiences from
the students’ perspective. Hampton gained recognition for the role it played in the education of
its American Indian and African American students. Scholars wrote in general terms about the
Indian students and rarely if ever included anything about the personal and educational
experiences of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students.
The present study allowed this researcher to access, evaluate, and interpret a considerable
number of records of accomplishments of the Fort Berthold Reservation students at Hampton.
Students from the Fort Berthold Reservation attended Hampton in 1878, which was still
relatively early in the off-reservation boarding school experience. A search of federal, state, and
local governmental records disclosed numerous documents on the Hampton school experience,
but limited information regarding the Fort Berthold Reservation students. American Indian
education was vital and the Hampton school experience was important; however, much of the
published information focused on selected tribes in general larger tribes specifically.
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Samuel Armstrong and Richard Pratt. Two of the prominent figures in the education
of American Indian students at Hampton were Samuel Armstrong and Richard Pratt. Armstrong
was the founder of Hampton, and wanted to extend its education to other races. Pratt contacted
Armstrong in an attempt to gain his support in allowing Indian ex-prisoners to attend the school.
In gathering information on Samuel Armstrong and the Hampton school Indian experience, the
primary evidence collection source was the archives of Hampton University. Subsequently,
documents were received from the Williams College Archives. The files within the archives
contained the personal writings of Armstrong and faculty. There were books authored by
Armstrong documenting the founding of Hampton to include the establishment of the Indian
Program. Every aspects of the Indian experience at Hampton were documented to include
curriculum, discipline, work experiences, graduation, and return to the reservations. The
Hampton archives contained memorandums, program brochures, photographs and illustrations.
The information from the Williams College Archives validated many of the findings of
Armstrong and served as a valuable resource. Within the William College Archives were
Teachers’ Monthly School Reports, newspaper articles about former students, magazine articles,
telegrams, graduation speeches, letters and monetary receipts.
The history of the Indian experience at Hampton could not be conveyed without a
discussion on Richard Pratt. The primary source of evidence collection on Pratt was obtained
through the correspondences between Pratt and Armstrong located within the Hampton archives.
Pratt solicited the assistance of government officials when trying to secure a school for his Indian
ex-prisoners from Florida, which were documented in his writings. The background on Pratt and
his interactions with the Fort Berthold Reservation students were supplemented with information
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from the writing of Pratt in Battlefield and Classroom: Four decades with the American Indian,
1867-1904. Another publication that was used in the evidence collection process to obtain
information on Pratt was The Indian Industrial School, Carlisle, Pennsylvania 1879-1918 by
Linda Witmer which was obtained through the Cumberland County Historical Society.
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (ARCIA). Information was
obtained from the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. This annual publication
provided useful and persistent information on the Indian communities, but specifically, their
education. Each report focused on the various Indian tribes, highlighting the positive and
negative aspects of Indian life. Hampton was considered unique because it educated large
numbers of Indians and African American students on the same campus. Therefore, there were
separate sections of the annual reports dedicated to the Indian education at the Hampton school.
This researcher reviewed 35 editions of the annual report gathering materials that addressed the
students from the Fort Berthold Reservation that would be useful in detailing the Hampton
Indian story.
Hampton University Archives. The advantages of the Hampton archives included
documentation covering the 45 years of attendance by the American Indian students. The
University archives’ collection consisted of more than 19,000 documents (Brudvig, 1996),
tracing Indian students from their arrival at the Hampton school to their departure. Among the
archives were articles, personal letters, printed reports, faculty evaluations, and staff and student
annotations. The Hampton archives contained letters, photographs, government records,
magazine and newspaper articles which proved beneficial in this study. Secondly, the
information was organized by tribes which made it effortless to retrieve documents on the
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individual students. Next, it appeared to this researcher that all facets of the Indian program were
documented. Finally, the most critical components were the student files. Although the types of
documents within the files varied in number and length, many contained similar records which
made it easier to compare and contrast the information.
There were some aspects of the Hampton archives that were challenging to this
researcher. There were a large number of unorganized boxes that contained hundreds of
documents. In the absence of having a table of contents, the researcher did not always know
what information was available in the archives. Consequently, the researcher was able to identify
other documents for analysis. For example, information was discovered regarding a dining room
controversy among graduates and teachers. This information allowed the researcher to discuss
the behavior of graduates and faculty.
Three Tribes Museum. Secondary source documents were obtained from the Three
Tribes Museum in New Town, North Dakota. An article published by Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine tells the story of the Indian students at Hampton Institute and Carlisle Indian School.
Included were photographs of Indian life on the two campuses. Also, a special edition of the
MHA [Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara] Times Special Edition (June 6, 2003) newspaper
chronicled the reservation students who attended various off-reservation boarding schools. The
advantage of having this information was important because it acknowledged the history of the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation students.
One disadvantage to the material accessed within the Three Tribes Museum and the State
Historical Society of North Dakota were the limited amount of documents pertaining to
education of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students who attended the Hampton school. The
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museum information appeared to have been collected in an attempt to share with its readers some
aspects of the reservation’s educational process in regards to Hampton. Secondly, though 32
students came from the Fort Berthold Reservation, only two were documented in the form of
articles produced. This researcher believed that was the case because one of the students was
well known because of her tenure with the Hampton school and the other article was written by a
family member.
Williams College Archives. The family papers of Samuel Armstrong are stored in the
Williams College Archives and Special Collections. Since this research focused on the elder
Armstrong, the papers on other family members were not reviewed. The Samuel Armstrong
papers were divided into four categories: Hawaii materials, Civil War/Freedman’s Bureau,
Hampton, and personal papers (Williams College Archives, Series Description). This researcher
focused primarily on the Hampton records reviewing approximately one thousand documents.
The collection consisted of correspondences, financial record, programs, articles, Teacher’s
Monthly School Reports, copies of letters from Booker T. Washington, and communications
from the American Missionary Association. Also included were hundreds of letters written to
and from Armstrong, Indian Rights Association correspondences, letters from other African
American Normal Schools, and invitations to attend events.
Virginia Historical Society. Served as the repository for a collection of books, some
considered rare by the society. The books provided background information on the establishment
of Hampton and biographic evidence on Armstrong. The Hampton Indian experience was the
focus of many of the books. Copies of the Southern Workman were also available through the
society and were used to supplement this research.
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The resources collected from the Hampton University Archives, William College
Archives, North Dakota State Historical Society, Virginia Historical Society, and Three Tribes
Museum assisted in filling the gaps in the literature on the Hampton school’s Indian Program.
Documents obtained from the archival collections were crucial in gaining a better perspective on
the educational and social endeavors of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students. Information
contained from these sources not only addressed the students’ educational endeavors, but
provided insight into their social behaviors.
State Historical Society of North Dakota. Background information on the Fort Berthold
Reservation mission was obtained from this repository. Within the archives were documents that
spoke to aspects of the mission and its work for the reservation participants. The historical
society acquired the Howard Case papers. The Case files provided background information
regarding the missionary work of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians.
Institutional Review Board Approval
Institutional Review Board approval was granted on December 17, 2009 (Appendix A).
An important part of the approval process was the acquisition of permission to review the student
files. Hampton University required the researcher to obtain permission from the leader of the
Three Affiliated Tribes to review the student files. On February 26, 2007, this researcher wrote
to the Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes in New Town, North Dakota, to obtain permission
to view the student records. An approval letter, dated March 22, 2007, was sent directly to the
administrator of the Hampton University Archives, in which permission to inspect the
confidential student records of 18 Arikara students was granted (Appendix B). In conducting the
research, the reviewer discovered two students not listed on the student roster within the
Hampton records. Later, a request was made by the researcher to increase the scope of the study
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by researching the Hidatsa and Mandan tribes. This request required additional tribal approval.
Chairman Marcus Levings whose name was previously Marcus Wells granted permission in
October 2009, to review the files of the Hidatsa and Mandan students (Appendix C).
Analysis and Interpretation of Documents and Evidence
The analyses of the information were achieved through the recognition of patterns and
themes that materialized in the review of the research.
To respond to the research questions, the following analyses were performed: For
research question one, “What were the staff and faculty perceptions toward the Arikara, Hidatsa,
and Mandan Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute?” the writings of
Samuel Armstrong were reviewed. In addition to the correspondences authored by Armstrong,
staff and faculty records within the Hampton University Archives were analyzed. Additionally,
subsequent research was conducted on the writings of other authors who examined the
educational endeavors at the Hampton school (Hultgren and Molin, 1989; Lindsey, 1995;
Brudvig, 1996; Engs, 1999).
For research question two, “What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian
students’ observations of their off-reservation boarding school experience?” the primary sources
of evidence collection and analysis were the student records. The student files contained
biographical information, newspaper and magazine articles authored by and on behalf of the
students, personal letters to staff and information on the activities of the students once they
returned to their reservation. Each student file provided information that detailed perceptions of
the Indian students towards their teachers and educational experiences while at the Hampton
school.
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Another source used to answer question two was The Annual Report for the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs (ARCIA) which reported events that occurred on Indian
reservations. The Fort Berthold Reservation portion of the annual report focused on census
evidence, conduct, agricultural, polygamy, police, civilization, agency buildings, schools, and
missionary work events. A vital component of the annual report was the coverage of the
educational endeavors of Indian students. Portions of the report, especially the sections on the
Hampton school in particular, were used to answer question two of this study.
For research question three, “What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute experience have on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?” the
culmination of all information obtained was used to answer this question. An institutional
perspective was gained from the personal and professional correspondences of Samuel
Armstrong, Richard Pratt, and the Fort Berthold Reservation students which were vital in the
examination of the impact the Hampton experience had on the Indian students, particularly those
from the Fort Berthold Reservation.
The institutional perspectives regarding the issue of off-reservation boarding schools
consisted of wide view opinions and suppositions. Though the viewpoints of Armstrong and
Pratt are essential to the Indian experience at Hampton, other institutional perspectives are
essential, especially, those of the Fort Berthold Reservations students. Institution theory (Scott,
2004) concentrates “on the deeper and more resilient aspects of social structure” (p. 22).
Limitations
The following limitations of the study existed. The sample population was limited to the
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students from the Fort Berthold Reservation in New Town, North
Dakota. The residents of the Fort Berthold Reservation were collectively known as the Three
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Affiliated Tribes. The selection of three tribes for detailed examination involved the fact that of
the 65 tribes in attendance at Hampton during the period of study, several had only one student
present, whereas the Sioux tribes had more than 400 enrolled (Appendix D). There were 33
students which represented the Three Affiliated Tribes.
There was the lack of willingness on part of the descendants of the Fort Berthold
Reservation Indians who attended the Hampton to share their family history. The reason for the
lack of participation is not known, and would result in speculation on part of the researcher. Even
if interviews were allowed, the relevance of the information could prove ineffective for this
study. The students from the Fort Berthold Reservation attended Hampton approximately 134
years ago; therefore, it would be difficult to determine the usefulness of the information derived
from personal interviews.
Summary
Chapter III described the methodology that was used in the study. Both primary and
secondary sources used in this research were retrieved through the collection of governmental
annual reports, personal and professional notes from Samuel Chapman Armstrong, Richard
Henry Pratt, other staff and faculty members, the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students,
student records of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians; conference minutes, speeches and
photographs. The Hampton publications, Talks and Thought of the Indian Students provided
insight into the activities and observations of the Indian students, while the Southern Workman
initially addressed the overall educational philosophies of African American students and the
Indian students.
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The qualitative approach was used to provide an objective understanding of the Indian
educational experience at Hampton and analyzed “individual and collective social action, beliefs,
thoughts, and perceptions” (McMillian and Schumacher, 1993, p. 479). This approach provided
an appropriate process for sharing the educational and social aspects of the Fort Berthold
Reservation Indians at Hampton. Direct quotations from documents provided the reader with
specific documentation from faculty and students.
The review of the Fort Berthold Reservation student files served as the foundation for all
aspects of this study. The files documented the arrival of the Indians until their departure. The
components of files varied, and included student photographs, biographic information, letters,
and newspaper and magazine articles written by or on the behalf of the students. Being able to
review the student files proved invaluable. Components of the student files led the researcher to
other documents and evidence.
The collection of primary sources regarding Indian education in general, and the three
tribes specifically, came from the Hampton University Archives, Williams College Archives,
Three Tribes Museum, Virginia Historical Society, State Historical Society of North Dakota, and
the Annual Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Collectively, thousands of secondary
documents were reviewed in order to detail the education, social interactions, and community
involvement of the establishment of Hampton, the African American students, staff and faculty,
Indian students, and specifically the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians.
Chapter 4 discussed the findings from the perspective of staff and faculty, and students at
the Hampton school. Specific answers to the research questions are provided by utilizing all
elements of the evidence collected. The implications of educating the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
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Mandan students are discussed in Chapter 5. The conclusions, recommendations, and
implications for further study are also discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to examine the educational experiences of American Indian
students who attended Hampton between 1878 and 1911, specifically the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians. These Indian youths and young adults left their reservation homes heading into
unfamiliar territory to attain an education during the late 19th century.
The findings of the present research began with a brief history of the establishment of
Hampton. Secondary to educating African American students was the acceptance, education,
and “assimilation” of Indian students. In describing the Hampton Indian story, a brief
explanation of the off-reservation boarding school concept was discussed. Having laid the
foundation for “educating backward races” Hampton was prepared to accept Indian students
(cited in Lindsey, 1999, p. 115). Thirty-three children and young adults left their homes on the
Plains of North Dakota to attend Hampton in order to obtain a higher level of education that was
not accessible to the Indian population on their reservation. The focus of this study was placed
on the various aspects of the Indians’ education from their arrival to departure while at Hampton.
The story of the Fort Berthold Reservation Indian students and their immersion into the
educational experiment at Hampton serves to document one example of those who attended an
off-reservation boarding school.
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
Having a concept and plan for a “Negro College,” Armstrong set out to develop an
educational design for African Americans. The educational plan for African American students
was to train them to go back into their communities and educate their people, to give them the
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tools necessary to earn a living, and teach them respect for labor. Once this idea was presented
and approved by the American Missionary Association, the school opened on April 1, 1868.
Initially, the school opened with converted hospital barracks, employing one teacher and one
matron, and enrolling 15 students (Peabody, 1918).
In June 1870, the school was incorporated under Virginia law and titled, The Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute. The initial instruction included common-school, academic,
and collegiate. Teachers were originally recruited from the missionaries; however, Armstrong
found it difficult to attract other “competent staff members.” Therefore, he reached out to those
lieutenants from his previous military days to assist him in the education of the freed African
American students. Having been open for just a few years, the first Hampton class graduated 19
students, five females and 14 males.
Educating females was a critical component of Hampton. Armstrong asserted, “In every
respect the opportunities of the sexes should be equal, and two years of experience have shown
that young men and women of color educated together to the greater mutual advantage, and
without detriment to a high moral standard (cited in Peabody, 1918, p. 119). In addition to
educating females, the teaching of the Christian faith was an essential principle of the
educational process at the school.
By 1878, Hampton had experienced a growth in students and staff. The student
enrollment had reached 323, teachers hired numbered 24, a Training School was developed, and
90 students were in attendance. The industrial program expanded to include training in
shoemaking, painting, carpentry, and blacksmithing. A system of military inspections, drills, and
regulations were added to the school environment (Peabody, 1918, p. 127).
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Hampton was experiencing positive results regarding its African American students. A
majority of the non-graduates were assuming jobs in the teaching profession. The students who
were not hired in the teaching profession were able to obtain employment with others, while
some became self-employed. Even though the African American students were skilled in the
agricultural trade, many chose to enter the teaching field because it paid a better wage. Having
experienced success with African American students, Armstrong was open to expand the
educational process for Indian students.
While the educational aspects of Hampton were progressing, the concept of the offreservation boarding school was being developed. The federal government pointed to the fact
that “civilization” of the Indians could only be achieved by removing them from the influence of
their families and community. The U.S. Congress appropriated funds to build “106 offreservation boarding schools between 1879 and the early 1900s” (Huff, 1997, p. 3). The life scan
of the different off-reservation boarding school varied. Szasz (1999) indicated that “those that
were to have the longest life spans included schools at Forest Grove, Oregon, established in 1880
(later known as Chemawa); Albuquerque (1884); Chilocco (1884); Santa Fe (1890-renamed the
Institute of American Indian Arts in 1962); Haskell (1884 – renamed Haskell Indian Junior
College in 1965); Carson (1890-later known as Stewart); Phoenix (1890); Pierre (1891); and
Flandreau (1893).
The educational programs were tasked with the responsibility of meeting the objectives
of Indian education to (a) provide a basic education to include the ability to read, write, and
speak English, (b) develop Indians as individuals, (c) develop a Christian based religion, and (d)
acquire citizenship training (Grinde, 2004; Prucha, 1975) . Each of the schools tackled the
directive in their own way but achieved similar results as mandated.
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Each off-reservation boarding school had to deal with the changes to the physical
appearance and personal hygiene of the Indian students. The renaming of Indian students was
problematic and had to be addressed by the school administrators. Helping students learn to deal
with the school environment was crucial to the educational process since it was different from
that on the reservation. Something as simple as feeding the Indian students and providing them
an atmosphere clear of disease and death was challenging. The Hampton school is just one story
among many that details the effects of educating Indian students in an off-reservation
environment. Hampton was not a true off-reservation boarding school but had many of the same
attributes as other federal funded Indian schools. The federal government defined Hampton as a
“contract” school, meaning that the school received payment to accept and educate the Indian
students (ARCIA, 1886, pp. 136-137).
Hampton experienced its first encounter with Indians on April 14, 1878, when Samuel
Pratt arrived on the Hampton campus with sixty-two, ex-prisoners (Tingey, 1978). Subsequently,
additional Hampton recruiters were sent to the Plains to recruit additional Indians with the desire
to expand the Indian program. On November 5, 1878, Pratt arrived on the Hampton school
campus with forty-nine Indian students, including twelve from the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
tribes from North Dakota (Armstrong, et al., 1893; ARCIA, 1878).
Three Affiliated Tribes
Situated above the White, Cheyenne, and Cannonball Rivers lies the Fort Berthold
Reservation in North Dakota. Three Indian tribes lived on this reservation. They were the
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians collectively known as the Three Affiliated Tribes. The
Indians of the Fort Berthold Reservation were described as a people who “survived and
persisted” (Cash and Wolff, 1974, p. 1). Each of the three tribes was important in their own right.
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By 1700, the Mandan had developed many of the basic characteristics of their
civilization. They borrowed a number of things from other people. For example, from the eastern
woodland area, the Mandan had adopted pottery-making and some ceremonies. At the turn of the
eighteenth century, important changes were occurring for the Mandans. They had developed
ability to live among other groups, for trade, and manufacture.
The Arikara was described as being the most unique of the three tribes. The early
explorers and fur traders referred to them as “Ree,” and their names can be found among the
early accounts on issues surrounding land within the Northern Plains. Having been driven away
from their original land, the Arikara settled among various sites in South Dakota along the
Missouri. The Arikara settled among the Mandan; however, consistent disagreements caused the
two tribes to separate. The culture between the Mandan and Arikara was not very different. The
Arikaras were known for their development of trade with other Indians.
The Hidatsa was the largest of the Three Affiliated Tribes, but it was the least known and
the background was the most difficult to trace. The reason for the lack of information on the
Hidatsa was that they used other names such as Gros Ventres and Minitaree. The Hidatsa
eventually settled with the Mandan. The Hidatsa lived in several villages, but after the smallpox
epidemics of 1837, they formed new villages with the Mandan. Later, the Fort Berthold
Reservation was built, and the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa joined to form the Three Affiliated
Tribes (Cash and Wolff, 1974).
Educational goals were being put in place for Indians beyond their reservations.
Individuals such as Richard Pratt and Samuel Armstrong were willing to take advantage of the
need to educate members of the Indian race. Leaving from St. Augustine, Florida on April 14,
1878, Pratt arrived on the Hampton campus with sixty-two, ex-prisoners (Tingey, 1978). Only
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seventeen of the original St. Augustine Indians remained at Hampton forming the basis of the
Indian Department. Recruiters were also sent to the Plains to recruit additional students to
expand the Indian education program. Pratt arrived on Hampton campus with twelve Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan students from the Fort Berthold Reservation (Armstrong, et al., 1893;
ARCIA, 1878).
The Hampton recruiters traveled from Fort Berthold down to Yankton to collect fortynine Indian students. Through some persuasion, the leaders of the Fort Berthold Reservation
allowed twelve children and young adults to travel to Hampton, Virginia to begin their
education. On November 5, 1878, 9 boys arrived at Hampton with names like Sharp Horn,
Ecorruptaha, Sioux Boy Karunach, Laughing Face, Ahuka, Kawhat, White Breast,
Arihotchklish, and Thomas Smith. Three females were part of the initial group from the Fort
Berthold Reservation. Different from the males, the females’ names were Sarah, Josephine, and
Anna.
The Hampton recruiters selected those students from the Plains who were both physically
and emotionally able to participate in the educational experience at the school. Even though there
were families that did not want their children to go away to off-reservation boarding schools,
there were those that welcomed the opportunity for the education that awaited their children. An
example of how one parent felt about the Hampton experience was detailed in a letter as follows:
“I hear how my son is doing, but it is hard to bear not to see my son for so long a time.
I see that the white men who came here are wise, so I sent my son away that he may
learn to be like them. So my son is away off and I am here also, but I did it. My son
helped me to cut wood and hay and by it we lived well, so I sent my son away to learn
more work so that he can buy wagons and stoves and we will live well. There is
nothing now for Indian[s] to live on, so I want my son to be a white man and sent him
away. It is all right. My son is now in the midst of good works and my heart is glad.
I see his picture when he has on white man’s clothes which contain many places to
put money in pockets, and I know that you hold my son well for me. I know God did
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the work. God did it for us” (cited in Peabody, 1918, pp. 157-158).
Off-Reservation Boarding Schools
Although 25 off–reservation boarding schools were opened during this time, the Carlisle
Indian School in Pennsylvania, the Haskell Institute in Kansas, and the Flandreau Indian School
in South Dakota received more publicity and were used in this study for comparative purposes to
clarify Hampton’s role in Indian education. That publicity was different from that experienced at
Hampton. Although Hampton opened prior to Carlisle, Haskell and Flandreau, the Indian aspect
of Hampton was only considered a “contract” school (ARCIA, 1886, pp. 136-137; Adams, 1995,
p. 66).
The Carlisle Indian School opened in 1879 under the direction of Richard Pratt. After
receiving needed federal funds and undergoing subsequent conflicts over how the Indians were
to be educated at the Hampton school, Pratt opened the school in Carlisle, Pennsylvania
(Ludlow, 1888). In 1884, the Haskell Institute opened in Kansas to educate Indian students.
Initially, the school offered remedial educational programs, but within a decade, the Haskell
Institute offered training beyond the standard eight year program. Haskell Institute was regarded
as, “one of the select schools in the Indian school system” (as cited in Child, 1998, p. 7). The
Flandreau Indian School opened in 1893 in South Dakota with the primary purpose of educating
the Ojibwa and Dakota students. Even though the school was considered an off-reservation
boarding school, it was located at Flandreau Reservation. The curriculum at this school was
comparable to a middle or entry level high school education.
The Carlisle Indian School was established based upon the success of the educational
attributes of Hampton. The “first extensive federal funding of Indian education was stimulated
by the efforts of Richard Henry Pratt, the U.S. Army captain, who founded Carlisle Indian
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School in 1879. Captain Pratt’s most important contribution was to convince the public that
Indians were educable” (Szasz, 1999, pp. 9-10).The U.S. Congress appropriated funds to build
“106 off-reservation boarding schools between 1879 and the early 1900s” (Huff, 1997, p. 3).
With Carlisle Indian School serving as a guide, there was a sudden expansion of off-reservation
industrial boarding schools. Szasz (1999) indicated that “those that were to have the longest life
spans included schools at Forest Grove, Oregon, established in 1880 (later known as Chemawa);
Albuquerque (1884); Chilocco (1884); Santa Fe (1890-renamed the Institute of American Indian
Arts in 1962); Haskell (1884 – renamed Haskell Indian Junior College in 1965); Carson (1890later known as Stewart); Phoenix (1890); Pierre (1891); and Flandreau (1893).
In 1884, the Haskell Institute opened in Kansas to educate Indian students. The
Chippewas were one of the largest tribes on record at the school. Initially, the school offered
remedial educational programs, but within a decade, the Haskell Institute offered training beyond
the standard eight year program. Haskell Institute was regarded as, “one of the select schools in
the Indian school system” (as cited in Child, 1998, p. 7). Haskell and Hampton had more
multiple tribal representations than Carlisle and Flandreau.
The Flandreau Indian School opened in 1893 in South Dakota with the primary purpose
of educating the Ojibwa and Dakota students. Even though the school was considered an offreservation boarding school, it was located at Flandreau Reservation. The curriculum at this
school was comparable to a middle or entry level high school education.
The American Missionary Association (AMA) secured a site in Hampton, Virginia in
April 1868, founding Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. With the backing of the AMA,
Samuel Armstrong was the first leader of the school. He also gained support under the Morrill
Land Grant Act, which provided federal funding to support education in agricultural and
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mechanical arts. Hampton became financially sufficient (Peabody, 1918). According to Lindsey
(1995), after Armstrong obtained the independence he needed for this school, he was able to
convince others of his goals for providing an industrial education program to African Americans.
Comparisons of Hampton and other Off-Reservation Boarding Schools
In the early 1870s the discussion began as to whether the reservation and boarding
schools would solve the problem of Indian education (Jackson and Galli, 1977). Realizing that
another answer was required it was reported, “On the reservation no school can be so conducted
as to remove children from the influence of the idle and vicious who are everywhere present.”
Furthermore, “Only by removing them beyond the reach of this influence can they [Indian
children] be benefited by the teaching of this schoolmaster” (Annual Report to the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, 1883, p. 9). In an attempt to resolve this educational dilemma, the concept of
off-reservation boarding schools was developed.
Prior to the discussion of differences and similarities among the off-reservation boarding
schools above, the most important distinction was the fact that Hampton was established for
freed African American students. In July 1867, Armstrong made a request to the American
Missionary Association (AMA) asking for the establishment of a school on the Wood Farm in
Hampton that would be constructed by the Freemen’s Bureau (Peabody, 1918). Upon receiving
the land from the Honorable Josiah King, and financial support from the AMA and private
investors, Hampton was underway. The school officially opened in 1868 and incorporated under
the laws of Virginia in 1870 under the name of “The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
for the instruction of youth in the various common-school, academic and collegiate branches, the
best methods of teaching the same, and the best mode of practical industry in its application to
agricultural and the mechanic arts; and for the carrying out of these purposes, the said Trustee
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may establish any departments or school in the same institute” (Peabody, 1918, p. 100).
Armstrong created a school “that would give members of the black masses skills that would
enable them to achieve gradual progress in the political, social, and economic circumstances of
their time” (Peabody, 1918, p. 85).
Having launched the educational process of African Americans at Hampton, Armstrong
looked for other ways to capitalize on funding allotted for Indian education. Because money was
available for those schools that educated Indians, Armstrong took advantage of the federal
funding and recruited Indian students for Hampton. He was planning to incorporate more
“backward races” into his student body. In 1868, the Peace Policy was initiated by President
Grant for the purpose of moving Indians toward citizenship.
It is informative to compare and contrast examples of how the other off-reservation
boarding schools mentioned differed from Hampton Indian students in general and Fort Berthold
Reservation students specifically. The primary components of the off-reservation boarding
school were 1) military, cadet-like training, 2) teach the English language, 3) offer instruction in
basic academics, 4) develop an industrial training with the focal point mostly on agricultural
skills, 5) manual labor, and 6) practical employment aptitude (Central Michigan University
Clarke Historical Library, 1999).
Unlike Hampton, the entire student populations at the Carlisle, Haskell, and Flandreau
schools were comprised solely of Indian students, which accounts for a major difference between
the other off-reservation boarding schools. The designation of “contract” school was assigned to
Hampton, and not Carlisle, Haskell, and Flandreau, which serves as another difference of the offreservation boarding schools (ARCIA, 1886, pp. 136-137).
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English Language. The first aspect of the off-reservation process was use of the English
language. All government boarding schools mandated English as the only language for its
students. Indian students were punished for speaking their native language. Child (1998)
asserted that “beatings, swats from rulers, having ones’ mouth washed with soap or lye, or being
locked in the school jail were not uncommon punishments” (p. 28). An example of how Indian
students were immersed in English was detailed by John Rogers, a student at Flandreau. Rogers
explained how, upon his arrival at the school, he could not speak any English, but within a short
period was able to speak a few words. After being at Flandreau for six years, he had forgotten
much of his native language (Rogers, 1974).
Unlike Flandreau, many of the students who attended the Carlisle Indian School had
previous English instruction (Meyers, 1954). At Carlisle, “no two members of the same tribe
roomed together. During the evening roll call, students answered with “Indian” or “No Indian.”
Those confessing to not speaking English by responding “Indian” were reported to the
superintendent’s office and special efforts were made to correct the difficulty” (Meyer, 1954,
41).
Different from the other off-reservation boarding schools, Hampton Indian students
“were prohibited from speaking their native tongue, except before breakfast and after supper, and
on holidays and Sundays. Even on the Sabbath Armstrong advised them to “pray all they can in
English and the rest in Indian” (Muir, 1970, p. 78). One reason that Armstrong allowed the
students to speak their native language at the school was that he wanted the students to return
home with the ability to speak fluently with the tribal community. In other words, he wanted
them to be functional in both English and their native tongues (Minutes of the Indian Teachers
Faculty, 1882).
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The initial Indian students from the Fort Berthold Reservation had no documentation as
to whether they could speak English. It may be assumed that some of the Indian students were
able to speak English upon their arrival at Hampton because 12 Arikaras and two Hidatsas had
previous schooling before their arrival at Hampton. During the tenure of H.B. Frissell, the second
principal, the Indian students had to complete an application for admission to Hampton. Of the
31 student files reviewed, six Arikara and two Hidatsa students acknowledged their English
abilities (Student files).
The African Americans at Hampton served as principle role models for Indians on the
campus. Hampton differed from the off-reservation schools in its racial characteristics, and it felt
there were benefits of having African Americans instruct the Indians in English. One reason may
have been that “the blacks’ knowledge of English was an advantage without parallel in the
history of any race in a similar condition” (Thickstun, 1916, p. 529). African American students
at Hampton were used to instruct Indian students in speaking the English language. Because the
African American dialect was seen as an additional language, Hampton provided daily classes in
phonetics that would eradicate improper enunciations.
Military Style Training. The second component of the off-reservation boarding school
was the military aspect of the “assimilation” process. The military style training was similar for
Carlisle, Haskell, Flandreau, and Hampton. Just as in the military, all the Indian students had to
dress in uniforms regardless of which school they attended. Capturing photographs of the Indian
students was an important part of documenting the educational process of “assimilation,” so
student clothing was easy to detail. Photographs showed that the Carlisle females dressed in
similar dark dresses, usually with a small White collar, which could be considered a uniform.
The young Carlisle females had their hair pulled back and parted in the middle. Normally, there
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would be a ribbon used to adorn the hair. At Haskell, male students dressed in military style
uniforms and had short hair while females wore dark dresses with large collars. The Flandreau
Indian School had similar clothing for its students as well. An essential part of the
“assimilation” process was providing the Indian students with military clothes and mandatory
haircuts that eliminated external cultural traits and substituted the “civilized” styles of the
dominant American culture (Hultgren and Molin, 1989; Rogers, 1974; Witmer, 1993; National
Archives. RG 75, Haskell Indian School, 1908).
There were no major distinctions between the dress codes of the Haskell, Carlisle, and
Flandreau schools and that at Hampton. When reviewing the photographs of the Fort Berthold
Reservation students, many were shown in the dress of the dominant culture. Eastman (1935)
noted that “each girl living in Winona Lodge made, washed, ironed, and often chose the
materials for their own pretty frocks, not impersonal uniforms” (p. 67). As a young girl, Susie
Nagle, a Mandan Indian, was photographed in a polka dot dress and shoulder length hair. In
another photograph of an older Susie, she appeared in the standard dark dress with her hair in a
bun. The polka dot dress may have been one of the uniforms since Sarah Walker (Hidatsa) was
also wearing the identical dress when photographed with Anne Dawson (Arikara), another
student from the Fort Berthold Reservation. Deluska (Mandan) was wearing a basic dark dress
shirt in one of his pictures.
In addition to the military style uniforms worn by Cracking Wing (Mandan), Alfred
Andrews (Arikara), Guy Bateman (Arikara), Ahuka (Arikara), Arihotchklish (Hidatsa), and
Charles Many Birds (Mandan), each was photographed in what appeared to be a suit. A basic
feature of each off-reservation boarding school was the documentation of the Indian student on
his/her arrival. Those initial photographs showed the students in native dress. Upon review of
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four Fort Berthold Reservation male students, it documented that each came to the school in suit
jackets and ties.
It appears that the females at Hampton had some discretion regarding their attire even
though they may be considered a uniform. There were snapshots of Sara Walker (Hidatsa), and
Anna Dawson (Arikara) wearing the same patterned dresses, which were different from their
standard dark dresses with white collars. Female students at Hampton had several styles and
colors of dresses. The structure of the female dresses was similar, but the patterns, for example,
were stripes, polka dots, floral, and varying size blocks. The hair on most Indian females was
pulled back, usually in a bun or cut short. There are pictures of Stella Rogers, Agnes Gillette,
Anna Dawson, Fannie Perkins, and Hilda Sitting Bear, all members of the Arikara tribe wearing
similar shirts and blouses. These females have their hair neatly prepared though not cut short,
some with curls highlighting their faces (Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
Instruction in Basic Academics. The third component of the off-reservation boarding
school was the offering of a basic academic education. Whether the Indian schools were located
on or off reservations they provided a basic education, manual labor, and domestic training for
the students. Upon the arrival of the Indian students at Carlisle and Hampton, the first order of
business was to teach the Indian children how to speak, write, and read English. Some teachers
used the objective method of instruction. The objective method of instruction involved showing
the students objects such as books, pencils, and shoes; secondly, giving the English word for the
object, and finally, drilling in the proper pronunciation. Once students became comfortable with
speaking the English language, other areas of the curriculum were introduced into the Indian
education to include, arithmetic, geography, nature study, physiology, and United States history
(Proceedings and Addresses, 1901, pp. 897-898).
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It was apparent to the administration of Hampton that the Indian students could not be
educated in the same manner as the African American students. The Indian students were not
prepared for the Normal School developed for the African Americans therefore; a separate
Indian School was established to the Indians basic language skills (Ludlow, 1888).
The first three years of the Indian School consisted of oral training in English, with
rudiments of writing. Only in the fourth year, did students actually begin to study texts.
Additionally, history, mathematics, geography, and art also were included in the curriculum.
Armstrong’s Indian program was designed to run for five years at which time the students would
enter the Normal School curriculum. However, the governmental scholarships only allowed for
three years of study. The majority of the Indian students attended the school for the three year
period. Only ten to fifteen Indians a year were enrolled in the Normal program; these usually
were supported by private charity rather than by government funds.
Industrial Training with the Focus on Agricultural Skills. The fourth component of
the off-reservation boarding schools was the development of an industrial or vocational training
with the focus on agricultural skills. Developing agricultural skills were an important aspect of
the vocational training at Flandreau, Haskell, and many other off-reservation boarding schools.
These schools “produced garden vegetables, eggs, grains, and dairy products.” Unlike public
schools, the Indian students spent more time in the fields as opposed to being in the classroom.
The Haskell superintendent commented, “This school could not long continue without the great
amount of free labor contributed by the pupils” (National Archives, RG 75, BIA, ARS, Haskell
1925).
Manual Labor. The next component of the off-reservation boarding school was the
manual labor aspect of the program. Learning the alphabets alone was not sufficient in educating
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the Indians. Instructing the Indians in learning about manual labor was also essential to their
continued education. In the early years, there was a wide range of manual trade opportunities for
boys, though farming was their main activity. Girls would normally work in the domestic field.
Not all Indian parents were pleased with the education that their children received at the offreservation boarding schools. There were those parents who wanted their children to learn the
concepts of the White man’s education. But there were those students who never advanced
beyond the remediation levels of education. At Hampton, manual education was an important
element of the curriculum. However, there were parents who looked upon the manual education
of their children as a means for Hampton to obtain workers and not students (Eng, 1999). Both
the Flandreau and Haskell Institutes had the manual labor aspect to their education. Funding to
many off-reservation boarding schools was usually small; therefore, the Indian students
performed many of the manual duties. The girls at Flandreau worked in the laundry. The
grounds of the Carlisle Indian School consisted of old military barracks which required repairs.
At the Carlisle school, the students were used to making repairs to the facility. Pratt (1964) wrote
“a carpenter was employed to instruct the boys and use them in making repairs. While waiting
for supplies to arrive, the same boys were kept at this work, which made them efficient. In a few
months they and the carpenter erected a permanent hospital building, which filled the need for
ten years, then when growth of the school required an addition remodeling the old buildings to
make them more adaptable was a perpetual job” (p. 235).

_____________________________
BIA – Bureau of Indian Affairs
ARS – Annual Report of the Superintendents
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Indians, just like African American students, were required to attain a manual education
as well as academic skills. The Indian students were assigned to the same shops as the African
Americans. Indian students would spend one-half of their time in the classroom and the other in
the various shops perfecting a trade (Ludlow, 1888).
For a large portion of Hampton experience, participants in the trade school were
primarily workers and not students. A mitigating factor in what might appear to have been a
system of exploration, rather than education, was the success of Night School program and its
students. The Night School students were allowed entrance into the Normal School. The manual
labor program “was only one of the methods by which Armstrong tried to make his students into
good Christians. His institute has been condemned for inculcating middle-class values while
discouraging its students from aiming at middle-class attainments” (as cited in Eng, 1999, p.
106).
Outing System. Finally, offering practical employment through the “outing system or
program” was based upon the notion that it was the most important aspect of the off-reservation
boarding school allowing for Indian students to associate with non-Indians (Jackson and Galli,
1977). The outing system was based upon the idea that it was of the utmost importance for
Indian students to associate with non-Indians. Contact with and living as non-Indians were
judged to be the best way for Indians to learn how to think and reason in a manner of the
dominant society. The outing program was designed primarily to infuse the Indian students into
work situations among White citizens (Pratt to Beecher Scoville, 1985; Folsom, n.d, “Indian
Work at Hampton”). The aspects of the outing system were similar among Carlisle, Haskell,
Flandreau, and Hampton. The officials at Haskell showed more interest in the outing system
than the administration of Flandreau. Seventy five girls from Haskell were sent to work in
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various locations to perform domestic work, which were deemed outing experiences. While girls
worked as domestic workers, male students were required to take part in all farm operations.
Because of prejudices towards the African Americans, Pratt did not want the Carlisle
Indian students to be negatively influenced if the two races were linked in the public together
(Super, 1895). Therefore, placing Indians into the homes of northern Whites was essential. For
the members of the White communities, the Carlisle outing program served as a resource of
inexpensive labor either on the farm or in the homes of White Northerners. The Carlisle students
received a small wage for performing the tasks required during the outing. Being assigned to
work in the homes or on the farms of Whites would provide another level of education that was
not available in the classroom.
The outing program at Hampton was similar to those at Carlisle, Haskell, and Flandreau.
Armstrong and Pratt were in competition with each other when it came to placing their Indian
students in the outing program. During the summer of 1880, Armstrong acted first by arranging
for 25 Hampton students to be placed on Northern farms. Pratt managed to find only three places
in New England for Carlisle students. Though Hampton educated African American and Indian
students, only the Indian students were allowed the opportunity to participate in the outing
program so that they could share the life of White families with their communities once they
returned to their reservations.
The Carlisle Indian outing program quickly outgrew the Hampton program during the
early 1880s. By 1885, Carlisle was placing nearly 250 students in homes for the summer with
many of the students remaining for the entire year. Armstrong wanted to keep the Indians in
school, so a limited number of students could participate in the outing program.
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Examination of Research Questions
Various aspects of Indian education at Hampton were examined in order to uncover the
impact of education on the selected group of Indian students from the Fort Berthold Reservation
(Appendix G). An assertion of the present study is that a better understanding of a relatively
unknown segment of the Indian population will inform educators and Indian communities about
the various components of an off-reservation boarding school through the lenses of a group of
children and young adults. Throughout the sharing of the educational experiences by the
members of the Fort Berthold Reservation represented by the Arikara, Hidatsa and Mandan
Indians, their stories are told to address the perceptions of the faculty, staff, and students as an
important measure towards a better understanding of early off-reservation boarding school life.
Through the collection and analysis of historical data, student and staff perceptions, the
implications of educating Indian students in the off-reservation environment of Hampton were
examined.
Three central research questions were answered utilizing student records, writings from
Hampton staff and students, governmental documentations, writings of Samuel Chapman
Armstrong, founder and first principal of the school, and Richard Pratt, chief Indian recruiter.
The research questions provided the foundation for the study of Indian education, the offreservation boarding school, and the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students at Hampton. The
research questions were answered based upon the histories of 31 Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
students.
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Research Question One
What were the perceptions of staff and faculty toward the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute?

Organization and management of schools. Off-reservation boarding schools under the
leadership of former military personnel operated in a strict and orderly manner. All activities
within the off-reservation boarding schools were dictated by the sound of the bell (Reyhner &
Eder, 2004). Students woke up, ate their meals, went to classes, marched, and went to bed by the
sound of the bell. The constant marching in formation was a regular part of the boarding school
experience. Inspection of beds, lockers, drawers, and clothes by staff was a daily occurrence and
part of the military routine (McBeth, 1983). Hampton was no exception.
Armstrong used his military background to manage his students and staff as he would a
military troop. Once the Indians arrived on the campus, Armstrong began to lay the foundation
for providing what was perceived as a civilized and cultured education. Everything was
structured, including dress, hygiene, work, and education. All aspects of the Indian Program
operated in a manner deemed appropriate by a military commander. For example, discipline was
applied for unruly students, but only in moderation. All aspects were under the scrutiny of the
federal government.
Because of governmental scrutiny, detailed student records at Hampton were maintained
and preserved. With the government focus on the Indian students, every member of the
Hampton staff and all aspects of the program were under a microscope. Through the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, all Indian tribes were required to submit annual reports of their
dealings on their reservations. In addition, because Hampton was a unique educational
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experiment, it had a prominent place within the report. Such meticulous recordkeeping provided
data not only for the government but also for the school staff.
Members of the Hampton staff and faculty, regardless of their views on educating Indian
students, were able to see the positive impact on the Indian students. Obtaining an education and
learning a trade proved beneficial to the Indian students, and those achievements were credited to
the staff at the school and their financial benefactors (Reed, ca. 1903; Many Birds, 1881; Stella
Rogers, 1898).
Cordelia Reed from the Hidatsa tribe wrote,
My dear friend,
It is with great pleasure that I write this letter to you who have been so kind in paying my
scholarship while I am here at Hampton. I will do my best in my studies so as to show
you that I appreciate and thank you for your kindness. (Reed, ca. 1903, [Student file]).
Another sample of appreciation can be seen in a letter from Charles Many Bird, Mandan tribe
member,
I received your letter and I written to you this letter, and I thank you very much my
teacher. Now I have school here in Ft. Stevenson and I talk English very good [well] and
I [am] gone [going] to stay here three years more, [then] I [am] stopping school. (Many
Bird, c. 1881, [Student file]).
Finally, Stella Rogers, a member of the Arikara tribe describes her appreciation in a letter to
Miss Folsom, the organizer of Indian student records at Hampton,
Dear Miss Folsom,
You cannot imagine how much I have appreciated to receive your present and I thank you very
much for it, and I am also thankful that you still think of me as Hampton student. (Stella Rogers,
c. 1898 [Student file]).
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Perceptions of Staff and Faculty toward the Indian Students. During the period of
1878-1911, large-scale education of Indian students was underway at Hampton. The lenses of
the world were focused on this predominantly African American school because the education of
African Americans and Indians on the same campus was innovative. Understanding the
background of the staff, including their perceptions toward the Indian students, was essential. It
was the role of the teachers to impart their knowledge and skills and teach the Indian students a
trade that would sustain them upon their return home. In addition, the staff’s views on interracial
romance and discipline, both considered sensitive issues, impacted Indian students’ educational
experience at Hampton (Peabody, 1918).
The officials of Hampton “saw the prejudice against Whites by American Indians as the
reason Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was the best place to educate Indians”
(Southern Workman, 1899, p. 2). It was believed that because Hampton recruited only the best
from within the African American population, the Indian students would benefit from their
“decency and manhood” (Southern Workman, 1879, p. 90).
The primary responsibility of the staff was to educate and instruct the Indian students. As
was the case for the African Americans, only the best Indian students according to the dominant
population were selected to attend Hampton. There was an effort by the Indian representatives
“to weed out poor student materials to put in better, to avoid waste, to stop leaks, and improve
the work done” (Sixty-first Annual Report, 1892, p. 696). Even though the best Indian students
were allowed to attend the school, the staff at times still wanted to embarrass them at some point
during their tenure at the school. Such treatment usually involved characteristics related to the
Indian students’ culture.
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One aspect of eliminating tribal identity was the renaming of Indian students. As
described in the Annual Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (1890) “the policy for
renaming students was motivated by several concerns, first, many students arrived at school with
names the teachers could neither pronounce nor memorize” (p. cix). With their inability to
pronounce many of the Indian students’ names, the teachers had little patience with the students.
The matter of Indian names was such an issue that at an educational conference an Indian Office
official commented, “a teacher would be at a disadvantage in trying to be either affectionate or
disciplinarian with an eight syllable girl like Sah-gah-ge-way-gah-bow-e-equay” (ARCIA, 1890,
cix). The next aspect regarding the students’ name involved the fact that once they were
translated, their names often seemed bizarre and sometimes degrading to members of the
dominant society, such as Mary Swollen Face, Nancy Kills-a-Hundred, Sam Slow-Fly, John Bad
Gum, Ada Parts-His-Hair, and Lizzie-Looks-Twice” (ARCIA, 1890, cix). At the same time, the
change of Indian names to English often followed no apparent logical connection. For example,
Ah-ko-bak Se-tine was changed to Tennyson Berry, Ma-wa-te-ska-ka to Casper Alford, and
Katautsaron Kwas Arisawe to Elizabeth Terrance (Witmer, 1993, p.123).
A Flandreau Indian School student “asked to be known by the very American sounding
Alice Carley, rather than her actual name, Lydia Blowsnake, because she was filled with shame
and embarrassment. Some Indian students received funds, so Lydia Blowsnake explained to the
Indian agent why she desired a new name. “I just hate to get the check because they make fun of
my name, and I don’t want them to know that’s my name” (National Archives, RG, 75, BIA,
Flandreau, 1927). The naming of Indian students was not unique to Haskell, Flandreau, and
Carlisle Indian Schools. Hampton accepted students who used either Indian or European
American names.
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It was not Hampton’s practice to change the names of Indian students unless the student
“prefers a more euphonious and civilized one” (Minutes of the Indian Teachers Faculty, 1882).
Some of the Fort Berthold Reservation students came to Hampton using their Indian names, but
soon had them changed, usually because they were difficult to pronounce. The following Fort
Berthold Reservation students had their entire native names removed and replaced. Nudcadit,
Psychie, and Spananadaka became Alfred Andrews, Guy Bateman, and Anna Dawson
respectively. In addition, Skaka became Agnes Gillette, Nados-naukadhi was Mason Jones, and
Sioux Boy would be known as Henry Karunach. Sa-di-gu-su had her name changed to Fannie
Perkins, Stu-wh-sa-ka-wa became known as Stella Rogers, and Nowatish became Thomas Smith.
Additionally, Kawhat became Thomas Suckley and Lottie Stiles was once called Yellow Wisa.
(Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files).
There were those Fort Berthold Reservation students who came to Hampton with their
Indian names and retained either the full portion or a part of the name in its English equivalent.
Those five students were Edward Badger, Charles Many Bird, George Sharp Horn, Thomas
Laughing Face, and George Ahuka (Fort Berthold Reservation Student File). There were five
students who had native names that were changed, but no pattern could be charted. They were
Looking-around to Ecorruptaha, Sayedda to White Breast, Nasudish to White Back, Sutateish to
Cracking Wing, and Hu-ke-ga-dish-tish to Deluska.
Since coming to Hampton with European names, there was no need to change the names
of Sarah Walker, Mary Walker, Josephine Malnourie, Susie Nagle, Cordelia Reed, Albert
Simpson, Peter Beauchamp, and Joseph Wilkinson. With the exception of Albert Simpson, the
remainder of the students above had White fathers which may have been the reason for having
European American names. Finally, one Hidatsa students had a father who was a chief, and did
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not have her name changed. She was Hilda Sitting Bear, daughter of Chief Sitting Bear.
Arihotchkish, son of the Arikara Chief, Hard Horn did not have his name changed (Fort Berthold
Reservation Student Files).
The teachers reported that “when the Indians arrived on the Hampton campus, they were
“timid, observant, and silent who aroused our immediate pity” (Townsend, Box 28, Indian
Affairs, p. 2). Agent John Gasmann stated that “their organs of speech seem unable to form some
sounds of the English language” (ARCIA, Report of Agent John G. Gasman, 1885, p. 21).
Because of some of the Indian students’ inability to pronounce certain words, or liked their
Indian names, pronouncing their Indian names in public was an embarrassment to them. But to
demean the Indians, the teachers asked the students to pronounce their names. Some teachers
knew that some Indian students did not like to have their Indian names pronounced in public and
may have been seen as a way to humiliate them. At times, the teachers at Hampton,
“inadvertently insulted Sioux warriors by voicing their names in public, by asking reasons for
their actions, and by closely questioning them without giving time for reflection, the very
frequency with which the staff pointed out such cultural differences suggested that to some
extent allowance are made” (Folsom, 1918, p. 56). Ludlow explained how that disrespect
impacted the students: “He feels it a reflection upon his family’s dignity and self-respect not to
be known by name.” As one student once explained, “An Indian does not ask an Indian his
name, a brave man and his family are known to all” (Ludlow, 1888, p. 10). Teaching the Indian
students how to speak or improve their English language came with some challenges. This
inability of some Indian students to speak English as perceived by the teachers can be dispelled
with the language expertise of Cracking Wing, a member of the Mandan tribe from the Fort
Berthold Reservation. As reported in Southern Workman (1882), “there is a boy among the new
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Indians who has learned the language of four different tribes, and who will soon speak English
well. He is very bright in other respects. I wrote his name and told him, (by signs) to copy it. He
smiled pleasantly in my face as a sign of all right. Furthermore, “the Indian can certainly use his
fingers with great skill. Among the best writers in school, you will find some Indian boys”
(Southern Workman, 1882, n.p.).
Because the majority of teachers who instructed the Indian students in their academic
coursework were non-Indian, it was important to understand the behaviors that were specific to
the Indian culture. One cultural trait specific to Indians was not looking into the eyes of nonIndians. This particular behavior was seen as a sign of disrespect and a lack of comprehension.
Initially, Hampton staff found it difficult to interact with the Indian students because of this
particular trait. Teachers needed the full attention of the students to educate them. Breaking this
trait was difficult for the Indian students; their discomfort could be seen in the photographs
captured by Hampton staff. Once teachers could overcome the Indian trait of non-direct eye
contact, the educational process could commence (Guion and Walker, 2005).
Since the other off-reservation boarding schools were comprised of only Indian students,
Hampton had a different issue to address, for instance that some classrooms consisted of both
African American and Indian students. Because there was an initial problem with students not
speaking English, segregation of students was necessary, especially the young who had not
learned their own language (Ludlow, 1906). The older students who were versed in their own
language, but not English “were instructed in the same methods used to assist the deaf which
demanded too much personal attention for placement in regular Hampton classes” (Frissell,
1898, p. 24). As Armstrong (1881) stated, “there were always exceptionally bright Indians, [but]
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it was quite impossible to hold the mass of Indian pupils to the same standards as the colored
students either in work or study” (p. 196).
The Fort Berthold Reservation students came to Hampton with various educational
backgrounds. Of the 31 Indian students analyzed for this research, 14 had documented evidence
of having previous education before coming to Hampton. Documents showed that five of the
Indians had no formal education, but notations indicated that they had very little to some
education at the mission school on the reservation. The remaining twelve Indian students had no
previous education recorded within their student files. The documents for the Indian students
indicated that eight were able and the remaining could not speak the English language. (Fort
Berthold Reservation Student Files, 1878-1903, Hampton University Archives). More of the
Indian students could speak English because of the number that had previous education prior to
attending Hampton. The Fort Berthold Reservation students had some level of previous
education and working knowledge of the English language, it made for a smoother transition into
their education at Hampton. Therefore, the teachers found it easier to instruct the students. The
class records of the Fort Berthold Reservation students were not always positive and some of the
Indian students experienced difficulty in the classroom.
The class record was noted in some of the Indian student records. The entries did not
include a letter grade but a description of excellent, good, fair, and poor. A disadvantage of the
student file was in the inconsistency of the types of documents captured. Thirteen of the Fort
Berthold Reservation students had notations regarding their classroom grades. Only Anna
Dawson had a rating of excellent in terms of her class grades (Dawson, c. 1878, [Student File]).
The eighteen remaining files did not indicate anything about the class grades (Student Files,
Hampton Archives).
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It became evident to the administration of Hampton that at some point the African
Americans and Indian students had to be in attendance within the same classes. Armstrong
instituted the mixing with the following process, “Integration occurred as advancing Indians
reached the lower grades for blacks. In 1881, when the Indian program was only three years old,
Armstrong described the regimen as placing “the Negro in advanced, the Indian in primary
classes, mixing [them] in the intermediate, the former by influence and example pushing the
latter along” (Armstrong, 1881, p. 196).
Armstrong was required to report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs the status of the
students on an annual basis. Regarding the placement of the Indian students, it was reported,
“eight Indians in the Night School and twenty-five in the Normal, although the remedial Indian
Department had eighty-seven. Five years later fifty-seven Indians were in the Normal School,
where seventy-seven Indians still required separate classes” (Armstrong, 1886, p. 23).
The housing situation of Hampton students was different from that at Haskell Indian
School, Carlisle Indian School, and Lincoln Institute because at Hampton teachers lived among
the students. Hampton female teachers served as matrons and role models to their students. This
living condition facilitated the bonding of staff and students. It permitted the Indian girls to live
as though they were part of a family. Being a part of a family included the responsibilities for
household chores. This connection between staff and students allowed the teachers to monitor
the students and observe their progress. With progress, the students received more
responsibilities. Older girls were given the responsibility for the oversight of younger girls. (Van
Rensselear, 1892; Ludlow, 1888).
Overall, the staff of Hampton took pride in the education of Indian students. As both
African Americans and Indians graduated from Hampton, they were hired to serve the Indian
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students. Staff members displayed a level of pride that continued through documented
correspondence to students after their departure from the school. Teachers continued to send
items of a personal nature to the students. In addition, annual Christmas cards were sent to the
Indian students if their addresses were known (Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
As Armstrong contemplated the idea of educating Indians, he was not entirely confident
that those students could be “civilized” (Armstrong, 1873, p. 2). Trying to reconcile his feelings
about the African American and Indian races, Armstrong claimed, “that the Negro and Indian are
low but not degraded. They are not a moral ruin, like reprobates from a high civilization, whose
fall is into a bottomless pit. The reprobate who lives on their plan is far lower than they. He is
demoralized, they are not” (Church, 1911, p. 8). As the only school that desired to educate
African Americans and Indians on the same campus, “Hampton received widespread criticism in
the press and from the public. Even staff was apprehensive of the Indian students seeking an
education on the predominantly African American school” (Armstrong et al, 1893, p. 313). A
Hampton school staff member reported “that dire predictions about the experiment were
disposed of when the seventeen braves fell cheerfully into line with spade and plow and hoe, awl
and hammer, side by side with their comrades of the other race” (Armstrong et al, 1893, p. 313).
Armstrong’s position on Indian education and school program. Samuel Chapman
Armstrong’s views on Indian education were central to his Indian Program. He was reared by
missionary parents and nurtured in an environment that recognized the dangers and grief of those
classified as an “ignorant race” (Carter, 1902, p. 6). After his education at Williams College,
Armstrong joined the military, where he helped to provide oversight to the African Americans in
the U.S. Army and later served in the Freedmen’s Bureau. He became the founder and principal
of Hampton, where he focused on the initial success of the African American students and the
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desire to educate other “backward race” students, including American Indians (as cited in
Lindsey, 1995, p. 114).
Armstrong was a visionary with regard to providing an educational experience that would
thrust Indians into civilized society. Armstrong being the first principal of Hampton laid the
groundwork for the Indian Department, and his vision included a basic education with academic
and technical components, including an “outing program” (ARCIA, 1902, p. 395; Pratt to
Beecher Scoville, 1895). The importance of the “outing program” was for the Indians to have an
association with Whites outside of the school environment (Pratt, 1964, p. 194). Having an
education based in academics, technical work, and an “outing program” was important for the
assimilation process of the Indians. The education for the Indian students and the roles to be
undertaken by staff and faculty had to be approved by the federal government. Armstrong
reached out to Mr. Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Interior, for assistance in bringing Indian
students to his Eastern school. Having received permission to recruit students for Hampton,
Armstrong made multiple trips to the Plains region of the United States in an attempt to enroll
Indian students. (Armstrong to Carl Schurz, 1877, RG75, M234, roll347).
Recruiting outcomes were tied to government funding and its philosophy of assimilation.
Admission of the Indians into the off-reservation boarding schools was not promulgated on their
previous education or even the ability to speak English. African American students were
interviewed while Indians were recruited, therefore, all Indian students selected to attend the offreservation boarding schools were accepted because the government viewed education as a
primary method of assimilation; the ability to speak English, therefore, was not an entrance
criterion (as cited in Lindsey, 1995, p. 118). Of the original 12 students from the Fort Berthold
Reservation who traveled to Hampton on November 5, 1878, only one had previous education
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and documented evidence of speaking English (Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
According to Lindsey (1995) “statistical evidence suggests that Hampton’s Indian program did
indeed help to keep the school financially solvent. Until 1885 the federal government paid
approximately $16,000 yearly to educate 100 Indians at Hampton, and from 1886 to 1912 up to
$20,040 for 120 Indians – most years at the rate of $167 each, while the school received $154
annually for Black students” (p. 41).
Staff views on industrial training. It was the responsibility of staff and faculty to
convey their knowledge and skills and to instruct the Indian students in a trade. This industrial
training would enable Indian students to become self-sufficient upon their return home. The
industrial training provided to the students of Hampton, though at times controversial, was a
distinctive feature of the school. The industrial training component was in place when the Indian
students arrived on campus. The purpose of industrial training was threefold: it was intended to
(a) to build character and integrity, (b) to give students a means for earning a living when they
left the school, and (c) to provide funds for students while they were at school.
Industrial departments that were established for the education of African American
students also taught the Indian students the fundamentals of carpentry, blacksmithing, and
wheelwrighting. The carpentry shop was under the supervision of a White male who employed
both Indian and African American boys. Their abilities to perform carpentry duties allowed the
Indian and African American students the opportunity to construct buildings on the school
campus. African Americans and Indians were taught the trades within the same classroom,
which was important for the continuation of “civilizing” the Indian students. Another
component of industrial training was the establishment of the outing program.
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Staff observations toward racial conflicts. The concept of “civilizing” Indians and
African Americans together was novel. Because of the uniqueness of the multiracial
environment of staff and students, it was expected that racial intolerance at Hampton would be
eradicated. There was hope that the integrated education between the two groups would prove
beneficial. Many individuals such as politicians, White citizens, and members of the African
American community were interested in the outcomes of this joint endeavor. From the outside,
there appeared to be no racial problems at Hampton. Hampton first opened to educate African
American students, and approximately 10 years later it allowed for the inclusion of Indians.
Armstrong was of the mindset that if Hampton was able to generate a desire for service and a
feeling of moral responsibility for the African American students, the same could hold true for
the Indian students (Talbot, 1904).
The interaction between the Indians and African Americans was under scrutiny by the
Hampton faculty and staff, as well as the Indian community, and governmental officials. Both
the Indians and the African Americans were eager to learn and worked to make the most of their
opportunities for an education. Nevertheless, some racial tensions interfered with the
educational process and lingered during the progress of the students through the school.
During the period covered by this research, 1878-1911, negative racial encounters were
prominent in this country, especially between Whites and African Americans. Some of the
negative encounters spilled over into the lives of the African American and American Indian
students on the campus, affecting both races of students. One particular area that caused conflict
between the African American and American Indian students and, subsequently, the White staff,
was the controversy over seating arrangements in the dining room (Lindsey, 1995; Dining Room
Controversy-Native American).
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It would appear that many members of the Hampton community had opinions about the
dining room controversy. Whites were initially unaffected by the segregated dining room, and
the school was not unlike other institutions of the time where segregated facilities, including
dining halls, existed. Therefore, the segregated dining room situation of Whites and African
Americans may have been accepted by some as simply the status quo; however, the African
American teachers, also known as “graduates,” were embarrassed about the segregated
conditions and found themselves in situations where they had to defend the racist behavior of
their school to outsiders.
The original decision to separate the dining facilities for teachers and graduates occurred
in 1870, long before the first Indian student arrived at Hampton. The contradictory aspect of the
dining situation impacted the designation “teacher.” Hampton’s African American teachers, and
subsequently its Indian teachers as well, had the distinction of being called “graduates,” while
White teachers were called “teachers” (Folsom to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room ControversyNative American). Race kept the groups from sharing the same dining room. Although the dining
rooms had identical food and table settings, the actual facilities were not equal. The “graduate”
dining room was described as small and close, while the “teacher” dining area was cool and
spacious (Armstrong to Graduate Teachers, 1889; Dining Room Controversy – Native
American).
Unlike “Hampton, other racially mixed institutions (such as Fisk, Oberlin, Berea, and
Howard Universities) had no segregation, and white and black fared alike in every respect”
(Barrett to Armstrong, 1889, frame HI-13341). The debate over separate dining rooms can be
viewed from both staff and student perspectives. For an eight year period from 1878 until 1886,
African American and Indian students shared the same dining room. Even though the dining
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room was shared by all students, the segregation within the room was still present. The
“graduates” and “teachers” had their own views regarding the segregation of the school and
dining facilities. F.W. Wheelock (resident graduate), shared these sentiments,
My experience as a graduate has been limited, but even while a student I could not
understand why two separate apartments were made for teachers and officers of the same
institution. How …to solve the question and make a change that would be satisfactory to
all concerned, is quite puzzling; I would not like the idea of being removed into the
other dining room as a table, because that would only make us the more conspicuous, and
be the cause of attracting more criticism (F.D. Wheelock, April 20, 1889; Dining Room –
Native American).
Georgia Washington (Teacher of Domestic Science) commented,
Not that I especially want to sit at the same table or be in the dining room with the
white teachers, for I am afraid I wouldn’t get a very warm welcome from them, but
taking our school with its large corps of Christ loving and Christ working men and
women, does it seem just right to you and them that a wall should stand between us
(Georgia Washington, April 19, 1889; Dining Room – Native American).
In 1886, however, the administration of Hampton created separate dining rooms for the
Indian and African American students. The administration concluded that the separation was
crucial because of the necessity to improve the physical health of the Indian students. Hampton
had experienced the death of 31 Indian students by this time and contributed those mortalities in
part to the high levels of salt content in their food while eating meals consisting mainly of pork.
With the separation of student dining facilities, the Indians could have meals comprised of boiled
or stewed beef which was healthier. The dining room separation of African American and Indian
students was not permanent, however, because in 1898, the students once again were placed in
the same dining room. This time they were placed at separate tables. One reason for the
amalgamation was due in part to the stringent recruitment efforts to attract healthier Indians to
Hampton (Armstrong to Whittlesey and Smiley, 1885; Armstrong to Childs, 1887; Dining Room
Controversy-Native American, Hampton University Archives).
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Armstrong, chief educator at Hampton, opened the debate by asking the African
American graduates if they wanted to come into the Teacher dining room as a table or be
scattered among the White teachers. The African American students protested any form of
consuming meals within a segregated dining room. Harris Barrett, an African American, Class of
1885 and Hampton employee, voiced this view regarding the appearance of integration:
Segregated dining induced White employees to look upon us with somewhat of
contemptuous condescension and [other alumni] to look upon us with something akin to
scorn because of …our quiet acceptance of the sitting of us aside by the authorities. It has
given to many people the idea…that a graduate is kept here more for effect than for the
value of his service (Barrett to Armstrong, 1889, HI-13341).
Armstrong asserted that the separation within the dining room was based on color, which
infuriated the African American graduates. Barrett (1889) indicated that separating African
American graduates and White teachers was a “grievous wrong” and, furthermore, “if the
difference is made because of [the black graduate’s] lack of refinement…would it not help him
greatly…to place him among people who have had such advantages” (HI-13341). Even though
Armstrong was a high ranking military leader and had addressed major issues on the federal and
local levels, integration was not a subject he wanted to undertake.
There were those among the Hampton faculty who felt that segregation was “desirable
because the races naturally prefer to socialize among themselves.” However, the faculty had a
procedure of seating Indian students at the tables with African American students when their
tables were full. When Indian students left for their work during the summer months, few were
left to share tables with African American students (Frissell, 1898, p. 92). The lines were drawn
regarding the racial integration within the dining facilities. The African American teaching
graduates wanted to sit among the white teachers. The White teachers were divided in their
decisions. Some of the conservative teachers argued, “The policy of the school has long been
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decided-why change it.” Another White teacher “believed that their demands could infringe
upon their teacher’s right to sit where they wanted.” Another argument made by a White teacher,
“graduates could not have been merely attempting to establish the precedent of admitting
Negroes to the white dining room because visiting black dignitaries had already dined there on
occasion.” And finally, a statement was made, “if the present graduates did not like the
arrangements they should leave” (Briggs to Armstrong, 1889; Gordon to Armstrong, 1889; Hyde
to Armstrong, 1889). Perhaps the process of allowing the two racial groups to dine together was
done out of necessity and not because it was the right thing to do. Even after going through the
process of gathering letters from “graduates” and “teachers,” Armstrong did nothing to resolve
the segregation issue within the dining facilities (Graham, 1968, p. 31). Lindsey asserted,
“Armstrong may have felt that leaving things alone would rid him of the controversy, because on
an emotional level, neither party was really eager to sit with the other” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 144).
There were members of the African American faculty that frowned upon the segregation
between the White and African American staff members. Some of the African American students
were more outspoken regarding this issue than others. Sara Peake, an African American graduate
and teacher, explained her position regarding the segregated dining facility, “It is not necessary
that we should be grouped according to color.” Furthermore she stated, “There can be no
mistaking that we are graduates, we carry our diplomas on our faces” (Peake to Armstrong,
1889, Hampton University Archives).
Peake (1889) continued,
It impresses me as a very peculiar kind of Christianity which enables folks to leave their
homes, relatives and friends to come and labor for and with the Negro and yet makes it an
impossibility for them to summon up enough respect and unprejudiced friendship to eat
at the same table with him (Peake to Armstrong, 1889, Hampton University Archives).
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The writings of Peake detail how opinionated and emotional she was about the dining
room debate:
To say that I think it [is] just or right that we should be shut off in this manner ourselves
would be most untrue. Down deep in my heart there has always been a rebellion at such a
step. To me it has always appeared wrong and unjust, not only as a class but individually.
When shall it ever be acknowledged that we are men and woman with equal rights and
privileges with other creatures created in God’s own image? In White schools there is no
such distinction made as regards to the graduates and teachers of those institution and I
cannot see why it should be done here” (Peake to Armstrong, 1889).
Armstrong surveyed his White teachers, posing the same question as he did to the
African American students on the integration of the faculty dining room. Responses were
received from 37 staff members: 13 indicated “yes” to integration, while 18 responded in the
negative, and 6 indicated “no preference” but would abide by the decision of the administration.
The thirteen staff members who supported the integration were only in favor of an integrated
dining room and not tables (Andrews to Armstrong, 1889; Hamlin to Armstrong, 1889; Ludlow
to Armstrong, 1889 [Hampton University Archives]). The lack of full dining integration was not
what the African American teachers wanted or was willing to accept. Those White teachers who
welcomed the integration based their decision on the fact that “they feared Hampton was
promoting bitter racial tension through exclusion and yet, saw the danger in mixed seating, but
felt that the dangers were outweighed by either principled or expedient grounds for change”
(Hamlin to Armstrong, 1889, Hampton University Archives). The White teachers who would
tolerate the integration with African American graduates had their voices overshadowed by the
opposition (Ludlow to Armstrong, 1889).
Those White teachers that opposed the integration provided the following reasons for
their disapproval. First, the concern involved not only the graduates but also those friends and
guests that would visit the campus. Also, some of the teachers used the meal time to socialize
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among their colleagues and that would not be possible with “graduates” in their mist. Some
teachers felt that the integration of the dining room would cause “increased friction between the
races or among Whites” (Ludlow to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy). Another
reason that White teachers gave for not wanting to dine in the same facility was that it would
give a “false view in graduates as to their real social status, leading to disappointment and
bitterness after leaving here [Hampton].” Another reason was that blocking the graduate’s
admittance into the dining room would prevent them from being considered “spoiled and unable
to perform real work among their people” and finally, “injury to the school in loss of approval of
both Southern and Northern people who approve its common sense views and methods” (Ludlow
to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy, Hampton University Archives).
The White members of the Hampton staff did not want to embrace the African American
teachers as being their equal. White teachers, especially women, expressed their sense of
superiority and separation from their African American colleagues. A number of the female staff
came from Northern states and felt themselves superior because “many of these ladies come
from families who represent many, many years of culture and refinement and all the advantages
good family gives and they honor the positions which they hold in the school” (Mackie to
Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy). Another White female teacher expressed her
displeasure of employing African Americans in any capacity by indicating, “They [African
Americans] were swallowed up by the largeness of the institution, have no position here, and are
doing work White people could do while they [African Americans] are needed among their
people” (Ludlow to Armstrong, 1889, Hampton University Archives).
However, with the representation of three races (African American, Indian, and White)
being employed on the same campus, it was only a matter of time before segregated facilities
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would become an issue. Cora Folsom, a White teacher who had the most dealings with the
Indians stated, “The individual Indian is quite as much affected by the issue of segregated dining
rooms as the colored graduate” (Davis to Armstrong, 1889). Originally, as Indian students
acquired positions on the faculty, they were not allowed just as African Americans were not to
dine with the White faculty members. Indian staff members were promoted to the tables to be
shared with African American faculty. However, this dining room arrangement did not fare well
with the Indian students. In an attempt to placate the Indians, the administration established a
process where those who graduated from Hampton and subsequently attended White schools
were allowed to dine with the White faculty. The White administrators of Hampton felt that
Indian teachers should not be placed in a situation at Hampton different from that at other White
institutions where Indian teachers were allowed to eat in the same dining areas as White teachers
(Folsom to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy).
Needing to put the segregated dining room issue to rest, the White teachers were willing,
yet reluctant, to the scattered seating of African American teachers among them. The lack of
integrating the dining room among the White teachers did not appear to be based solely on race
or color, but on rank and seniority (Ludlow to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy).
Even the African American teachers did not have a personal desire to dine with White colleagues
but wanted the same level of acknowledgement and respect. Three compromises were offered:
(a) establish an “Annual Negro Holiday” where the African Americans teachers would be invited
to a tea or dinner with the White teachers, (b) have a “frequent, but informal exchange of teacher
and graduates to each other’s dining rooms and tables,” and (c) admit African Americans to the
White dining room, but at separate tables, which would leave “mixing to natural selection”
(Ludlow to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room Controversy).
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After acknowledging the issues as presented by both sides, Armstrong finally concluded
“that scattering would prove to be the least comfortable and pleasant for his employees”
(Armstrong to Graduate Teachers, 1889, Dining Room Controversy). The dining rooms on
Hampton campus remained segregated well into the twentieth century.
According to Harris Barrett, class of 1885 and a future cashier at the school, “teaching
graduates have been placed in a position of continual defense of Hampton, for black leaders
asked them why such a division persisted here in an Institution that they seemed to think should
take the lead in wiping out just such differences” (as cited in Lindsey, 1995, p. 138).
The sentiments regarding the Indians proved unacceptable for the African Americans
since the official of Hampton did not see the impact of maintaining a segregated dining facility.
Armstrong was resolved to “facilitate a peaceful transition to separate tables in the Teacher’s
Dining Room, but “disliked scattering” (Armstrong to Graduate Teachers, 1889, HI-33410). The
outcome of the dining room controversy was important for African Americans, Whites, and to a
smaller degree the Indians.
Anna Dawson, an Arikara Indian from the Fort Berthold Reservation, voiced her opinion
of the segregated dining facility. Dawson was the only student from the Fort Berthold
Reservation who graduated from Hampton. After the completion of her additional education,
she was invited to return to Hampton. Dawson initially declined the offer because of her
previous experience as a “graduate” but eventually returned to Hampton (Folsom to Armstrong,
1889, Dining Room Controversy). Folsom addressed her displeasure regarding Dawson and
other “graduates” indicating, “In this case we are the sufferers, not the graduates,” Folsom
continued, “In the light of these and similar facts…Hampton’s Indian graduates should be treated
as they would be in any other school, and if they, then the colored graduates whose social level is
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the same when the color line is withdrawn and the same test of intelligence, education, and
refinement applied to him, should be treated in the same generous manner or kept away [from
Hampton] as the Indian is [on reservation]” (Folsom to Armstrong, 1889, Dining Room
Controversy).
The dining room controversy continued to manifest itself among the graduates and
teachers. Hampton maintained a segregated “Teachers” and “Graduate” dining facilities into the
twentieth century (as cited in Lindsey, 1995, p. 145).
Staff views on interracial romance. One of the areas of concern for the administration
of Hampton was the possible romantic relationships that might develop between the Indians and
African Americans. After Indian students became fluent in English, they were placed in
classrooms with African American students. However, there were other aspects of the school
environment that were intentionally segregated including dormitories, dining rooms, and
company drill activities. Hampton school administrators and faculty were apprehensive about the
two races sharing time together because there was the potential of a sexual interaction between
the African Americans and Indians (as cited in Lindsey, 1995).
Interracial dating was rigorously monitored and prohibited. Even though there was no
apparent comingling of the races outside of the classroom, there were those who voiced their
opposition of these two racial groups occupying the same campus. John Stephens, from Texas,
chairman of the House Committee on Indian Affairs, voiced the following disapproval:
Why humiliate the Indian boys and girls, our wards and dependents, by educating them in
the same school with negro children? It seemed to your committee that we should use our
own school, our own teachers, and separate these two races, and thus elevate the red
race and not degrade and humiliate him by sinking him to the low plane of the negro race
(U.S. Congressional Records, 1912, p. 4456).
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In the early days when Indians initially arrived on the Hampton campus, “the Indian
students had their own tables, own dormitories their own social life and formed groups by
themselves” (Bouchier to Andrus, 1923). These separations contributed to the African American
and Indian students living basically separate lives. Furthermore, “any social activities that took
place in the dormitories were separate events for the two races” (as cited in Hultgren and Molin,
1989, p. 35).
Every effort was made to keep the Indian and African American students romantically
separated, but that was not the same approach taken for the other races represented on Hampton
campus. Although not promoted, the interracial marriages between Indians and Whites,
especially staff members, were accepted (Eng, 1982). Caroline Andrus, a White female, head of
the Indian Department, became engaged to William A. Jones, a member of the Oklahoma Sac
and Fox Tribe and an accomplished graduate of Hampton. Jones was the first Indian student to
graduate from Harvard in 250 years and the first to receive his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1904.
Prior to the planned marriage, Jones, while on an anthropological research trip in the Philippines,
was murdered (Eng, 1982). To keep the memory of her former fiancé alive, Andrus donated
over $100,000 to create a scholarship account at Harvard University in the name of William
Jones (Davis, 2003).
Another interracial romance of note was the marriage of Elaine Goodale, a White female,
to Dr. Charles Eastman, a member of the Sioux Tribe. Goodale was a staff member at Hampton
in 1883; her experiences took her to the Sioux Nation in Dakota Territory where she met and
eventually married Eastman. Both Goodale and Eastman taught at Carlisle Indian School
(Eastman, 1935). No evidence was uncovered from the Hampton University Archives that there
were any known cases of marriages between Indians and African Americans who had been
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students at the school (Frissell to Stephens, 1912). However, there were students from the Fort
Berthold Reservation that formed friendships with African American students. Sarah Walker, a
member of the Hidatsa tribe forged a friendship with an African American female from the
South, a portion of their summer journeys are detailed,
I visited an old friend in June and July. I visited an old friend of mine who graduated in
Hampton in ’84. She very kindly invited me to spend the summer, but I could only get
permission to spend a month. I started the day after school closed with some girls who
were going the same way, so I did not miss any good times on the way. We got to
Richmond about 2 o’clock and had quite a long time to wait, So three of us went to see
the city (Southern Workman, 1886, Student file).
There are no details indicating that Anna Dawson, from the Arikara tribe had friends
within the African American race. But since she came to Hampton at a very young age, both
African American and Indian students took her under their guidance. After Dawson graduated
from Hampton, she attended the Normal School in Framingham, Massachusetts and for a period
of time taught at Santee Training School. (Dawson, c.1878, Student file). These experiences
placed Dawson within the boundaries of intermingling with African American students. Since
there were no negative comments regarding Dawson, her interactions could be seen as positive.
Finally, there were no romantic interactions discussed for Lottie Stiles, an Arikara Indian,
but she was outspoken regarding her feelings towards members of the African American race,
and did not like it when Whites spoke against them (Stiles, c. 1897, Student file).
Staff views on the discipline of Indian students. All government boarding schools
followed a strict policy on discipline. Leap (1993), detailed, “Former boarding school students
remember being dealt with harshly for infraction of this rule [speaking native language].
Beatings, swats from rulers, having one’s mouth washed with soap or lye, or being locked in the
school jail were not uncommon punishments” (p.159). Corporal punishment was one method of
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disciplining Indian students. Students were usually placed in a “school jail or guardhouse” even
though it was officially discouraged, but still practiced.
The role of the staff at Hampton was to serve as disciplinarians over the Indian students.
Because Armstrong had a military background, the discipline toward the students was carried out
in a military manner. The first commandant of Hampton was Robert Russa Moton, an African
American employee on the campus. It was the responsibility of Moton to dispense the
discipline.
The discipline of Indian students had to be handled carefully. Misunderstanding arose
due in part to the language barriers experienced by both staff and Indian students. The girls were
disciplined less frequently by their teachers because of the closeness with their female teachers.
The male students, however, lived under a military-type regimen (as cited in Lindsey, 1995).
One facet of the campus environment was the “officer’s court,” which provided oversight for
minor infractions (Armstrong in ARCIA, 1889, p. 374). The faculty was in charge of arbitrating
the infractions. Although the African American students were subjected to suspension or
expulsion, the same discipline was not applied to the Indian students. Dispensing discipline for
the Indian boys usually involved a “fatherly talk” about their behavior (Armstrong, “Report of
Hampton School,” 1881, p. 285).
Because the staff perceived Indian students differently from African Americans, the
Indians’ discipline included the removal of liberties. There were no findings indicating that any
discipline issues arose because of the presence of the two races on the same school campus.
Throughout the research, evidence was found that the staff, both African American and White,
played a vital role in the education and assimilation of the Indian students. As Moton meted out
consequences, the African American students felt that he was partial to the Indians, whereas the
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Indians believed the same to be true for the African American students. In an attempt to keep
peace between the two racial groups, Moton tried to settle disagreements in a manner that would
be seen as benefiting both races. When racially motivated violence issues arose on campus, the
students would be sent home. Violence of any kind was not tolerated regardless of who initiated
the conflict. This can be seen from how Hampton reacted to school violations, one perpetrated by
an Indian and the other by an African American student.
During the 1890-91 school year, John Block, a Caddo from Indian Territory (where
prejudice against Blacks prevailed), was expelled for throwing two bricks at Charles H.
Stokes of Gloucester, Virginia, “without provocation, so as to endanger his life. While
awaiting his exit west, Block was quarantined from other students by confinement in
the industrial room during the day and the Marquand guard room at night.
Conversely, in September 1893, a black student, Charles A. Parker, was dismissed for
starting a fight with an Indian in which he struck a boy with some weapon which cut a
gash in his head about 1-1/2 inch long and about ¼ of an inch deep (Discipline Files,
1885-91, p. 207).
The discipline records at Hampton were not always documented in the same manner.
Within the Indian student files were the terms “conduct” and “discipline” which appeared to be
interchangeable (Indian Student Files, Hampton University Archives). Because Hampton
implemented a military style of discipline it was deemed useful in changing student behavior.
Most off-reservation boarding schools had “some form of jail on the premises” which was
labeled “medieval” (Szasz, 1999, pp. 27-28). Even at Hampton, “an underground house was
established as the ultimate punishment for Indians” (Ludlow, 1879, p. 67). The rationale for
establishing the jail was to have a place to send Indian students as punishment because it was too
far to send them back to their reservation. The infractions or discipline were usually documented
on a school year basis and placed within the student records. Within the Arikara tribe, Annie
Dawson and Ahuka were rated excellent regarding their behavior. Alfred Andrews, Fannie
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Perkins, and Guy Bateman had their conduct rated as good. Edward Badger was rated as fair.
Mason Jones had a notation of one offense, which was not detailed, Albert Simpson had two
offenses, and Peter Beauchamp had “two offenses and was rated as poor.” Karunach’s conduct
was “generally good, but he had a violent temper.” Joseph Wilkinson was rated “good to poor.”
Lottie Stiles’ conduct was “good” but there was a notation that she had “bad conduct and
corrupting influences.” The remaining Arikara student files provided no notations regarding
conduct or discipline (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files).
Very few discipline issues were documented, however; when issues did arise, they were
usually related to the outing component of the Indian Program. Because they were away from
those staff members that provided the discipline, the students at times would act in a manner
contrary to the school’s rules.
The outing experience was designed to provide a strict set of rules and responsibilities for
both the employers and the Indian students. The students were consistently monitored, and there
were rules that governed the students’ associations with other community members. Usually,
when disciplinary issues became known, they were addressed upon the students’ return to
Hampton (Outing System at the Carlisle Indian School, 2007).
In summary, the staff of Hampton saw the educational potential in the Indian students.
One of the Indian male students was described as “painstaking and earnestly imbued with the
desire to elevate his people.” This was the message that Hampton teachers tried to instill in the
Indian students in an effort to uplift and inspire them to seek out a better life not only for
themselves but also for their community. Many accolades were bestowed upon the Indian
students by the staff and faculty. The staff expected the best from the Indian students because it
was evident in their work ethic that the students could succeed. Armstrong and his staff put the
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necessary tools in place to allow for the Indian students to thrive in both the academic and
vocational endeavors. Therefore, it is the perceptions of this researcher that the attributes that
the Indian students obtained were carried not only throughout their education at Hampton, but
were important and ultimately infused into their community employment.
There have been documented cases of brutality against the Indian students while in
attendance at off-reservation boarding schools. One such story involved a 13 year old Nevada
boy who was, “held, handcuffed, and almost beaten into insensibility with a strap. The result was
that the boy collapsed, lay on the floor almost helpless, and that, after sixteen days, twenty-six
cruel scars remained upon his body, and eleven upon his right arm.” Female students were not
immune from this type of cruelty and it was seen in the disclosure of an incident from the Walker
River Agency School in Nevada. The school superintendent unable to identify which female
stole from the school, “ordered these girls, who were between thirteen and eighteen years of age,
stripped of clothing to the waist, and each was flogged with a buggy whip on the naked body”
(Indian Rights Association Report, 2009, p. 57).
Students were disciplined at Hampton, “although the use of physical punishment was not
frequent, the discipline files reported, for example that Omaha Garry Myers was whipped on
November 3, 1884, by Major Gibson, and again on January 12, 1885, by Major Boykin (both
African American) in front of other small Indian boys” (Discipline Files, 1885, p. 143). There
were no documented cases of physical punishment against any Fort Berthold Reservation
students. Even when Lottie Stiles, an Arikara Indian, participated in “doubtful conduct on one
occasion” her punishment was that she was expelled from school and sent back to the reservation
(Stiles, c. 18974, Student File).
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School staff background. The faculty and staff at Hampton consisted primarily of
White and African American members, whereas the inclusion of Indians on the staff was
minimal. Many people who became members of the staff were attracted to the boarding school
concept. Some of them desired to be a part of the education of the Indian students because the
new program was a unique educational experiment. Not only did adults educate the Indian
students, but other students also educated and mentored the Indians. Nevertheless, few
administrators, matrons, supervisors, or teachers had experience in educating Indian students.
According to BigFoot (2000), many staff members were ex-military personnel whose recent past
included the destruction of Indian culture. In some cases, those who wanted to educate Indians
still retained the attitude of an era during which Indians and their culture were not appreciated.
Early staff members of Hampton arrived at the school knowing that their task was to
educate freed African American students; however, with the shift in Armstrong’s vision to
educate Indian students, campus demographics began to change. Not all members of Hampton
staff, African American or White, viewed the arrival of the Indians or the comingling with
African Americans as a positive venture. Armstrong made the decision to educate Indians on the
same campus with African Americans, and the staff was required to participate in the program.
Those who did not conform to the mandates of the Indian program could leave the school.
Richard Pratt, who escorted the initial Fort Berthold Reservation students to the school, did not
conform to the teachings administered by Armstrong (cited in Lindsey, 1995. Pratt believed that
Indians should be educated with civilized White men, not the “inferior” African American
students (Ludlow, 1888, pp. 31-38). The administration of Hampton saw the opportunity for
educating Indians in the same way as African American students, and the staff was vital to
success.
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Armstrong personally selected the initial group of teachers who educated the African
American students; the same staff initially provided the education to Indian students. Many staff
members who worked at the boarding schools were products of the system themselves (Pearson
& Hilden, 2008), however, and many lacked the qualifications and passion needed to educate the
Indian students (Reyhner & Eder, 2004). In addition, the staff came to the school from various
backgrounds and for different reasons, and their salaries were quite low (Reyhner & Eder, 2004).
Teachers came to the off-reservation boarding school seeking an adventure or wanting to escape
from something in their past. Many of the teachers had physical defects occurring during birth,
in accidents, or through other circumstances. The primary purveyors of knowledge for the
Indian students, therefore, entered the equation with such varied backgrounds and career
incentives that a level playing field for students was impossible.
The administrators of Hampton selected both Whites and African Americans to instruct
the Indian students and adults, and according to Armstrong only his finest employees were
selected to work with the Indian students. African American teachers taught the Indian students
to perform basic hygiene tasks, such as brushing their teeth. The students also were instructed in
how to dress, eat, walk, talk, and sleep as the White man did (Washington, 1881). The decision
for African Americans to instruct the Indians was due to their overall friendliness and
personality.
Three successful Hampton school teachers included James Robbins, Amelia Perry, and
Booker T. Washington. James Robbins, a fair-skinned African American graduate of the school,
was selected to serve as the first “House Father,” providing leadership and mentoring to the
Indian males (Robbins to Armstrong, 1880). Amelia Perry, an African American graduate,
served in a similar role for the girls. When Robbins left Hampton for a teaching assignment at
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the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), Booker T. Washington
assumed his role and served as the leading African American employee within the Indian
Department. Washington was instrumental in alleviating the negative thoughts held by African
American students toward Indians. Washington was loyal to Armstrong and when approached
by Armstrong, he agreed to live among approximately 75 Indian boys. Even Washington had his
doubts about his ability to teach the Indians in a successful manner. Washington’s apprehension
came from the notion that “the average Indian felt himself above the White man, and, of course,
he felt himself far above the Negro. This was largely because the Negro had submitted to
slavery - something the Indian would never do” (Washington, 1995, p. 46). Because of this
thinking among the Indian students, Washington had to proceed cautiously when dealing with
this population of students.
Because Washington was held in high regard by Armstrong, other members of the
student body and faculty admired and respected him. Washington thought that educating the
Indian students, even for a brief period of two years, would elevate them (Washington, 1881).
Once the Indian students became fluent in English, there was little difference between African
Americans and the Indians in the effect of their education. When Washington left Hampton to
accept the position of principal at Tuskegee Institute, two other graduates, Orpheus E. McAdoo
and Alexander McNeil, assumed his responsibilities (Washington to Folsom, 1883).
In 1885, Albert Howe, a White male, was assigned the position of Agricultural Division
and Mechanical Division Manager. No date was given for Howe’s tenure, but documentation
indicated that he was in his position in 1871 (Eng, 1999). Instructing the African American and
Indian males was a vital part of the school curriculum. Howe was responsible for the 100 acres
of Whipple Farm, which was essential to the agricultural aspect of the Indian Department.
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Within the mechanical trades division, the Indian boys worked in the sawmill where citizens
from the Hampton community and vicinity ordered merchandise made by the students. The
findings suggested the agricultural program could not have been successful without the oversight
and management of Howe (Hampton Institute, 1885).
The Household Division was managed by Miss C. L. Mackie, Miss H. Andrews, and
Miss M. A. Wheeler. Within this division, the Indian girls learned to work in four kitchens, one
each for special diets, cooking instruction, students, and teachers. Girls set tables, washed
dishes, and cared for the rooms of the teachers. The boys served as waiters and janitors
(Hampton Institute, 1885). The adult members of the Indian tribes found this instruction
belittling. The Indian community asserted that much of the work performed by the Indian
students under the pretext of vocational training was “drudge work, with little or no educational
value” (Lomawaima, 1994, pp. 68-69).
Whether the staff provided instruction or served in a support role, qualified persons were
selected to serve within Hampton. Qualified teachers during this period included those who
graduated from an Indian Normal School or those who graduated from normal classes in a school
such as Hampton. Graduates also assumed roles as assistant teachers or day school teachers.
Other facets of becoming a qualified teacher included, “receiving a certificate of satisfactory
proficiency, of good moral character, and of physical soundness” (Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1894, p. 7). Furthermore, to display the educational advances
of off-reservation and other Indian schools, any Indian person who graduated from the senior
class of “Carlisle, Hampton, Lincoln Institute, Chilocco, and Haskell Institute” was allowed to
secure a teaching or other position within a school setting (Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, 1894, p. 7.). With the support of the Secretary of the Interior, “Indian teachers
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were allowed to be promoted to advanced positions, thus creating a pool of excellent teachers.
Other positions within the school system also were filled by Indians, who were given preference
in hiring in some cases” (Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1894, p.7).
Maintaining records of students and staff were important for the administration of the
school, allowing for the tracking of staff who educated the Indian students. The school prided
itself on capturing the documents that continued to tell the history of its school and the
participants from within. Folsom was initially hired in 1880 as a nurse and held subsequent
positions as teacher, newspaper editor, and museum curator. In her role as curator, she was the
collector and organizer of the Indian student records. Folsom “brought the repository to national
prominence during the early twentieth century, for its Indian and African collection” (as cited in
Lindsey, 1995, p. 178). She was an employee of Hampton for 42 years and maintained contact
with former students while serving as the Indian corresponding secretary. At the conclusion of
Folsom’s tenure with Hampton, Andrus served as her successor to provide oversight and
guidance in the collection and maintenance of the Indian records (Ludlow, 1907). Andrus came
to Hampton at the age of 10 to care for her elder sister, a teacher at the school who became ill
while working there. Andrus worked in the Indian Records Office under the tutelage of Cora
Mae Folsom until she assumed the role (Lindsey, 1995).
The majority of the faculty within the Indian Department of Hampton were EuropeanAmerican, single females (Folsom, 1918). The Indian students found the unmarried status of the
women to be very interesting. The students told their female teachers that they should pray for a
husband, flattered them by indicating how pretty they were, and assured them that a husband
would come (Archuleta, Child, & Lomawaima, 2000).
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Perceptions from staff towards the Indian students were based largely on the interactions
among the two races of students. Armstrong was not “concerned with the opposition of southern
whites regarding racial mingling” (Folsom, 1918, Box on “Indian Days.” Hampton University
Archives). So Armstrong assigned African American and White teachers to instruct the Indians
in basic hygiene skills. One Indian student commented, “The Negroes’ happy faces and cheery
words of welcome immediately banished all thought of care, and through the personality of the
Major I was forced to believe that the Negro was the kindest and jolliest man on earth,”
furthermore, “Hampton’s approach was to disarm most of the Indians through exposure to
friendly Negroes” (Washington, 1881, p. 121).
Documentation of perceptions of staff toward the American Indians, and especially those
from the Fort Berthold Reservation, indicates particular attributes that the staff admired. The
trait that the staff and administration valued most was “honesty” (Armstrong, 1881, p. 13). The
staff could always rely upon the promises of the Indian students. Helen Ludlow wrote, “He is
slow to make it, but once made he lives up to it to the best of his ability, provided however, you
keep your part of the contract.” Ludlow continued, “If you break your part, or he thinks you
have, he is released from his” (Ludlow, 1888, p. 4).
Just as honesty for the Indian students was important, character was also significant to the
overall program. The character of the Indian students was documented, ranging from good to
excellent regardless of gender. For example, Andrews (Arikara) was described as “faithful,
steady, and a gentlemen,” traits that were admired by staff and faculty. Another staff member
described Perkins (Arikara) as “having a willing spirit and earnest purpose.” Wilkinson (Arikara)
was described as being “made of good stuff.” Contrarily, there were Fort Berthold Reservation
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Indian students whose character was described as “bad, corrupting, and below fair” (Indian
Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
The initial contacts between staff and Indian students were tense, especially those from
the Sioux Nation. The “first meeting of Blacks and Sioux was one of fear and reprehension on
both sides; the awe and dismay of Blacks upon hearing the terrible tales of these bloodthirsty
Indians, and the Sioux having almost as wild a picture of the Black man” (Pratt, 1895, p. 31).
Even though the “Indian students did not come straight from the warpath to Hampton Institute,
but they were considerably less accustomed to White culture than their fellow Black students”
(ARCIA, 1879, pp. 20-22).
Many of the teachers welcomed the students and made every attempt to educate them.
The White faculty “conceived of the two races as being different and felt that these differences
required separate handling of each group” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 124). Armstrong asserted that what
the Indian and African American students needed was, “a class of intelligent, earnest teachers,
practical workers and leaders” (Catalogue of HNAI, 1884, p. 5). Even though the teachers were
at Hampton to educate the Indian students, not all of the Indian students appreciated their
education. One male Kiowa student shared the following statement about his school experience,
“I had one teacher who was real young, she used to get mad, especially at the bigger boys, and
cry. I remember she’d throw books at the older kids, out of frustration, I guess. They’d harass
her.” A female student from the Kiowa Tribe reported,
Some of those kids were really bad, and it’s no wonder that the teachers had a hard time.
They weren’t prejudiced. The house mothers, they were really good. Even if they were
White, I didn’t feel like they were a different race or thought of me in that way either
(McBeth, 1983, p. 96).
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Another Kiowa male stated, “There was one woman over me who was real nice. She was
swell. You couldn’t find a nicer woman. She gave us cookies and candies; she’d invite
us into her room” (as cited in McBeth, 1983, p. 96).
The Fort Berthold Reservation students shared feelings regarding their teachers and
Hampton through their personal writings. Charles Many Bird, a Mandan student wrote of his
teacher, “I thank you very much my teacher. Now that I talk English very good, and I gone [am
going] to stay here three years more” (Many Bird, c. 1881, Student File). Simpson (c. 1898)
writes about his teachers and Hampton indicating, “It is lonely to think back to the days I spent
in dear old Hampton and the teachers that took me through the studies and gave me ideals of
living. I give thanks to dear Hampton for what she has done for me since I left the school, and I
shall look upon her as a starting point of my education” (Student File, Hampton University
Archives).
A negative feature of the Indian Department was the disallowance of White staff
members instructing Indian students in nonacademic areas. With “civilizing” being a key
component of the assimilation program, providing Indian students an academic education was
importation. Booker T. Washington asserted that “it would be more difficult for a Black than a
White man” to civilize the Indians. Because Indian students were required to acquire a
vocational or domestic trade, African American staff members were directed to provide that
instruction. Black staff members were rarely included in the academic and administrative
positions, and typically taught trades, agricultural, and domestic sciences. It was by default that
Indian girls were taught specialty areas like laundry, ironing and cooking. Because African
Americans had to work closely with the Indian girls, they formed alliances.
The school staff saw that the Indian students were hard workers who wanted to progress
in their education. Most of the Indian students attempted to do their best and refrained from
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causing problems within the school environment. One student, Ecorruptaha (Mandan), was
described as one who did not cause any problems to staff or faculty. He was also held in high
regard by both African American and Indian students. The same was said of Anna Dawson
(Arikara), who experienced no negative behavior while at Hampton. The attribute of hard work
was evident among the Indian students (Student File, Hampton University Archives).

Research Question Two
What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students’ views of their Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute school experience?

Indian Students’ Views of Their Hampton School Experience. The Fort Berthold
Reservation Indians came to Hampton young and alone. Only one, Anna Dawson came with her
mother. The remaining students were not accompanied by family members therefore, coming to
the school with other members of their tribes were important. The views of the Indian students
toward the staff, their education, the school, and fellow students were varied. Because the
students came to the school at various stages in their personal development and educational
levels, many experienced levels of confusion and uncertainty. The Indians experienced the sight
of African American students on a large scale upon their arrival on the Hampton campus. The
Indian students “seem to enjoy their colored associates, and no point of friction has been
discovered” (Peabody, 1918, p. 152). Initially, the African American students were incredulous
of the Indians because they “had heard of the blood-thirsty Indians” (Peabody, 1918, p. 155).
Students who came directly from the reservations to the Hampton campus had “faced a
traumatic experience during their first exposure to a civilized education” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 199).
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Even though the administration made some compromises for the Indian students, such as limited
use in speaking their native language or not mandating the changing of students’ names, “some
Indian students were unable or unwilling to adjust to life at Hampton” (Armstrong et al., 1893, p.
450). This unwillingness was not the norm for the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians. Within
a few year of arriving at Hampton, the Fort Berthold Reservation students expressed their
viewpoints regarding the education, living situation, community, interactions with faculty and
African American students. Alfred Andrews, an Arikara commented, “The most interesting
thing to me is listening to the students’ sing and praying, and I hope my studies will be
interesting too. I like my school very much and its surroundings” (Andrews, c. 1898, Student
File). Another Arikara student, Albert Simpson expressed in a letter, “I made my mind [up] to
come to this school and learn something, I came here and I was so surprise to see the buildings,
citizens, and its people. Now I [will] go to school and study hard” (Simpson, c. 1898, Student
File). As the students continued their education at Hampton, their appreciation for the school
accelerated.
Confusion and uncertainty. It was not difficult for people to understand what it meant
to an Indian parent to send a child far from home to receive the White man’s education. Treaties
noted that an education was provided to Indian children between the ages of 6 and 16 at offreservation boarding schools (Central Michigan Clark Historical Library, 1999). Nevertheless,
there were institutions such as Haskell that accepted children as young as three (Child, 1998, p.
113). One student reported, “I was three and a half when I was sent to boarding school. I
couldn’t even reach the sink to turn on the water. The older girls took care of me. They lifted
me up so I could wash my hands” (Tohe, 1999, n.p.). Hampton had a different policy regarding
the admittance of younger students.
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The Fort Laramie Treaty, 1868, proclaimed that to “insure the civilization of the Indians
entering into this treaty, the necessity of education is admitted. Furthermore, the treaty compelled
their children, male and female, between the ages of six and sixteen years, to attend school”
(West Film Project, 2001, pp. 3-4). The average age of the Indian student “was 17, although
students as old as their early thirties came to Hampton” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 198). The age range
of the Fort Berthold Reservation students ranged from eight to 21 (Fort Berthold Reservation
Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
The members of the Fort Berthold Reservation agency were not willing to send their
younger children and toddlers such far distances alone. Mary Dawson, an Arikara, who lived
among the White employees at the agency, “was so anxious that her child should have every
advantage that she herself brought her to Hampton” (Letter from the Secretary of the Interior,
1891, p. 4). Because of her mother’s insistence, 8-year-old Anna was allowed to go to the
Hampton. Mary Dawson died one year later, but the young girl was allowed to remain at
Hampton under the supervision of the administration (Dawson, c. 1878, Student File; Hultgren
and Molin, 1989; Armstrong et al., 1893, p. 330).
The Indian students regardless of age had to be cared for by the older African American
and Indian students. The first group of Indian students had to share a room with African
American students (Folsom, “Activities of the Boys,” n.d., p.3). The purpose of this arrangement
was to form a “structure set for race relations, Armstrong placed Blacks over Indians as
civilizers, hoping to make Indians more teachable by exposing them to a race praised as sunny
and demonstrative” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 94). The students from the three tribes experienced some
events not experienced before as the Fort Berthold Reservation Indians traveled to Virginia.
Edward Badger, an Arikara Indian writes,
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It is the first time I’ve seen the colored people. In Wigwam, all the different tribes of
Indians live in there. It is one of the best Indian homes we have in school. The boys are
kind to each other and act like gentlemen, especially those in higher classes (Badger, c.
1898, Student File).
The Indian males while at Hampton had to develop a level of respect for females, an
“attitude that the Hampton northern White female teachers held Indian braves to be notoriously
deficient” (Annual Report, 1880, pp.12-16). Mandating Indian boys walk while the girls rode in
wagons was something not done by Indian males but was necessary when promoting
“civilization” at Hampton (Armstrong, 1881). The students from the Fort Berthold Reservation
and other Plain agencies “found the adjustment to a radically different way of life difficult and
many of the changes they had to make very trying” (cited in Hultgren and Molin, 1989, p. 21).
The difficulties included “confinement to classrooms, shops, and rules; differences in climate
and housing; not altogether acceptable food; and reversals of tribal traditions for males and
females in manners, customs, and occupations” (Southern Workman 8, 1879, p. 31).
In addition to going away to school for the first time, the Indian students endured the
removal of their Indian native language, which was considered vital in the eradication of an
“uncivilized life.” One component of the off-reservation boarding school life was the
disallowance of any language other than English. The majority of the boarding schools shared
this feature, and the students were expected to give up their tribal languages immediately.
Because of the difficulty of the English language, not all of the Indian students could easily learn
it. Some teachers used this inability to pronounce words correctly as a reason to humiliate the
students (Reyhner & Eder, 2004). Unlike other off-reservation boarding schools, Hampton
allowed the Indian students to speak their native languages at different times (Reyhner & Eder,
2004).
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Samuel Armstrong’s goals for the Indian students were to have them return home and
become advocates for their people. Such advocacy could be achieved better with the Indian
students’ retaining their native language skills. Even the students who could speak English were
allowed to speak their native languages in privacy with peers. When the Fort Berthold
Reservation students arrived at Hampton, many of them could speak little or no English.
Seventeen Indian students from the Fort Berthold Reservation did come to Hampton with the
ability to speak and understand English (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files, 1878-1911).
Being bilingual would be beneficial when the Fort Berthold Reservation students returned to
their communities.
Co-gender education. When Armstrong envisioned an educational program for Indian
students, he knew that to advance the Indian race, females had to be part of the experience. The
hope of Armstrong was not only to educate the Indians, “but demonstrate the benefits of
coeducation by recruiting an equal number of both sexes. Coeducation would break new ground
in government Indian education” (Lindsey, 1995, p. 35). The evidence that supported
Armstrong’s stance on a co-gender education was seen through this work with a co-gender
education between African American males and females at Hampton (Szasz, 1988, pp. 218-22).
Securing females from the Plains to attend Hampton was not easy for its administrators.
The parents were reluctant to send their females to a school on the east coast (“Statement of
Appeal on Behalf of Hampton Institute,” n.d.). One reason cited for the reluctance in sending the
females was “the missionaries’ feared interracial marriage would result at a Black institution.”
Although Pratt encountered this racist attitude in varying degrees among whites at all Indian
agencies, “he found no prejudice against the colored race existing naturally among the Indians
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anywhere” (ARCIA, 1878, p. 175). Having permission to bring nine females from the Plain
reservations in November 1878, Armstrong implemented a plan to include them in every aspect
of the program in the Indian Department (Hultgren and Molin, 1989; Lindsey, 1995).
The education received by the Indian females was more general than that of the Indian
males. As early as 1879, “the girls’ industrial curriculum included the making and mending of
garments, crocheting, and knitting, as well as learning to sew by hand and machine. Furthermore,
household training involved washing, ironing, cooking, and take duty, plus the care of their own
dormitories” (Hultgren and Molin, 1989, p. 28; Fuchs & Havighurst, 1972). The girls were also
exposed to outdoor activities such as gardening, “which would give them plenty of fresh air, an
appetite, and stronger nerves and sinews” (Southern Workman 16, 1887, p. 81).
Although Armstrong saw to it that female Indian students obtained both a basic academic
and industrial education at Hampton, the education the girls received did not in every case help
to elevate females once they returned to the reservation. Some female students were able to take
the skills they learned at Hampton and advance their positions within their communities. For
example, Anna Dawson (Arikara) and Sarah Walker (Hidatsa) were taught the basics for
becoming teachers while at Hampton. Both former students accomplished the goal of becoming
teachers upon their return to their communities. Josephine Malnourie (Hidatsa) took the skills
learned as a student and opened her own boarding house. Lottie Stiles (Arikara) worked in many
areas, including nursing. Many performed housekeeping duties upon their return home. Stella
Rogers (Arikara), Cordelia Reed (Hidatsa), and Mary Walker (Hidatsa) were part of this larger
group of domestic workers. This lack of elevation for girls was one of the reasons that Indian
parents and elders did not want to allow the girls to leave the reservations. The girls could obtain
the same manual occupations without attending the off-reservation boarding school.
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Employment in an area considered to be professional was obtained by only a few female Indian
students from the Fort Berthold Reservation upon their return to their communities; the majority
of girls acquired employment within the domestic field (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files,
1878-1911).
Knowing the importance of education, most of the females remained at the school,
completing their three-year obligation (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files, 1878-1911).
When a female left the school before completing her term, it was usually out of necessity, for
example, to care for a family member (Walker, ca. 1878, Student File).
By 1886, females began to receive more of an industrial education, similar to that of the
male students, which included those skills that would allow a person, male or female, to survive
on the frontier (Talks and Thoughts, “Anniversary,” 1887). Female education also included
cultivating a garden that produced vegetables, fruits, and flowers that were sold to families at the
school (Southern Workman, “Girl’s Garden”, 1887).
As part of the “Americanization” process and preparation of the female students for the
conditions that awaited them upon their return to the reservations, the “housekeeping” program
was implemented in 1892. The program focused on those areas to which females had been
previously exposed, increasing them to a higher level. Cooking classes were taught utilizing “a
large coal burning stove and a cupboard supplied with the appliances and conveniences of a New
England kitchen” (Folsom, 1918, p. 94). The girls also learned how to manage a budget,
entertain guests, and use proper etiquette at meals (Van Rensselear, 1892). The girls were
becoming prepared for both “assimilation” and reservation life.
The documents regarding the female students from the Fort Berthold Reservation
revealed how seriously females took their education. Sarah Walker, a Hidatsa Indian was 13
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years old when she arrived at Hampton in 1878. She was described as a student of good
character. She formed friendships with African American girls that extended beyond the
classroom. Sarah Walker valued her education to the point that she stayed at the school for six
years instead of the required three years. Even after her initial departure, Walker returned to
continue her education before obtaining positions of helper and teacher among Indians in
Montana (Walker, c. 1878, Student File).
Other female students who did well at Hampton were also documented. Lottie Stiles, an
Arikara fulfilled her three-year tenure at the school and then returned for an additional two years.
Even though some of her actions were questionable while at school for example, she was
described as having a “bad conduct and corrupting influence.” She did focus on her education
and continued it beyond the campus of Hampton (Stiles, c. 1897, Student File).

Josephine

Malnourie, a Hidatsa was 18 years old when she arrived at the school. She had no previous
education but managed to perform fairly well in her studies (Malnourie, c. 1878, Student File).
The most notable student from the Fort Berthold Reservation was Anna Dawson, an Arikara.
Everything about her, including her character, work experience and home record, were described
as excellent. She was the only student from the Fort Berthold Reservation who graduated from
Hampton (Dawson, c. 1878, Student File).
The girls wanted to be away from their reservations and receive an education, whereas
the boys looked forward to returning to their reservations to earn a better wage and to care for
their families (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files). The stay within the Indian Department
was meant to last a minimum of three years; however, there were many girls whose stay
extended beyond the three years, with some lasting up to nine years. Five females remained for
only the three-year commitment; one of the female students died while in attendance at the
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school. Most of the male students, however, either fulfilled their three year obligation or left
early; only three of the males remained at Hampton beyond the three year obligation (Fort
Berthold Reservation Student Files).
Life at an off-reservation boarding school. Having a military background, Armstrong
laid the foundation of his program in the same way in which he might command a military
regiment (Adams, 1995, pp.44-45). The Indian students were now in place to experience what
was before them as they adjusted to the off-reservation boarding school and the impact it would
have on their future. Life was different from what the Indian students had lived and experienced
previously. In the early years, the United States Government assigned agents to the various
reservations. The livelihood of the Three Affiliated Tribes (Arikara, Hidatsa and Mandan) was
placed in the hands of White men who did not fulfill components of the treaties. Distributions of
annuities, yearly cash payments, and provisions promised were never received (Official Portal
for North Dakota State Government, 2011).
Existence at Fort Berthold was bleak because the “land had unproductive soil, unfriendly
climate, scant supply of wood, poor water, high winds, dust, drought, frost, flood, grasshoppers,
and the Sioux” (Dunn, 1963). Indian parents and students hoped that an education would provide
the skills necessary for them to survive the conditions of the reservation. “Some children,
especially those with a poor family life, grew tired of their situation on the reservation and asked
to be sent away to school” (National Archives, September 2, 1939, Keshena). Childs (1998)
asserted that, “parents expected that in boarding schools basic needs would be met in the form of
food, clothing, a rudimentary education, and the opportunity to learn a trade” (p.24).
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After arriving at the off-reservation boarding school, the Indian students had to become
accustomed to their physical surroundings. Since the purpose of the off-reservation boarding
school was to “bring about the student’s civilization, it logically followed that the physical
environment should approximate a civilized atmosphere as closely as possible” (Adams, 1995, p.
112). It was expected that there would be sound physical structures, with acceptable cleanliness
within the facility. In 1882, the Indian Commissioner reported,
Children who shiver in rooms sealed with canvas, who dodge the muddy drops trickling
throughout worn-out dirt roofs, who are crowded in ill-ventilated dormitories, who recite
in a s single school-room, three classes at a time, and who have no suitable sittings rooms
or bathrooms, are not likely to be attracted to or make rapid advancement in education
and civilization (ARCIA, 1882, p. 30).
The first order of business in the renovation for the Carlisle Indian School “was to build a
seven-foot picket fence around the twenty-seven acres surrounding the Old Barracks in order to
keep the Indians in and the Whites out” (Pratt, 1964, p, 234). The barracks were in disrepair
therefore, under the supervision of a carpenter, the Indian students performed the work (Pratt,
1964, p, 235). Estelle Brown (1952) reported an incident at an off-reservation boarding school
where Indian children, “dressed in a frigid room, washed in icy water in an unheated washroom”
(p. 73). Another incident was reported by Brown (1952) where “ [Indian] students were locked
overnight in dormitories with just two iron-barred windows and no toilets, resulting in slop
buckets running over with urine in the morning” (pp. 114-115). To the contrary, when the
Indians arrived on November 5, 1878 at Hampton, they found a new building erected to
accommodate them (Lindsey, 1995, p. 36). However, because the Fort Berthold Reservation
Indians complained that they were being threatened by the Sioux, a permanent partition about the
first floor had to be constructed (Robbins to Armstrong, 1879).
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Eventually, the barriers were removed, and all Indian students lived together which
allowed friendships and associations to form. Documented friendships developed among several
Indian girls and African American students. Because Anna Dawson, an Arikara arrived at
Hampton at a young age, she was befriended by students of both races (Dawson, c. 1878, Student
File). Sarah Walker, a Hidatsa Indian was 13 when she arrived at Hampton in 1878. Sarah
asked for and was granted permission to reduce her northern outing experience to vacation with
her African American friend in Richmond, Virginia (Walker, c, 1878, Student File). Lottie
Stiles, an Arikara was an engaging and pretty young female who found it easy to form
friendships among the African American students. Stiles was not accepting of negative racial
comments about the African American students, and she voiced her displeasure with those who
made such comments (Stiles, 1897, Student File). Although a few female students from Fort
Berthold Reservation had African American friends similar friendships were not documented for
the male students.
Appreciation toward staff. Through the writings of the three tribes’ Indian students it
was determined that they had an appreciation for the education and staff assigned to educate
them. “Armstrong called his Indian program the first instance of Black philanthropy and placed
his best talent in the Indian Department” (Armstrong, 1881, p. 1). Of that “best talent” included
James Robbins, Booker T. Washington, Amelia Perry, Orpheus McAdoo, and Alexander
McNeil, other Black graduates were also employed to instruct the Indian students (Armstrong,
1881; Washington, 1995). According to Lindsey (1995), “overall, Black teachers were expected
to neutralize the potential for racial discord among students on campus in order to defend and
maintain the biracial program. Hampton needed such defense as a prerequisite for its offensive
thrust against the prejudice that Blacks and Indians held toward Whites” (p. 99).
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There were both positive and negative comments made regarding the levels of
appreciation towards the teachers and staff. Since the focus this study was the Fort Berthold
Reservation students, those students’ views served as the point of reference. Student letters were
published in the school’s magazine, the Southern Workman, “which was a propaganda tool to
gain political and financial support for Hampton” (Reyhner and Eder, 2004, p. 118).
Josephine Malnourie, a Hidatsa, when writing to her Hampton teachers, referred to each
of them with fondness, for example, “My Ever Dear Teacher.” She shared with her former
teachers how important she considered her time at Hampton. Her experiences within the
domestic areas had given her the skills necessary to support the Indians back on the reservation
(Malnourie, c. 1878, Student File). Another student, Lottie Stiles, an Arikara, when away from
Hampton, documented how much she missed most things about the school. When she had
difficulties in her outing experience, for example, she asked the teachers to pray for her. Stiles
always preferred to be on the Hampton campus; therefore, separation was difficult (Stiles, 1897,
Student File). Sarah Walker, a Hidatsa was appreciative of her Hampton experience indicating in
letters that she “would always remember her teachers, how she wanted no other teachers to
instruct her, and how she looked forward to seeing her teachers again,” even though she had left
Hampton (Walker, c. 1878, Student File).
The male students also wrote letters of appreciation to their teachers. Joseph Wilkinson,
an Arikara communicated with his teachers, indicating that the people he encountered were very
nice and that he enjoyed his time at Hampton (Wilkinson, c.1898, Student File). Albert
Simpson, an Arikara, had attended reservation schools for approximately nine years when he
decided to attend Hampton. He wrote letters to his friends telling them about his life at the
school. He expressed how much he liked the school as well as the city of Hampton and its
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people. He also explained in his letters how he worked on the farm and attended church on a
regular basis (Simpson, c. 1898, Student File). Leaving the reservation was a first for all of these
Indian students. They were amazed by the people they encountered, the places they saw along
the way, and the experiences that awaited them at Hampton. The student files held a collection
of letters that documented the students’ appreciation of their education, their teachers, and some
of their experiences after leaving Hampton.
Edward Badger, an Arikara wrote, “all the teachers I know are very pleasant and kind,
especially Rev. H.B. Frissell” (Badger, c. 1898, Student File). Within the student file of Peter
Beauchamp, an Arikara, C.L. Hall, a missionary wrote, “we do not want to lose the work that we
began and that you at Hampton have so well carried on. I am glad you are still extending a
helping hand” (Beauchamp, c. 1898, Student File). Albert Simpson, from the Arikara tribe wrote
about this admiration of Hampton and staff, “when I left Hampton I could not stay at home any
longer because the good that had been done to me was too precious to let go” (Simpson, c. 1898,
Student File).
The Indian students felt a sense of honor in accomplishing their education; this was
represented in part by writing letters to their former teachers. Although life circumstances might
have limited the amount of correspondence the Indian students sent, there was an underlying
obligation to communicate with their teachers; the students apologized for any delay in
corresponding with the teachers. Susie Nagle (Mandan) indicated that her lack of writing was
due in part to maintaining a large family, which did not allow her the time to write letters. Not
only did the Indian students’ letters honor their teachers and their education, but they also helped
to document the students’ attitudes toward their education and the activities in their lives after
leaving school.
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The assistance of staff and faculty was requested when Indian students needed support
getting into or dealing with issues at Hampton. At times there was a need for staff to intervene
on behalf of the students in the areas of finances, curriculum, and outing. As reported in
Southern Workman (April,1882), “Major Kauffman was approached by Karunach (Arikara)
asking if he could return to Hampton for additional training and remain in his care for 1 or 2
years.” Agnes Gillette (Arikara) initially had a difficult time convincing her people to allow her
to be educated at Hampton. Becoming tired of her asking, her parents allowed her to go,
“realizing that she would be of some good to her people.” Being persistent was a trait
demonstrated by the Indian people, especially the young.
Edward Badger, an Arikara wrote,
I have been to school in Santee Normal Training School in Nebraska about five years. I
learned some trades there [Santee], but not so much as I’m learning here [Hampton].
There we have to be shipped around to the different schools. Here we have to stay till we
are promoted as in school. “I am very glad to be in this school” (Badger, ca. 1898,
Student File).
Lottie Rose Stiles, left Hampton to travel with her father, but she missed her time at the
school. Stiles wrote, “I miss almost everything but with God’s help, I shall see Hampton with all
its smiles again” (Lottie Rose Stiles, ca. 1897, Student File). Stiles was outspoken; she did not
hesitate to share her feelings, especially regarding her desire to be at Hampton and the prejudices
experienced by her and other minorities.
Some students were not allowed to continue their education for various reasons. Joseph
Wilkinson from the Arikara tribe voiced his displeasure at not being allowed to return to
Hampton. After accepting the decision, he promised to work hard to prepare for the time when
he could return to Hampton (Wilkinson, ca. 1898, Student File).
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Hilda Sitting Bear, an Arikara and Cordelia Reed, a Hidatsa, sent holiday greetings to the
staff and faculty at Hampton after their departure. Fannie Perkins also an Arikara was able to
travel with friends over the holiday break, but she found time to write to the staff at Hampton.
Perkins enjoyed her time at Hampton and the experiences that resulted from being a student. She
asked one of her teachers if she could write an article to be included in Talks and Thoughts,
Hampton’s Indian newspaper. Even after leaving Hampton, if they had the necessary funds,
students would travel back to their alma mater. After completing her education at the school,
Susan Nagle traveled back to Hampton for a friendly visit in May 1910. Staff members sent gifts
to the former Indian students; such gestures indicated that the staff appreciated and liked the
Indian students (Sitting Bear, 1897; Cordelia Reed, 1903; Fannie Perkins, 1898; Susan Nagle,
1881).
Educational Curriculum. In addition to a lifestyle change, the Indian students were
exposed to a formal education that was divided into three sections: Normal, Indian, and Evening
Schools (“Annual Report,” Hampton Institute Staff, 1885). The three departments were
necessary to provide the level of education required for advancement of the Indian students. The
academic department included the Normal School, which consisted of a three year English
course program. The course was taught from 9 o’clock a.m. until 4 o’clock p.m. daily, and the
students were allowed vacation time from June 15 until October 1. The Indian School operated
on the same schedule as the Normal School. The second section was devoted to industrial or
vocational training. The training was provided to both males and females in an attempt to
prepare the Indian students for a successful life upon their return to their communities. Those
Indians who could speak English well were allowed to enter the Normal School. The third
academic department was the Evening School. The Evening School operated during the hours of
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7 to 9 p.m. and prepared students for the Normal School (“Annual Report,” Hampton Institute
Staff, 1885, p. 14). Although it was difficult for some of the Indians to master the English
language, they tried hard to progress in their English classes, as mastery of this language was
vital to success in their formal education. Since 1878, the co-education of the African American
and Indian students at Hampton “has worked well, however, “because both need a modicum of
education to do their duty as citizens; and the most capable of either should be taught to become
teachers and leaders of their people” (“Annual Report,” Hampton Institute Staff, 1885, pp.1617).
Importance of the “outing” system. As important as the academic component of the
Indian Program and the admiration felt by students for the faculty and staff, obtaining a
vocational education was equally important to the livelihood of the Indian students once they
returned to the tribal communities. The primary purpose of the “outing program” was to expose
Indian students to families who spoke English as their primary language and to introduce them to
what was considered a “civilized” lifestyle.
The outing system began in the summer of 1878, “when some of the Fort Marion students
[from Hampton] were sent to the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts to work. The following
summer twelve students, wishing to speak only English were placed with farm families in the
same region of New England. The program at Carlisle would surpass that of the Hampton outing
program (Folsom, 1918). The outing program became a critical component of the off-reservation
boarding school (DeJong, 1993; Adams, 1995).
Richard Pratt is constantly given credit for establishing the outing system for the Indians
as a way to “civilize” them (Child, 1998; Jackson and Galli, 1977; Trafzer, Keller, and Sisquoc,
2006). Pratt referred to the outing system as “The Supreme Americanizer,” because the program
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afforded a wonderful opportunity for a change from institutional life, and for obtaining another
and different viewpoint of life for the pupils (Witmer, 1993, p. 35). Within the Annual Report of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (1887) the outing system was described,
In placing out for a series of months among the families of farmers in that part of
Pennsylvania, boys and girls who have had a year or so of training at Carlisle…can make
the most of the advantage thus afforded them for learning practical farming, the use of
tools, and thrifty housekeeping (ARCIA, 1887, xvii-xviii).
Indian students at Flandreau and Haskell participated in the outing system, but, the
official at Haskell showed more interest in the program (cited in Child, 1998). Haskell students
over the age of 16 would remain at the school year round in order to participate in the outing
program (Reyhner and Eder, 2004). Those students who participated in the Haskell outing had to
sign contracts agreeing to such things as, “bathe once a week, girls promised not to go out
unchaperoned, and boys were to refrain from tobacco or alcohol use” (Child, 1998, p 82). Even
with the signing of a contract, the Haskell girls “broke the rules of their contracts and continually
the patience of their employers by staying out late, smoking, and refusing to be celibate” (Child,
1998, p 84).
While African American students at Hampton looked forward to returning home during
the summer months, the same was not true for the Indian students (Lindsey, 1995). The school
[Hampton] “selected northern homes where, instead of being treated as one of a large number of
servants or field hands, the Indian would share the life of a White family. For those few Indians
who remained North for a winter, outing also opened the door to White education, undermining
Hampton’s claim that White schools were unsuitable for Indians” (Southern Workman, “Indian
Outing,” 1894, p. 207).
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Of the six Mandan Indians, the only female placed in Massachusetts to perform her
outing assignments served in a domestic work capacity (Nagle, 1881, Student File). Charles
Many Birds and Cracking Wing were assigned to work in Monteray, Massachusetts (Many
Birds, c. 1881; Cracking Wing, c. 1881). Many Birds ran away from his outing assignment, and
being involved in an accident lost his leg (Many Birds, c. 1881). The remaining three Mandan
students had no indication of an outing assignment.
Two of the male Hidatsa students performed outing assignments. Tom Smith was placed
with a family in Monteray, Massachusetts. In a letter from Smith to Smith, dated July 1881,
Smith stated, “that he liked the variety of farm chores taught him, was working hard, and was
trying hard to please his boss (Smith, c. 1878, Student File). Arihotchkish performed his outing
in Lee, Massachusetts (Arihotchkish, c. 1878, Student File). White Back did not perform an
outing assignment (White Back, c. 1881, Student File).
Sarah Walker, a Hidatsa student performed her outing experiences in Pittsfield and North
Adams, Massachusetts (Walker, c. 1878, Student File). Cordelia Reed was assigned to work in
Morris, Connecticut and Richmond, Massachusetts (Reed, c. 1903, Student File). The remaining
two females, Mary Walker and Josephine Malnourie had no documents of an outing job in their
student files.
All of the Arikara females had outing assignments. Lottie Stiles worked in Connecticut
performing general housework. Stiles did not like her male employer and indicated that “he
kicked his wife and said things that were not nice to her” (Stiles, c. 1897, Student File). Fannie
Perkins performed worked in Connecticut and Massachusetts (Perkins, c. 1898, Student File).
Agnes Gillette and Annie Dawson carried out their outing assignments in Massachusetts (Student
Files). Hilda Sitting Bear performed household duties in Ira, New York; Everett, Massachusetts;
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and Monteray, Massachusetts (Sitting Bear, c. 1897, Student File). Finally, Stella Rogers worked
in five different outing assignments in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island (Rogers, c.
1898, Student File).
The Arikara males also participated in the outing system. Guy Bateman, Karunach,
Alfred Andrews, Joseph Wilkinson, Thomas Laughing Face, Edward Badger, Mason Jones, and
Peter Beauchamp worked in Massachusetts (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files-Males).
Albert Simpson worked in Massachusetts and Connecticut (Simpson, c. 1898, Student File). The
remaining three males had no indications of any outing experience.
In addition to the outing program, the Fort Berthold Reservation students learned trades
while at Hampton, which were used during their summer outings. Male Arikara students were
taught skills associated with blacksmithing, carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring, wheelwrighting,
and green house maintenance. Mandan males were trained in tin making, engineering,
wheelwright making, and farming, whereas the male Hidatsa students were trained in painting.
The male students learned a multitude of trades and were expected to continue in those lines of
businesses upon their return to their communities (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files).
Although the outing program was about work, there was a component that included the
Indian students’ regular attendance at church services. The students of the Fort Berthold
Reservation had been exposed to religion while in their community. The majority of the Indian
students from the Fort Berthold Reservation attended the Congregationalist Church, even though
most were not members. Efforts were made to place students with families of the same church
denomination when possible. Even if the families were not of the same religious background,
the family could not keep the student from attending church service and Bible study. Such
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refusal would allow for the removal of the Indian student from their homes (Fort Berthold
Reservation Student Files).
Other than attendance at church, the Indian students were not allowed to be absent from
the physical property without the permission of the supervisor. Students were not allowed to be
transferred to other work locations while in the program. To teach the students the ways of a
“civilized” life, they were prohibited from smoking or consuming alcoholic beverages. Physical
hygiene was an important part of the “civilized” process; therefore, the students were required to
adhere to the same standards observed on the campus while they were away during their outing
experiences. The family or supervisor was required to report to the administration of the school
any violations by the students (The Outing System at the Carlisle Indian School, 2007).
During the 1920s, the federal government commissioned an investigation into the policies
affecting American Indians, including boarding schools. The official name of the investigative
report was The Problem of Indian Administration, which was referred to as the Meriam Report.
The findings of the report indicated that “children at federal boarding schools were
malnourished, overworked, harshly punished, and poorly educated” (Bear, 2008, p. 5). The
Meriam Report (1928) criticized the outing program “calling it mainly a plan for hiring out boys
for odd jobs and girls for domestic service, seldom a plan for providing real vocational training”
(Meriam, 1928, p. 389).
Research Question Three
What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute experience have on the
Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?
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Impact of the Hampton Experience on the Indians. In addition to staff and faculty
perceptions of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians and the students’ views of their
experience while at Hampton, information regarding the impacts of events at the predominantly
African American school on the Indian students were important. This researcher asserts that the
following areas impacted the Fort Berthold Reservation students: (a) the Indian students’ need
for advanced education, (b) factors that promoted a perpetual livelihood for the Indians, (c) the
importance of the “assimilation” process of the Indians’ living within what was defined as a
cultured married environment, and (d) the ways in which Hampton experience affected the lives
of the students upon their return to the reservation.
The impact of obtaining an education at Hampton was different for each of the students.
The Indian students were taught that they had an obligation to their people and that education
was more than groundwork for their own prosperity and respectable living; they also bore a
responsibility to teach those back on the reservation.
Achieving an advanced education. First, the importance of obtaining an advanced
education beyond Hampton was discussed. Obtaining an advanced education involved more
than matriculating at a college or university. According to the federal government and
components of the assimilation process, the ability to speak and comprehend the English
language were signs of an advanced education. Within Hampton, Indian students were initially
placed in the Indian class because of limited English proficiency. Once the Indian students
became proficient in speaking English, they advanced to the primary and intermediate classes
before entering classes with African American students. The Normal and Night School
programs served to educate both races within the same buildings. The ability to speak English
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was an authentic sign of the “assimilation” process for the Indian students (ARCIA, 1879, pp.
20-22).
An education beyond the rudiments of basic elementary education was critical for the
Indians students in moving forward in their educational and cultural endeavors. Education also
included learning a domestic skill or mechanical trade. Even though the Indian students could
have learned domestic or mechanical skills while on the reservation, the staff and faculty of the
school incorporated the philosophy necessary to sustaining the skills beyond the classroom.
The administration of Hampton recognized the potential in many of their students, both
African American and Indian. Hampton wanted to capitalize on those students who could be of
assistance to the school. The primary method of capitalizing on the positive attributes of the
students was to employ African Americans and Indians as part of the faculty (Armstrong, et al.,
1893, p. 203). However, “the vast majority of Hampton’s Indian male graduates became
subsistence farmers. An overwhelming majority of the women became the wives of such men
and the mothers of their children” (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1923, p. 91). Because of the
success of those Indian and African American students who continued their education beyond
Hampton, it became the rule that students with the aptitude for advanced study would work and
save a portion of their wages to continue their education.
Booker T. Washington and Robert R. Moton, both African Americans, were instrumental
in the history of Hampton University. Washington, Class of 1875, was the famous principal of
Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, an outgrowth of Hampton (Eng, 1979, pp. 155-156). After
graduating from Hampton, Moton secured the position of Commandant at the school, in charge
of military discipline. Moton succeeded Washington to become the second principal of
Tuskegee Institute (Armstrong et al., 1893, n.p.). Both males served as role models for the
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Indian male students, and their influences were important as the students continued with their
education and vocational training.
Boys usually received training in the mechanical arts, whereas girls were trained in
domestic work, general cleaning, and cooking. Nevertheless, there were females with promise
and a desire to continue their education, so the administrators of Hampton assisted female
students in pursuing higher education. A number of the Indian students who graduated from
Hampton pursued a higher level of education. As indicated in the June 1889 issue of Talks and
Thoughts, Anna Dawson (Arikara) was the only member representing The Three Affiliated
Tribes who sought higher education; she continued her education at Framingham in
Massachusetts (Dawson, c. 1878, Student File; Hampton Institute, 1909).
In addition to Dawson, other Indians graduated from this school and continued their
formal education. John G. Walker (Navaho) completed his basic academic work at Hampton and
enrolled in additional business courses. He secured employment within the Treasurer’s Office at
Hampton. The skill level obtained at Hampton allowed Walker to return to his reservation to
establish a trades store where his people “would receive the full value of their goods and be
treated like men and women” (Hampton Institute, 1871, p. 20).
John Downing (Cherokee), one of the first Indian students, was identified as a successful
Hampton school graduate. Success can be measured in a multitude of ways; in Downing’s case,
success was measured by land and prosperity. When Downing returned to his people, he
cultivated more than 470 acres of land. Downing had the admiration of his community and was
loved and respected by his wife and children. Downing attributed his property acquisition, work
ethic, and intellect to the education obtained at Hampton (Hampton Institute, 1909).
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Charles Dixon (Onondaga) was not a master of any trade, but he secured an academic
diploma. Being a diploma holder allowed him to seek employment in running a high-speed
engine. Realizing the benefits of his previous education, Dixon continued to take courses in
mathematics and drafting at night, while working during the day. Because of his hard work and
persistence, Dixon became the eighth highest paid mechanic in the New York Central Railroad
Shop in Syracuse (Hampton Institute, 1909).
Angel De Cora, a student from the Winnebago Tribe, came to Hampton with no previous
education and was unable to speak English. After three years at the school, she graduated and
subsequently enrolled at Smith College from which she graduated with honors. De Cora became
a successful artist and writer (Hampton Institute, 1909).
Although obtaining an advanced academic education was considered important, of the
1,451 Indian students who attended Hampton, only 155 graduated: 85 males and 70 females
(Brudvig, 1996, p. 399). Accordingly, it was important that the Indian students at Hampton
obtain a vocation that would sustain them and their communities perpetually. After absorbing all
that Hampton had to offer in terms of academic and vocational education, the Indian students
were expected to return to their communities to live a life that would perpetuate the Indian
communities.
Maintaining a perpetual livelihood. The second aspect of this research question
addressed the significance of maintaining a perpetual livelihood. For this study “perpetual
livelihood” refers to the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed in order to promote employment
opportunities for those Fort Berthold Reservation students returning to their reservations.
Vocational training was important to Samuel Armstrong and, therefore, impacted the American
Indian students from the Fort Berthold Reservation in a positive manner. Prior to the opening of
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Hampton in 1868, Armstrong met with prominent business leaders to discuss his vision for a
normal school that would include industrial or vocational training (Eng, 1999). Hampton was
one of the earliest industrial schools in the South, and Armstrong was a powerful advocate of
industrial education (Phenix, 1918). Providing the Indian students an education layered with
vocational training was vital in the off-reservation boarding schools. The vocational education
provided to Indian males and females was described as a means to “assimilate them from the
bottom of the socio-economic ladder” (Trennert, 1988, p. 54).
Mechanical training for Indians was “incorporated into an academic curriculum in 1834,
and soon became an integral part of all educational programs for Indians” (Adams, 1946, p. 36).
At Hampton, the commitment to the Indian education included mechanical arts (Lindsey, 1995).
With the need to instruct African American and Indians in the same mechanical training
program, funds were collected to build the Indian Training Shop (McDowell, Box 21, Indian
Affairs). The completed shop “contained separate shops equipped for instruction in
wheelwrighting, harness and shoemaking, tinsmithing, and blacksmithing – skills Indian were
thought to need on the reservation” (cited in Lindsey, 1995, p. 44). Developing these skills
allowed for the three tribes students to gain employment upon their return home. Since
mechanical training was an important aspect of the Indian education program, “some Indian
parents complained about the outing programs, the long days, the work details, and the fact that
boarding schools relied too heavily on unpaid student labor for their operations” (National
Archives, RG 75, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Flandreau, Letter from parent, September 17, 1923).
While at Hampton, the three tribes’ students learned skills that would be useful upon their
return home. Tom Smith learned the engineer trade while at the school (Smith, c. 1878, Student
File). Stella Rogers, Lottie Stiles, Agnes Gillette, Fannie Perkins and Hilda Sitting Bear gained
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experience in general housekeeping and performed well in this area (Rogers, c. 1898; Sitting
Bear, c. 1897; Gillette, c. 1898; Perkins, c.1898; Stiles, c. 1897; Student Files). Joseph Wilkinson
and Albert Simpson obtained training as a blacksmith (Wilkinson, c. 1898; Simpson, c. 1898).
Peter Beauchamp received his training in agriculture (Beauchamp, c. 1898). Mason Jones
because experienced in green house training (Jones, c. 1897).
According to the White dominant culture, the problem with this type of Indian education
was that it did not foster the assimilation into the White culture and exposure to other
opportunities that could come from not interacting with Indians. The federal government asserted
that,
He [the Indian] must be compelled to adopt the English language, must be so placed that
attendance at school shall be regular, and that vacations shall not be periods of
retrogression, and must breathe the atmosphere of a civilized instead of a barbarous or
semi-barbarous community. Therefore, youth chosen for their intelligence, force of
character, and soundness of constitution are sent to Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest
Grove to acquire the discipline and training which, on their return, shall serve as leverage
for the uplifting of their people (ARCIA, 1881, p. xxxiv).
Males were responsible for growing their own food, maintaining the land, working with
livestock, and building household furniture. The females received vocational training in the
areas of sewing, laundry functions, kitchen duties, etiquette for the dining room, and home care
responsibilities. Although learning a trade was not new for the Indian students, coming to a
school as prominent as Hampton allowed them to focus more on the academics while learning to
enhance their industrial skills. At times this was one of the complaints that the Indian parents
hurled against the school; parents believed their children could learn manual skills while on the
reservation (Trafzer, Keller, and Sisquoc, 2006).
Many of the male Indian students realized that if they obtained a skilled trade, a better
life awaited them upon their return home. The Indian students expressed their views regarding
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the trade experiences that they received while at Hampton. Mason Jones (Arikara) indicated that
“difficult problems could only be solved by the educated students, and we must be prepared to
do our part” (Mason Jones, ca. 1897). Ahuka (Arikara) wanted to perfect the skills of cart and
wagon making because this trade would be useful when he returned home. The skills acquired
by Ahuka (Arikara) allowed him to work in the carpentry shop once he returned to the
reservation. Many of the young men learned skills that proved to be monetarily beneficial upon
their return home. Laughing Face (Arikara) and White Breast (Mandan) learned the art of
carpentry, thereby providing them with the background to pursue various employment
opportunities upon their return. Other male students became skilled in the professions of
mechanics, music, making clothes and shoes, herding, and farming (Fort Berthold Reservation
Student Files).
Thomas Smith (Hidatsa) took advantage of the experiences offered through the
engineering department at the school; the provided instruction allowed students to participate in
an apprentice program with a focus on steam and gas fitting and caring for engines and boilers.
Having obtained a trade, Smith was able to return to Fort Berthold where he became an assistant
herder, farmer, and assistant engineer (Smith, c. 1878, Student File). Learning a trade was also
beneficial to Arihotchkish (Hidatsa), who became a skilled painter, carpenter, and farmer
(Arihotchkish, c. 1878, Student File)
Just as the vocational trades were critical for males, the domestic sciences were equally
important to the female students. Armstrong had to convince Indian parents and elders that to
advance their race, females needed to receive an education (Armstrong, Ludlow, and Folsom,
1893; Szasz, 1988). The education for females was more general in nature and focused on
garment making, housekeeping, and domestic tasks (Talks and Thoughts, “Anniversary,” 1887).
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The teaching staff at Hampton realized they had to prepare the females to survive on the
reservations. Therefore, the females were taught vocational skills similar to those learned by
males, especially, working with wood, framing windows, and working with hammer and nails
(Hultgren and Molin, 1989).
Assisting the females with the duties of maintaining a house, which was very important
to Hampton administration necessitated that their home environment be duplicated on the
campus. The staff at Hampton needed to simulate a reservation home where the females could
practice the skills necessary for maintaining their livelihood. They constructed a “cottage or
reservation house,” however; it was in no way similar to what the females could expect once
they returned home (Hultgren & Molin, 1989, p. 29). Realizing that this reservation house was
not practical, a frontier house was built. This type of environment proved to be more realistic for
teaching the Indian female how to maintain a household and care for her family (Van Rensselear,
1892.).
Lottie Stiles (Arikara) applied the general housekeeping skills learned at Hampton not
only to domestic jobs but also to nursing opportunities. The general cleaning skills learned by
Stella Rogers (Arikara) allowed her to secure jobs in the areas of cooking, housekeeping, and
serving as an assistant matron at a mission school. As did other female Indian students, Cordelia
Reed (Hidatsa), Sarah Walker (Hidatsa), Josephine Malnourie (Hidatsa), and Fannie Perkins
(Arikara) used their Hampton school experiences to obtain employment in the areas of cooking
and housekeeping. Even though females generally acquired domestic service skills, Anna
Dawson (Arikara), and Sarah Walker (Hidatsa) both received enough education to allow them to
accept jobs as teachers. Susie Nagle (Mandan) accredited her ability to assist others with
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domestic science skills acquired during her years at Hampton. (Fort Berthold Reservation
Student Files-Females; c. 1878-1911, Hampton University Archives).
As a result of Hampton’s dual education, academics and trade, many of the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan students were successful in their vocations after their departure from the
school (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files, Hampton University Archives). The Three
Affiliated Tribes’ students detailed the implication of obtaining an academic education and trade.
Peter Beauchamp (Arikara) was a minister and leader among his people. He wrote of two fathers
who expected their daughters to attend Hampton (Beauchamp, ca. 1898, Student File). Many of
the Fort Berthold Reservation students returned home to farm their own land. Carpentry work
was also a trade performed by many of the Indian students. Some of the boys had specialized
skills in the areas of shoe making, coalmining, blacksmithing, and engineering; one was an
Indian interpreter (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files, Hampton University Archives).
In summary, the students came to the school for various reasons. The Fort Berthold
Reservation male students indicated that the primary reason for coming to the school was to
obtain a trade. Obtaining an academic education was the primary reason that female students
indicated as their reason for coming to the school. Several students were referred by former
students. Even though not indicated as the reason they came to the school, the majority of the
students obtained vocational training that led to their proficiency within a trade area.
Proficiencies within the trade areas led to viable employment opportunities once the Indians
returned home (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files).
In addition to learning a vocational trade, the Indian people, especially the students,
learned to endure members of other Indian tribes, African Americans, and Whites. Being able to
tolerate and eventually respect members of other races, would allow for the advancement of
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Indians into a “civilized” culture. Because Armstrong was interested in bringing the Nez Perce
to the school, efforts were made to recruit them without success (Pratt, 1912). Having no luck
with acquiring the Nez Perce, the Sioux were chosen, “largely because they were the most
troublesome of all the Plain tribes whose subjugation on reservation was not yet certain”
(Armstrong, 1893, p. 3). The Sioux had a history of fighting with other tribes, including the
Arikara, which was one of the reasons the Arikara migrated to be with the Hidatsa and Mandan
(Cash and Wolff, 1974). With the constant question of how the African American and Indian
students got along, Armstrong asserted, “that race relations have proven pleasant and profitable;
yet there is little intimacy…in ten years not a serious fracas has occurred, not a single case of
immorality, between the students of both races and of both sexes” (ARCIA, 1880, p. 185). Both
Armstrong and Pratt claimed that Indians had no natural hostility towards African Americans
(Armstrong, “Indian Work,” 1883). Even without a history of animosity between Indians and
African Americans, there were still Indian leaders apprehensive about the African American
situation on the Hampton campus (Folsom, “Indian Work at Hampton,” n.d.). Interracial
problems were negligible since those Indians who had ready acquired White prejudices eluded
Hampton (Andrus, 1918).
Because Hampton was a bi-racial educational institution, the Indian students had an
opportunity to mingle with other Indian and African American students. Relationships were
forged between the races, especially among the Fort Berthold Reservation females and African
American students. Hilda Sitting Bear (Arikara), Sarah Walker (Hidatsa), Lottie Stiles (Arikara),
and Anna Dawson (Arikara) formed personal relationships with African American students.
At Hampton, the African American students perceived that the “Indian ward was more
highly regarded than the Negro citizen.” Furthermore, “unlike Blacks, Indians were often treated
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especially well among easterners, as the equals of Whites in regard to public accommodations,
schools, employment, wages, union affiliation, and even marriage” (Washington, 1901, p. 106).
Examples of the inequalities among African American and Indian students are evident in the
outing experiences where Indians were only offered this opportunity (Southern Workman,
“Indian Outing,” 1894). At times Hampton even accepted the interracial marriages between
Whites and Indians (Southern Workman 53, 1924).
Married Couples Program. No other school had focused on the role of married
couples; therefore, this was a unique and vital aspect of Hampton. Teaching married couples
how to maintain a home, care for their children, and interact with a spouse were deemed critical
to infusing Indians into a “cultured” society. This training for married couples had an important
role in the experiences obtained by Indian students.
Although the concept of the off-reservation boarding school was implemented for
children and adolescents, Hampton created an exclusive program for married couples or families
(Folsom, 1918). According to the dominant culture’s beliefs, Indians also had to learn to
function within a family through marriage. Armstrong’s basic philosophy recognized, “the
family is the unit of civilization, and the conditions of a pure family living are the first things to
be created in educated men and women” (Southern Workman 9, 1880, p. 15). Marriage was a
central factor in the assimilation process. It was important for Indian students to learn to
function as a family (Ahern, 1983). Missionaries recruited persons to be included in the couples
program. Initially, the adult Indians were recruited to work in the Indian Department, but the
school administration determined that they would make better students than teachers (Armstrong,
Ludlow, and Folsom, 1893). Ethnologist Alice C. Fletcher selected two couples, Noah and Lucy
LaFlesche, and Philip and Minnie Stabler, from the Omaha Agency in Nebraska for Hampton in
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August 1882 (Hultgren & Molin, 1989). The couples were required to take academic classes in
addition to obtaining a trade that would allow them to support themselves once they returned to
their communities.
The Married Couples Program was small initially; however, Armstrong considered it
successful and expanded the program to include six cottages to house the married students
(“Indians at Hampton: Report of Principal,” n.d., p. 10). At least two of the cottages had to be
well kept at all times as visitors were prone to drop in on the campus and view the living
conditions of the married couples. Many believed it to be impossible for the Indians to keep
clean and tidy (“Indians at Hampton,” n.d.).
The couples program continued to expand, and by 1891, 23 members of the Omaha,
Winnebago, Sioux, and Oneida Agencies had participated in the program (Hultgren & Molin,
1989). The Fire Cloud family (Sioux, Crow Creek) was the largest family of participants in the
program. Daniel Jr. and his brother James were students at Hampton when their parents and
younger brothers arrived in 1885 (Hultgren & Molin, 1989). The majority of the participants in
the couples program were identified as full bloods in the student records; 10 of the spouses were
recognized as mixed blood. Six of the latter were married to full bloods in the program, whereas
the other members of this group were married to other mixed bloods (Buffalohead & Molin,
1996).
The Married Couples Program was essential during the time of the Indian Program at
Hampton. The school was preparing married couples in the “proper methods” of running a
household and for “assimilation” into a “civilized” society. The couples training served as the
groundwork necessary for erasing or elevating all remnants of being Indian. Hampton
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administration wanted to return the married couples to their reservations capable of sustaining
their livelihoods and marriages through a “civilized” approach (Southern Workman 9, 1880).
The majority of couples had no previous education prior to their arrival at Hampton.
Consequently, couples were placed in the Indian Department. A few of the couples had
previously attended Hampton and were placed in the Normal School for their academic
instruction. The husbands received carpentry or farming training, and the wives learned how to
care for their families and to perform housekeeping chores. The women received limited
academic instruction (Armstrong, Annual Report, 1887-1888).
The couples program was not without its problems as marital arguments were brought to
the attention of the staff and faculty. Some of the couples brought their children with them to the
school whereas others gave birth on campus. Childbirth created child care issues, and the
education of the very young had to be addressed by the administration (Armstrong et al., 1893).
Due to the large number of babies born at Hampton, parenting classes were established for the
married women. The administrators at Hampton could be described as visionaries; when
opportunities were presented, they forged ahead in developing them for the school’s students.
Approximately 24 adults left the couples program due to ill health. The primary illness
suffered by the married adults was consumption, or modern day tuberculosis. Six children
connected with the families died while at Hampton. The reasons for their deaths ranged from
“the strain of a long, grueling trip from the Dakota to accidental poisoning.” Over half of the
adults died within a few years after returning to their tribal home (Buffalohead & Molin, 1996).
The couples program did not last into the 20th century as the federal government ruled in 1894
that Indians over the age of 18 could not attend eastern schools (“Indians at Hampton,” n.d.).
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Way of life on the reservation. The Department of the Interior required the
administration of Hampton to vigilantly document the lives of the Indian students upon their
return to the reservation (Brudvig, 1996). As reported in the 1928 Meriam Report , “the Indian
Service [Department] has never put into operation an efficient system for getting reliable
information regarding the graduates and former students of its schools” (Eastman, 1935, p. 71).
Because of the high turnover within the Indian Services’ staff, keeping records of the returned
Indian students was problematic. “Hampton on the other hand had Cora Folsom, who for twenty
years gathered reliable, if sympathetically analyzed, information regarding the former Indian
students of her school (Meriam, 1928, p. 673). This section of the chapter provided insight into
the lifestyle of the returned Indian students and the importance of their experiences at Hampton.
A concern for the administration of off-reservation boarding schools was if “the returned
students would serve as a vanguard for progress and civilization or would they sink once again
into the morass of self-destructive tribalism” (Adams, 1995, p. 275). The Indian culture “on the
reservation remained so different from White society that even Hampton’s avowed efforts not to
alienate the Indian from his people was insufficient” (Eng, 1999, p. 131). As with everything
about the Hampton experience, the information on the returned Indian students was “sifted,
recorded, and interpreted, whereupon each returned student was placed in one of five categories:
Excellent :

Those who have had exceptional advantages and
used them faithfully, or those who by great earnestness
and plunk have won an equally wide and telling influence for
good.

Good:

Those who have done their best and exerted a decidedly
good influence, even though it may not have been very
wide. They have married legally, have been honest,
industrious and temperate, and lived a life to which we
can point as an example for others to follow.
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Fair:

Those who live a fairly proper life; who mean to do well,
but from sickness, peculiar temptations, or unfortunate
circumstances, do not at all times exert a good influence. Many
are placed here because they are married in the Indian way.

Poor:

The shiftless and fickle ones. Many do well; go to church,
work their land, and appear very well for a time, then turn
about, go to Indian dances and so spoil all the good
influences they have really tried to exert. Those who have
been known to drink or refuse to marry legally are on this
list. Many are poor wrecks when they come to us and soon
returned.

Bad:

Those who have done wrong while knowing better, yet
with few exceptions, those from whom no better was expected.
(Armstrong, 1893, pp. 487-488).

This Hampton rating was not scientific, “even assuming that the information was
accurate, there was still considerable leeway for interpretation and judgment” (Adams, 1995, p.
287). Furthermore, Adams (1995) asserted “it must be remembered too that the school staff
desperately wanted their students to succeed; and therefore, were understandably predisposed to
see evidence that validated Hampton’s approach to racial uplift. There is no evidence whatsoever
that the staff was consciously dishonest in their record keeping” (as cited in Adams, 1995, pp.
287-288).
The Mandan Indians students had their return home experiences documented. Susie
Nagle returned back to the reservation in 1884, and after returning to Hampton left again in
1889. Her home record was documented as “fair and good.” Back at the reservation she lived at
home with her father until she married. For a brief period of time, she worked at a mission in
South Dakota (Nagle, c. 1881, Student File). Charles Many Birds had a home record of “good.”
He continued his education at Fort Stevenson (Many Birds, c. 1881, Student File). Deluska had a
home record of “fair.” He returned home because of sickness without having someone to
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properly care for him (Deluska, c. 1881, Student File). Thomas Suckley had no home record, but
he worked in the cattle herding profession. He continued his education in Nebraska and
Pennsylvania (Suckley, c. 1878, Student File).
The Hidatsa students return home experiences were provided in their student records.
Mary Walker had her home record documented as “fair, good, and poor.” She was a housewife
to a farmer husband (Walker, c. 1881, Student File). Josephine Malnourie’s home records
indicated “good, poor, and fair.” After Hampton she worked as a “servant and housekeeper”
(Malnourie, c. 1878, Student File). The home record for Sarah Walker was documented as
“good.” She worked as a teacher at a mission school, housekeeper, and owner and manager of a
hotel style establishment (Walker, c. 1878, Student File). Arihotchkish’s home record was
“good” (Arihotchkish, c. 1878, Student File). Thomas Smith had no home record, but worked
upon his return to the reservation as assistant herder, farmer, and assistant engineer at the Fort
Berthold Reservation (Smith, c. 1878, Student File).
The largest group of Indian students from the Fort Berthold Reservation, the Arikara had
their home records detailed. Stella Rogers had no home record listed, but worked as an assistant
matron, cook, and housekeeper (Roger, c. 1898, Student File). Hilda Sitting Bear had a home
record of “good.” After completing her stay at Hampton, she continued her education Haskell
Indian School (Sitting Bear, c. 1897, Student File). Anna Dawson had a home record of
“excellent.” After leaving Hampton she worked as a teacher, and field matron (Dawson, c. 1878,
Student File). Fannie Perkins had a home record of “good and poor.” She worked in the home of
Mrs. Hoffman at Shell Creek (Perkins, c. 1898, Student File). Lottie Stiles did not have a home
record indicated, but worked as a nurse, and subsequently a housekeeper (Stiles, c. 1897, Student
File). Joseph Wilkinson returned home to work on the farm, and was documented as having a
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“good” home record (Wilkinson, c. 1898, Student File). Alfred Andrews had a home record of
“good.” He worked as an assistant engineer, engineer, and band leader (Andrews, c. 1898,
Student File). Both Karunach and Guy Bateman had “excellent” home records. Karunach was
employed as a shoemaker and Bateman as a clerk (Karunach, c. 1878; Bateman, c. 1897, Student
File). Albert Simpson returned to the reservation and worked as a blacksmith (Simpson, c. 1898,
Student File). Peter Beauchamp had no home record, but worked as a farmer, native minister,
and stock raiser (Beauchamp, c. 1898, Student File). Mason Jones worked as a coal miner,
assistant clerk, and farmer (Jones, c. 1897, Student Files). Thomas Laughing Face had a home
record of “fair.” He worked as an assistant herder and farmer at the agency (Laughing Face, c.
1878, Student File). Ahuka had a home record listed as “good.” He worked at the blacksmith
shop and as a farmer (Ahuka, c. 1878, Student File). Edward Badger worked as a farmer and
assistant carpenter upon his return home (Badger, c. 1898, Student File).
Leadership roles of the Indian students. Based on the categories used to rate the
returned students, the Fort Berthold Reservation students could be described as satisfactory,
overall. Some of the Indian students were characterized as excellent or good. Very few were
listed as fair, poor, or bad.
In January 1892, the Office of the Interior report provided information on the return of
318 Indian students who had attended Hampton. A breakdown of the ratings indicating how well
the returned students integrated back into their tribal communities is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Ratings of Indians’ Integration into Tribal Communities

Grading

Number of Indian students

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

72
149
62
23
12

Total

318
Source: ARCIA, 1892, p.54

Importance of education (recruitment efforts). The initial 12 students from Fort
Berthold, North Dakota were not recruited by other tribal members but were selected by parents
and tribal leaders to attend Hampton as part of the initial Indian Department (Armstrong et al.,
1893). The recruitment of additional Indian students to the campus of Hampton proved beneficial
for the overall continuation of the Indian Department. To continue the Indian Department,
Hampton relied upon the Indian students to recruit other students; in fact, the students served as
the most valued recruiters. For example, members of the Fort Berthold Reservation who were
Hampton students wanted other members of their reservation community to continue their
education and skills training at Hampton. Some three tribes’ students were also referred by
members of the Congregationalist Church (Fort Berthold Reservation Student Files).
Family pairings also assisted with the recruitment efforts at Hampton. Albert Simpson
(Arikara) was the biological son of White Breast, an ex-student of the school who encouraged his
son to attend the school (Simpson, c. 1898, Student File). White Breast (Arikara) and Kawhat
(Arikara), whose name was changed to Thomas Suckley, brothers who were included in the first
recruits to attend the school (White Breast, c. 1878, Student File). Sisters Mary and Sarah
Walker also obtained their education at Hampton (Walker, c. 1878, Student File).
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Hampton Indian students were also involved in fund-raising activities for the school.
They were instructed to use their art skills to draw pictures of the reservation life to send to past
benefactors and potential White eastern supporters (Young, n.d.). Many of the students were
“near relatives” of students who were currently enrolled or had previously attended Hampton.
The enrollment of Hampton Indian Program reached 1,451 over the 45 year span of the Indian
program. By 1919 the Indian population at Hampton had dwindled down to 16 (Gregg, “Annual
Report,” 1919, p. 322). With World War I on the horizon, many students were recruited for
battle, and the Indian students were advised not to remain at the school for fear of being inducted
into the “Negro” units. Parents were concerned about their children attending Hampton during
this period because military action against the Indians usually originated in the east. Parents did
not want their youths involved in the military conflict; however, the missionaries wanted the
Indians to remain at the school because of the education provided (Gregg, “Annual Report,”
1919).
The Indian graduates took pleasure in sending their children to their alma mater. With
the closing of the Carlisle Indian School in 1918, Hampton once again was the primary school in
the east for educating Indians. Hampton staff made no attempts to recruit the Indian students
from Carlisle Indian School but made every effort to keep the doors of the Indian Program open
(“Incidents,” Southern Workman 48, 1919). With closure a possibility, James Gregg and
Caroline Andrus traveled to Wisconsin, the Dakotas, Oklahoma, and Arizona to recruit new
students. Andrus (1918) indicated that the morale of the Indians had fallen, stating, “They have
never been so restless, discontented, and unhappy…due to there being so few that they have felt
entirely lost in the great numbers of Negro students” (p. 465).
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Continuing the recruitment trips took Andrus and Gregg to Haskell Institute and Santee
Indian School with stops in the Winnebago, Omaha, Standing Rock, Cheyenne River, and
Eastern Cherokee reservations. Excursions were also made to those reservations that had
previously allowed their children to attend the eastern school, including the Crow Creek, Fort
Berthold, Pine Ridge, and New York reservations. Only three students, however, traveled back
to Hampton, none from the Fort Berthold Reservation. Even with the closing of the Indian
Department at Hampton, the impact of the experience propelled the students forward in their
own right.
The perceptions of those involved in the Indian Program experiment were varied. Based
on previous prejudgments, the administration and faculty of Hampton came to the Indian
program with a sense of apprehension about the Indian students and their abilities to learn and
become indoctrinated in the ways of a “civilized” society. The African American students held
their own perceptions about Indian students, primarily because of the lack of exposure to the
Indian race. Also, the African Americans were initially disturbed and disappointed with the
direction of the administration because Hampton had been established for them, not for the
Indians. The attitudes of the Indian students toward their Hampton school experience ranged in
emotions, observations, and perceptions.
Ramifications of Boarding Schools
There were a number of human rights violations that occurred because of the offreservation boarding school experience The human rights violations ranged from “religious and
cultural suppressions, forced labor, sickness, abuse, and deaths” (Appendix B: To the Report on
Indigenous Peoples, 2008, pp. 1-4). An area of concern for the administration of Hampton was
the increasing number of Indian students who became ill. Because the majority of Indian
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students came from the Plains to Virginia with a relatively mild climate, many from the west
became ill (Southern Workman 8. (1879). To address this issue, Armstrong hired a physician and
nurse to care for the Indian students (Lindsey, 1995). Even with these plans in place, 31 Indian
students died at Hampton (ARCIA, 1888, p. 13). The families of the Fort Berthold Reservation
were not immune to experiencing the death of its students. Two Arikara students, Agnes Gillette
and George Sharp Horn died within two years of arriving at Hampton. Both students died from
consumption, which is another name for modern day tuberculosis (Gillette, c. 1878, Student File;
Sharp Horn, c. 1878, Student File). Two Mandan students died while attending Hampton.
Ecorruptaha attended the school for two years being dying of consumption (Ecorruptaha, c.
1878, Student File). Cracking Wing was at Hampton for three years before passing away from
consumption (Cracking Wing, c. 1881, Student File). White Back, a Hidatsa was only at
Hampton for three months before he died of “phthisis” (White Back, c. 1881, Student File).
Because of the abuses that materialized at some off-reservation boarding schools,
scholars have labeled the term, “historical trauma” because of the cross generational trauma and
historical grief experience by those in off-reservation boarding schools (Brave Heart, M. Y. H.
(1998). Even though no litigations are pending against Hampton, one case, “Betenbaugh and
Arocha v. Needville Independent School District speaks to the cross generational consequences
of American Indian boarding schools” (Betenbaugh and Arocha vs. Needville Independent
School District, June 2009). This case argued that the goals of “promoting order, discipline,
safety, uniformity and hygiene,” used education to “assimilate,” acculturate,” and “civilize”
American Indian children. Therefore, a “grooming code” was implemented to force
“conformity” of American Indian students into non-Indian society. The element of primary
concern noted within the lawsuit was the cutting of the hair of students. The lawsuit asserts that
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“the cutting of long Indian hair was part and parcel of the program to destroy Indian culture and
religion throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries.” The lawsuit not only addressed the
issue of appearance, but the removal of native language and cultural traits.
Synopsis of Perceptions
Armstrong laid the foundation for the establishment of a premier African American
school. Nevertheless, there were educational endeavors still on the horizon that needed to be
launched. Because Armstrong had addressed the issue of educating African Americans, he
realized that the same education could apply to other populations such as American Indians.
Because people were interested in being included in the unique educational activities
underway at Hampton, many teachers, both African American and White, wanted to be involved
in educating the Indians. The perceptions of staff and faculty toward the Indian students varied
according to the biases they brought to the endeavor. Unlike other off-reservation boarding
schools, Hampton did not want to subject the Indian students to the complete alienation from
their tribal cultures. Therefore, the staff and faculty strived to embrace those traits that were
genuine to the Indian students. One trait that the White teachers did not understand was the nondirect eye contact of the Indian students. Within the Indian culture the “lack of eye contact and
slowness to speak are signs of respect” (Sizemore & Langenbrunner, 1996, p. 99); however, the
teachers initially could not comprehend that the students were showing respect by avoiding eye
contact with them. The teachers had to learn to adjust to this trait, so that the educational process
would be accepted by the Indian students. Therefore, the selection of staff was extremely
important.
The administrators of Hampton selected both Whites and African Americans to instruct
the Indian students and adults, and Samuel Armstrong placed only his “finest” employees to
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work with the Indian students. The teachers had high expectations for the Indian students and
wanted the best for them. Honesty was the most valued of traits when interacting with the Indian
students. Hampton provided the Indian students with the basic necessities; therefore, there was
no desire to break rules. Consequently, problems related to honesty and respect did not appear to
exist on a grand scale.
Because limited efforts were spent in addressing discipline issues, the teachers could
focus on the industrial and vocational training of the Indian students. Teachers taught Indian
students the fundamentals of farming, woodwork, carpentry, machine repairs, and domestic
sciences. Mastering the manual skills on campus allowed the Indian students to venture North
for their outing assignments to learn the ways of the White citizens. Even though Hampton was
serving as an example of racial tolerance, within the walls of the school racial conflicts were
occurring. Although racial tensions were kept to a minimum, the practice of sharing the same
dining room table was problematic for the administration and teachers. Despite minor problems
promulgated by the teachers, the Indian students were still able to find value in Hampton
experiences.
The Indian students viewed their Hampton school experience for the most part as
beneficial. Students were forced to go to most of the off-reservation boarding schools campuses;
however, the student records of the Indian students at Hampton proved just the opposite. The
majority of the first 12 Fort Berthold Reservation students had sponsors who provided the initial
funding for the Indian students. Coming to Hampton allowed the students the opportunity not
only to obtain an academic education but also to learn a trade that would sustain them once they
returned to their tribal community. Even beyond appreciation for the academic component of
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Hampton experience was the admiration the Indian students held for their teachers and
administrators.
As a rule, the Indian students were appreciative of the manner in which they were treated
at Hampton. The Indian students, either on their own or with the assistance of someone else,
sent their sponsors hand-written letters and notes. Even with the responsibilities of a full life
after returning to their communities, many of the Indian students managed to write notes and
holiday greetings to the staff and faculty at Hampton.
Exposing the Indian students to a multitude of activities, ranging from academics,
vocational training, and extracurricular activities, was of critical importance. Hampton was able
to extend the benefits of the Indian program by ensuring that the Indian females had every
opportunity possible. Although the females were schooled primarily in the domestic sciences,
those skills were beneficial when they returned to their tribes. Hampton was constantly
incorporating activities as a way to elevate the Indian students and bring about “assimilation.”
Another aspect of the Indian Program that proved beneficial to the Indian students was
the development of the married couples program. The married couples program was not an
activity that other off-reservation boarding schools implemented, but, Hampton took on that task.
The students realized that learning the art of how to manage a home, care for their children, and
function as a married couple was important for a “civilized” society. Nevertheless, this
component of the Indian Program was just one of many that were developed. The administrators
and teachers, realizing that there were students with the aptitude for advanced study, worked
diligently with Indian students to assist them in gaining entrance to normal schools and colleges.
This advanced education served as the foundation for those Indian students to achieve
professions in the fields of education, medicine, and law.
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The Indian students from Fort Berthold Reservation realized the importance of an
academic and vocational education; therefore, they recruited family and friends to Hampton. It
was an honor for former students to send their children and relatives to their alma mater.
Hampton had a strong reputation, not only in the Commonwealth of Virginia but also across the
country and beyond.
Racial prejudices were taking its toll on the Indian Program and the efforts to attract new
students. Congress had frowned upon Indians’ attending school with African American students.
During the early to mid twentieth century, however, no one was interested in sending their
youths to the African American school. Racial negativity was evident even in the employment
of Indian students who attended the school. Consequently, Indian students began attending
public or consolidated schools with Whites and were hesitant about attending school with
African American students.
James Gregg, a White male, and third principal of Hampton, indicated in an address that
“lack of government aid, the distance of Hampton from the more important reservations, and the
fact that Hampton was not originally an Indian school were the primary reasons for closing the
Indian Program” (Gregg, 1924, p. 393). Even the staff began to speak out against the mission of
educating Indian students at Hampton. Caroline Andrus, who provided oversight of the Indian
Program, assumed the duties of Indian student recruitment, made transportation arrangements,
and coordinated the outing program, was the most vocal opponent within the staff regarding the
Indian Program. Andrus was seen as a “segregationist” because of her views against the
integration of facilities. She resigned her position and convinced Indian students not to attend
Hampton. Andrus was concerned with the integration of African American and Indian students.
She feared that the school would not be able to prevent romantic interracial relationships
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between African Americans and Indian students. Andrus had no opposition to interracial
relationships between Whites and Indians, as she was the fiancée of William Jones, a member of
the Sac and Fox Tribe.
Realizing the importance of the education that could be achieved at Hampton, many of
the Indian students recruited family members and friends for the Indian Program. Even with the
recruitment efforts of American Indian students and graduates, especially those by Anna Dawson
from the Fort Berthold Reservation, efforts proved unsuccessful for Hampton. American Indian
enrollment, which had once reached 1,451, could not be sustained. The school experienced
major changes with the departure of crucial Hampton school personnel. Robert Moton, an
African American male, left the school to become principal of Tuskegee Institute. Hollis Burke
Frissell, a White male, and Hampton’s second principal, died in 1917. The school’s hospital
administrator died in 1918. Cora Mae Folsom retired in 1922, and Helen Ludlow, a White
female, and one of the first staff members at the school, died in 1924. The originator of the
Indian Training School died in 1923. The chaplain of the school died in 1925, as did the
manager of the farm program. Vice Principal, George P. Phenix, a White male, admitted, “The
indications are that Hampton’s work for the Indians is coming to an end, except for a few
individuals who for reasons for sentiment may choose to attend from time to time; however,
Hampton’s doors must be kept open for such students” (Phenix, “Annual Report,” 1918, p. 286).
Accordingly, the Indian students left Hampton, and many returned back to their tribal
reservations. They were met with a mixture of feelings, ranging from admiration to resentment.
Because the students were away from the reservations for such a long time, many of the students
were treated negatively by family and community. Even with the plight experienced by the Fort
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Berthold Reservation Indians, with the exception of five students, the remainder returned to the
reservation homeland.
A missionary from the Crow Agency also was able to witness the positive attributes of
the Fort Berthold Reservation Indians who attended Hampton. He writes, “I have just come back
from a ten day visit to a part of the reservation where the returned Hampton students live. We
stayed near Susie Nagle [Cooper’s] house most of the time. She is a credit to Hampton in every
way. Then we visited Sarah Walker [Pease], also a credit to Hampton and a good woman,
working under great difficulties and discouragement, but decidedly holding her own. I am so
glad to send such a good report” (Nagle, c. 1881, Student File).
Josephine Malnourie, a member of the Hidatsa tribe, “returned to Fort Berthold, in
November 1881, after three years at Hampton. She made a brave effort to use the little
knowledge she had gained for the help of her people, and has lately married a well to do, and
respectable White man” (Malnourie, c. 1878, Student File). Peter Beauchamp, an Arikara stated,
“that none of the young men who had been education in eastern or other government schools
ever really went back to the blanket, but that some few of them forgot much of the teaching
given them by Uncle Sam, but that in the great majority of cases they were greatly benefited by
their schooling” (Beauchamp, c. 1898, Student File).
Conclusions
The large number of American Indian students’ receiving an education at Hampton was
an extraordinary fact. More than 1,400 American Indian students received that education from
Hampton in Virginia. Through the review of governmental documents, books, magazines,
newspapers, school minutes, letters, and student records, the various components of the offreservation boarding school experience at Hampton were disclosed. Student came from the
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Plains, some willingly and other reluctantly to obtain the essentials necessary for being a
member of a “civilized” community. Realizing that education could be achieved, the
administration of Hampton was able to take on the process of cultivating the Indians.
The Indian Program at Hampton was a unique educational endeavor, attracting many
individuals who wanted to be a part of the experiment. Some students left the program early,
only to return at a later date. Others remained for their entire education, some graduated, and,
unfortunately, some became ill and some died.
The Three Affiliated Tribes were not great in number, comprising a population of only
1,292 members in 1878. But, there was a desire by the elders of the community to educate their
children and young adults. Even with a small enrollment at Hampton, however, parents and
tribal leaders gradually and eventually saw the necessity of allowing the children and young
adults the opportunity to be educated and to gain vocational skills and, eventually, a voice in
their destiny.
This is not only a story of governmental efforts to “assimilate” American Indians into the
American culture through education, but it is also the history of a people uprooted from their
native land. Courageous leadership on the part of administrators and teachers had unintended
consequences, some of which were negative, but many of which were positive. Compared to
other off-reservation boarding schools, Hampton could be described as “exemplary.” However,
with that “exemplary” view of Hampton, behind the scenes lurked the negative aspects of
attending an off-reservation boarding school. In an attempt to teach velocity, demeanor, and
compliance to authority, the Indian students at Hampton were separated by gender. These
measures of instruction were military tactics and allowed the outside world to see Hampton with
strict disciplinarian measures.
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The administration at Hampton was consistently trying to illustrate the differences, both
physically and intellectually, between the African American and American Indian students. As
detailed in Lindsey (1995), “As the Indian was made to feel ignoble, Black students were made
proud not only of the amount of work performed but of their mechanical skills” (p. 108). Within
the same breath, Armstrong asserted, “…unrestrained freedom had given the Indian finer mental
and moral fiber than the Negro” (p.109). These types of comparisons were used to keep a wedge
between the two races of students. Another negative aspect of Hampton involved the inconsistent
manner in which the African American and American Indian students were treated. Not all
members of the staff supported this type of favoritism. Hampton had a policy of not allowing
students into the school after the start of the semester. However, Indian students were allowed
the late access while African American students were denied entrance. Caroline Andrus, one of
Hampton’s staff members, voiced her displeasure about the double standard towards Eli Bird,
“You [Indian] boys often say yourselves that you aren’t held up as strictly as the colored boys
are, and sometimes say it would be better for you if you were. Even the students recognized the
fact that they were treated differently by the staff” (Eli Bird, Student File, ca. 1917).
Another negative aspect of Hampton, as described by Elaine Goodale Eastman (1935), a
teacher at the school, was that African Americans and American Indians had been segregated on
“social grounds” that allowed for the organization of separate work and living environments.
African American and American Indian students “had little direct contact, they were organized
into separate companies, ate in different dining rooms, took their recreation separately, and the
racial blocs were maintained even in the seating at chapel” (p. 65). Educating the two races
together proved problematic. Other off-reservation boarding schools did not have to deal with
these same types of problems because they only educated American Indians.
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The account of Hampton students in particular and the Fort Berthold students specifically
highlights prejudice at its worst and change of heart at its best. The student accounts emphasized
strong leadership and examples as desirable characteristics in both teachers and administrators.
It also demonstrates that those teachers and administrators learned from their students while their
students learned from them.
This was not just an educational experiment; it was a human one. Although educators
made mistakes, they also made good decisions. In addition, the military model, just as the more
modern factory model, was found to be not the best context for operating a school. Nevertheless,
the personal teacher mentoring of students and administrator guidance of teachers represented
just the right kinds of human intervention to save the experiment. It is no different today. The
positive characteristics of courage, responsibility, mentoring, and love all combine to humanize
the educational experiment and establish it as one of our most successful social institutions.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The purpose underlying this study was to uncover the experiences of selected American
Indians from the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan tribes who were students at Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute from 1878 – 1911. A systematic approach had been used to remove
children and young adults from their families and communities because of the federal
government’s desire to have greater control over the lives of the Indian people, especially the
children. The research probed into circumstances surrounding the American Indian educational
experiences in an attempt to provide answers for this research.
This study provided findings that supplement the overall body of knowledge related to
American Indian students education at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. This study
will share the stories of the Three Affiliated Tribe students with information from their
reservation experiences, their Hampton experiences, and their return to their community after
attending the eastern school. Insight into the education of those students, including the sacrifices
made by their families and communities, is disclosed.
Research Questions
This study was designed to examine the educational experiences of Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan, attending Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute between 1878 and 1923.
American Indian students left their reservation homes, venturing into unknown territory, to
achieve an education during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The following questions were
central to the study.
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1. What were the perceptions of staff and faculty toward the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute?
2. What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students’ views of their Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute school experience?
3. What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute experience
have on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?
Discussion of Research Question Findings
Research Question 1
What were the perceptions of staff and faculty toward the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan
Indians who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute? This question was answered
primarily through the writings of Armstrong in addition to staff and faculty records. By
removing the Indians from within the reaches of their communities would they benefit from the
teachings of schoolmasters (ARCIA, 1883). Therefore, a plan was underway to start the process
of the Indian students in the ways of White society. Similar to other schools that educated
American Indians during the period of 1878-1911, Hampton was experiencing education on a
large scale for those Indians. Government leaders from across the United States played a role in
wanting to “civilize” the Indians. Having toiled with the notion of educating the “backwards
race,” Armstrong saw the opportunity to recruit Indian students initially from the Plains, to
include the Fort Berthold Reservation. To facilitate the educational endeavors of Indian
students, twelve Indians arrived from Fort Berthold Reservation ready to embark on a new way
of life. Before the “assimilation” process could place, staff had to be assigned to facilitate the
education of Indian students. It was the role of the teachers to impart their knowledge and skills
and teach the Indian students a trade that would sustain them upon their return home. The
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majority of the students from the three tribes came to Hampton with a desire to learn and take
advantage of the opportunities afforded them at the school. Of the 31 Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan students, 23 completed their three year term and beyond. The remaining eight Indian
students stayed at Hampton less than their three year enrollment.
Because African Americans and Indians came to the Hampton school under different
admission requirements, the views of the staff differed about the American Indians. African
Americans had to apply and be accepted, while the Indians were recruited and enrolled. Because
Hampton only accepted the “best” African American students, it became a good place to educate
the Indian students. Initially, both African American and White teachers were apprehensive
about the Plain Indians which included those from Fort Berthold. When Indian students first
arrived, it was the responsibility of the African American staff members and students to educate
them in the basic skills of eating, washing themselves, sleeping in beds, and wearing proper
clothing.
Staff had different perceptions on how to educate and discipline students. The Hampton
administration could not discipline the Indians in the same manner in which it did for African
Americans. The usual method of discipline, depending on the infraction for African American,
was to send the student home. However, because Indians were at Hampton to learn the methods
of “assimilation,” sending them back to their reservations would defeat the purpose of being
“civilized.” The Hampton administration formed an “Officers’ Court” comprised of students
disciplinarians for the Indian students. As much as discipline was a concern for staff, the issue of
interracial romance among African American and Indians was a situation that required constant
supervision by the administration. Because the Hampton administration was constantly focused
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on the “civilization” of Indian students, they prohibited African American and Indian students
from personal interactions that could result in a romantic relationship.
When speaking about the Indians who attended Hampton, viewpoints differed about
education, discipline, and integration of American Indian and African American students. Staff
and faculty who were involved in the Hampton Indian experience approached the experiment
from their own backgrounds. Overall, the faculty perceptions of the Indian students by the
faculty were encouraging. The apprehension felt by staff when the Fort Berthold Reservation
students arrived on November 5, 1878, eventually changed, but not immediately. The multiracial staff had to adapt to the Indians on several levels to include, language, behavior, and
mannerisms.
Research Question 2
What were the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indian students’ views of their Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute school experience?
Indian students at Hampton encountered a multiracial educational experience with
African Americans. While this experience provided many educationally enriching possibilities, it
was also very challenging for Indian children and young adults. They were suddenly removed
from their homes, parents, and communities and placed in a strange new environment and into
the hands of individuals outside their tribes and customs. An area of concern for some parents
and guardians was the governmental removal of their children. Parents were not able to play a
role in the education of their children because of the physical distance between the reservation
and school. Some parents did not know that their children would be away for up to three years.
Neither parents nor students could afford to travel between North Dakota and Virginia on a
regular basis because of the travel costs. Only one parent of a Fort Berthold Tribe student
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realized that if her daughter received an education, she, the mother, would be considered a
“savage” by her daughter; therefore, the mother chose to attend Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute with her child (Dawson, ca. 1878).
Students came to Hampton at various ages ranging from eight to 21. It is palpable that the
students would come to the school with different thoughts and opinions about their education
based on the wide spread in age difference. The common feature experienced among the students
who came from the Plains, which included the Fort Berthold Reservation students, was the
apprehension that the students experienced when they first saw the Hampton campus and its
African American students. Even though some students from the three tribes had previous
education, they were about to take on a completely new experience. The Fort Berthold
Reservation students had their first encounters with the “assimilation” process once they arrived
at Hampton. When the students arrived, they had their tribal clothes removed, hair cut, some
name change requests, and a reduction in the usage of their native language. Initially, the Fort
Berthold Reservation students were unable to fully communicate their concerns regarding the
different aspects of their educational experience. Subsequently, the writings of the Fort Berthold
Reservation students expressed their viewpoints regarding the education, living situation,
community, and interactions with faculty and African American students.
In November 1878, forty males and nine females left the Plains heading to Virginia. Nine
male students and three female students from Fort Berthold Reservation made the journey to
Hampton. Both male and female students had to understand the ramifications of having a cogender education since it was felt that “assimilation” could not take place without females being
educated. Females on the Fort Berthold Reservation had served as a source of labor for their
families and community. Therefore, it took persuasion from the Hampton recruiters to convince
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the tribal leaders and parents to release the girls to attend Hampton. The male students had to be
instructed on the basic courtesies toward the females. Males had to get accustomed to basic
tasks such as allowing a female to ride on a wagon while they walked. This was something the
Indian students were not familiar with on the reservation.
In addition to learning the moral issues of basic respect, education was viewed by the
Fort Berthold Reservation students as crucial. The term of enrollment for each Indian student
was three years. Realizing the importance of education, most of the females completed that
educational requirement. When a female left the school before completing her term, it was
usually out of necessity, for example, to care for a family member. Some females who left
Hampton to return to Fort Berthold would go back to Hampton. The females of the three tribes
would gain employment upon their return primarily in the field of domestic work. There were a
few exceptions to the occupation of domestic work. Fort Berthold Reservation females also
acquired jobs as teachers, nurses, and field matrons. The learning of a trade was different for
males and females. The majority of males from the Fort Berthold Reservation wanted to acquire
a trade that would sustain them upon their return to the reservation. The male students gained
experience while at Hampton in the areas of mechanics, farming, blacksmithing, shoemaking,
and carpentry. Having obtained the skills during their Hampton experience allowed the Fort
Berthold Reservation students to return home and contribute to their communities.
Overall, the students of the Fort Berthold Reservation viewed their Hampton experience
in a positive manner. Not every aspect of Hampton was without fault or criticism, but the Indian
students, and specifically, the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students were able to gain a level of
education, trade, and “assimilation” into a “cultured” society.
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Research Question 3
What impact, if any, did the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute experience have
on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians?
The Hampton school put into place a number of programs designed to propel the Indian
students toward a “civilized” existence. The Hampton school programs included an academic,
vocational, outing, and married couples component. Samuel Armstrong’s goal for the Indian
students was to have them return home and become advocates for their people. The majority of
the returned students made “satisfactory” record. Hampton measured the return of the Fort
Berthold Reservation students of “doing well” based on the fact that they entered Christian
marriages, mode of dress, avoidance of alcohol, and refusal of rations. These practices were
elements that pointed to the returned students being productive community members.
Education for the American Indian students included both academics and vocational
training. Many of the Indian students came to Hampton unable to speak English. The Hampton
students had to become proficient in English in order to move forward in their academic studies.
English classes were divided into sections ranging from those who spoke no English to those
with more advanced English skills. Those who mastered the language progressed through other
academics coursework. The junior, middle, and senior classes focused on mathematics, language
arts, natural science, and history (Appendix F). The students progressed within the subjects
based on their levels of academic success. Because the American Indians were allowed three
years of education, the time was equally divided between academics and vocational training.
The sign of whether or not Indian students were successful was based not so much on classroom
advancement but those skills that would be essential when they returned to their reservation
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communities. There was a requirement to maintain detailed records of its American Indian
students because federal funding was received by Hampton.
At Hampton it was critical to educate the whole person, and it was believed that both
academic and vocational or manual education were critical to the overall development of the
mind and hand. Those students who possessed an aptitude for vocational or manual work were
allowed to participate in the vocational trade areas. The system of vocational training for males
usually involved carpentry, wood turning, cabinet making, bricklaying, plastering,
wheelwrighting, blacksmithing, painting, machine work, and mechanical drawing. For females,
domestic training included sewing, cooking, and laundering.
One of the essential components of the Hampton Indian program was the outing
experience. Schools such as Haskell, Flandreau, and Carlisle had similar outing programs as
Hampton, even if on different scales. Having an outing program was not mandated in the
instruction of Indian students. However, many of the Indian students participated in the program.
The students were assigned to live among White families in the North once they acquired
knowledge of the English language. The Fort Berthold Reservation students quickly learned
English, gain knowledge of the aspects of a vocational trade, and acquire the daily practice of
“civilized” living from among White people (ARCIA, 1899). The Fort Berthold Reservation
students were placed in homes with females usually performing domestic chores. The male
students normally worked on farms or in a mechanical shop. The manner in which the students
used the money was different at various schools. The Hampton students were allowed to keep
their savings, and some sent money back to their families. In comparison, the monies earned by
the Carlisle students had to be placed into a bank account.
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Though some parents viewed the outing program as a source of “cheap labor,” there were
some positive aspects of the program. In addition to taking those skills learned at Hampton
through the vocational curriculum, the Fort Berthold Reservation students were able to advance
their work experiences by gaining another level of skill. The outing program was not without it
negative experiences. Some of these negative experiences occurred to the Fort Berthold
Reservation students. For example, one Mandan male student, in an attempt to run away from his
outing assignment, fell from a train platform that eventually caused his leg to be amputated. One
Arikara female student did not like her outing assignment because of the actions and attitudes of
her outing employer regarding African American and American Indians. The Fort Berthold
Reservation students viewed their ability to make a wage in their outing program as beneficial.
There were students who came from families where finances were an issue, so being able to send
money back home was important for the students.
A negative view regarding the outing and the manual or vocational experiences,
especially the Fort Berthold Reservation students, was the positions that females held upon their
return to their reservation. Some of the Fort Berthold Reservation female students were able to
branch out from the field of domesticity. There was one Arikara female who started her career in
nurse training but ended up as a housewife. A number of the Fort Berthold Reservation female
students took on the role of housewives, many to White men. Indian women marrying White
men were seen as a sign of being “civilized.” Unlike the Fort Berthold Reservation females,
when the male students married, the race of the woman was not indicated.
This research illustrates that the overall impact of the Fort Berthold Reservation students’
educational experience at Hampton was positive. Some students came to Hampton with limited
speaking abilities or unable to speak English at all. However, upon their departure, the three
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tribes’ students were versed in both English and their “native” language. This ability to speak
both languages was important when the students returned to their reservations. The students
gained experiences in the vocational areas which were viewed as important and useful when they
returned to the reservation. The male students from the Fort Berthold Reservation were skilled in
occupations that would be useful upon their return. Writings from the Fort Berthold Reservation
students indicated that they “appreciated” the education that was received at Hampton. Even
after the Fort Berthold Reservation students left Hampton, for a period of time, letters and cards
were received from the students expressing the “admiration” for staff and discussing their time
spent at the predominately African American school.
Consequences of American Indian Students attending Hampton
In comparing and contrasting Hampton with other similar schools that educated
American Indians, the margin of difference is slight. Hampton was a “contract” program
subsidized by federal money and personal scholarships. Hampton did not have the option of
completely disregarding the policies of the federal government in order to manage the Indian
students according to their own agenda. However, there were some adjustments that were made
to the Indian Program at the school. Hampton had the same policies and regulations regarding
the education of the Indians as other institutions, such as Haskell, Flandreau, and Carlisle. An
example that speaks to this aspect of Indian education was not allowing Indians to speak their
native language. Hampton complied with the policy on the broad scale, but the school did allow
the Indian students to speak their native language at specific times of the day.
A consequence of the “assimilation” process was the removal of cultural identity and
traditions. Even though governmental controls were standard components of American Indian
education, Hampton allowed for the continuation of some facets of tribal conditions. Indian
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students were stripped of the very things that made them American Indians. The removal of
American Indian children and youth from their reservations came with a price that would impact
the American Indian people for generations.
American Indians were not permitted to wear native clothes at many schools. The
purpose of wearing native clothes was seen as a sign of being a “savage.” Removing the native
clothes and wearing “proper” attire was an essential aspect of becoming “civilized” within the
dominate culture. Therefore, immediately upon their arrival at Hampton, the native clothes were
removed from their possession. Hampton was similar in having the students wear clothes that
were more Euro-American in design. Boys at Hampton had to wear “military style” uniforms
and girls wore similar styled dresses. The concept of removing the tribal clothes was an
important element of the “assimilation” process and thus a consequence of those education
experiments. The Fort Berthold Reservation students also had to follow this clothing requirement
as did other Indian students on the Hampton campus.
There was no indication that the Fort Berthold Reservation students were forced to attend
Hampton, which was true in many cases. There were some Indian families who did not have the
financial means to care for their children so sending them away to school served as a solution.
Some families were threatened with the withholding of rations to compel them to send their
children away to school. Through the review of the Fort Berthold Reservation students files there
were no indications that families were pressured into sending their children to Hampton. The
students who attended Hampton from the Fort Berthold Reservation came primarily through the
recommendations of the missionary leaders, and by way of recruiters to convince the tribal
leaders to send their children. Hampton found it difficult to obtain its allowance of Indian
enrollees. As time progressed, securing Indian students for Hampton became easier.
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Many of the first Fort Berthold Reservation students served as recruiters for other Indians
from their tribes. This method of using family members to recruit other students was not unique
to Hampton, but it was an essential tool in bringing additional Indians to the school. Once a few
of the Fort Berthold Reservation students returned to their community, other students were
recruited for Hampton. Siblings from Fort Berthold Reservation were encouraged to attend
Hampton. For example, White Breast, an initial student from the three tribes encouraged his son,
Albert Simpson to attend Hampton. Anna Dawson, one of the first Indians from the Three
Affiliated Tribes was instrumental in recruiting additional students. Lottie Stiles, Mason Jones,
and Stella Rogers attended Hampton because of her recommendation.
There were a number of human rights violations that occurred because of the American
Indian educational experience. Examples of human rights violations ranged from those that
impacted religion, forced labor, sickness and deaths. Some schools that educated Indians
experienced these human rights violations on a large scale. Hampton impacted the religion of its
Indian students by mandating their attendance at church on a regular basis. Whether the term
outing or forced labor was used, Hampton participated in this activity. The Fort Berthold
Reservation students each participated in the outing experience and a few were not pleasant.
Sickness was commonplace at many schools that educated Indians. Prior to coming to
Hampton, the Fort Berthold Reservation students were required to have a medical examination.
Realizing that the acceptance of the Indian students meant money for the school, students came
who were ill and were not turned away. The primary illness suffered by the Fort Berthold
Reservation students was consumption or modern day tuberculosis. Tuberculosis was allowed to
spread because the students lived in close quarters, or shared personal items such as
toothbrushes, soap, and bath water.
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There were students who died while at Hampton due to illness. Most schools including
Hampton had school cemeteries. Five of the Fort Berthold Reservation students died while
attending Hampton, and their bodies were returned to their reservation for burial. The Fort
Berthold Reservation students died from the same illnesses that plagued them while they were in
attendance at Hampton.
During the schooling of the American Indian youths, “abuses” plagued them. Abuses
included beatings, starvation, sexual assaults, and molestation. Even when the school
administration was cognizant of the abuses, no one was reprimanded. The abuses toward the
students became the dirty secret of some school experiments. The students were punished for
not complying with basic directions such as speaking English or maintaining a certain
appearance. The young Indian students had no one to protect them from “abuse,” as most of the
mistreatment was at the hands of the faculty and staff. The majority of the students lived with
the shame of their “abuses.” Within the last ten years the horrors of the physical and sexual
“abuses” materialized. Indians, who attended the boarding schools, as well as their offspring, are
now disclosing those “abuses” and discussing their ramifications. Abuses, regardless of their
genesis are usually passed down through the generations and manifest themselves in various
ways. Even though all experiences at Hampton were not idea, there were no documented
“abuses” noted. Armstrong did not approve any forms of “corporal punishment” against its
Indian students. Discipline was dispensed to the Indian students usually administered by the
Officers’ Court, but not to the level of “abuses.”
Connection of Findings to the Present
Educating American Indian children was not mandated in all treaties. However, there
were stipulations for some sort of education within many treaties. Whether the schools were
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designated as mission, reservation, or boarding, policies were in place to separate children from
their families as a means of eliminating their cultural traits. Being away from families caused a
number of Indian children to experience traumas of depression, low self-esteem, anger, and fear.
Even though the current study found no documented evidence of systematic abuses against the
Fort Berthold Reservation students while they attended Hampton, there were periods of
mistreatments by others.
There were components of the “assimilation” process to include the removal of cultural
identity and traditions that has caused significant issues among American Indians. One way that
the past touches the present is reflective in contemporary lawsuits. Some of the institutional
experiences, such as language removal, tradition eliminations, and “assimilation,” a limited
number of lawsuits have materialized. Even though no known litigations are pending against
Hampton, for example, “Betenbaugh and Arocha v. Needville Independent School District,”
articulates the cross generational consequences of American Indian boarding schools
(Betenbaugh and Arocha vs. Needville Independent School District, June 2009). This case
materialized from the fact that even though the intent of American policymakers was not to harm
the Indian people, the end result was the near extinction of the Indian culture. A few former
residents of boarding schools are coming forth to verbalize the abuses that transpired at these
schools.
The findings of the present study may have value not only for the American Indian
community but for educators and researchers. This study helped to expose lesser known
American Indian groups in history who attended Hampton. Individual and group stories help to
make connections between the past and present. Today there is considerable discussion about
closing achievement gaps, especially among minority students. American Indian students
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continue to be disproportionately distinguished by low educational achievement (Beaulieu,
2000). Gilbert (2000) identified several factors related to the challenges of American Indian
education: (a) low socioeconomic status of the students, (b) lack of student motivation, (c) lack
of parental motivation and involvement, (d) teachers’ lack of understanding of cultural
differences, and (e) low student self-concept. Studies have shown the direct and indirect effects
of motivation, ability and prior achievement, quality of instruction, parental involvement, school
climate, family income, and cultural programming on the educational outcomes of urban Native
American Indian students. Various studies indicated that providing a culturally based
educational program improves the chances for success of American Indians (Powers, Potthoff,
Bearinger, & Resnick, 2003). Schools that promote tribal languages and cultures tend to foster
improved educational progress for American Indian students (Demmert, 2001). Allowing the
Fort Berthold Reservation students to speak their tribal languages and maintain some remnants
of their culture would allow for the continuation of progress of the American Indian students and
subsequently their communities.
Educators who are pursuing the reasons for achievement gaps may find it useful to
analyze historical evidence as to why differences exist between minority groups which impacts
education. For example, in 1991, a study by Reyhner reported an American Indian dropout rate
between 29% and 36%, twice the national average, thereby representing the highest dropout rate
in the United States among any ethnic or racial group. The dropout rate among the Fort Berthold
Reservation mirrors the current national rate. Of the 31 Fort Berthold Reservation students, only
one student graduated from Hampton during the Indian experiment. Only a total of 155
American Indian students graduated from Hampton. Many reasons accounted for the elevated
dropout rates, but one cannot discount the impact of an off-reservation boarding school
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experience on American Indian students. Some scholars have suggested overall improvements
in education particularly for minorities. Suggestions include the incorporation of culture and
language into the curriculum, increased community involvement, interactive teaching methods,
and testing that recognizes cultural differences (Cummins, 1989).
The story of the 31 students who attended Hampton Institute is part of the history of both
Hampton and the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan tribes. It is hoped that the present study
provides additional insight into the history of American Indian education at Hampton in general
and the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan people in particular. The education of the American
Indian students who attended Hampton closely mirrored that of other American Indian students.
It should not be forgotten that the primary focus of Hampton was to educate African American
students. Even though Hampton hoped that multiracial education would add value to its program
American Indian students often experienced isolation and segregation in classrooms, dining
rooms, and living quarters. For example, the living quarters were segregated for Indian students
along gender lines. There were no coeducation dormitories. Once students were able to
communicate in English, African American and Indian students received some instruction within
the same classrooms. Classes in American history, English, sociology, and economics were
attended jointly by African American and American Indian students. The sewing class was an
example of a segregated class for females. The dining room was segregated for the African
American and American Indian students which became a source of controversy at Hampton.
Past events may help inform educators in dealing with racial contemporary educational
problems. There are some minority groups, including American Indians that require another level
in their educational process. For example, another level could be the inclusion of native language
immersion, cultural enrichment, and exposure to things outside of their ethnic groups in order to
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supplement their educational processes. There are parents who expect schools to either maintain
or restore the use of native languages. Limiting the usage of a native language within schools
tends to “deprived children of their rightful linguistic and cultural heritage” (Cantoni, 2003). In
order to support the elements of the maintenance of native languages, educators must recognize
the importance of a bilingual education. Not allowing American Indian students to speak their
native languages during the early educational period was not beneficial. The administration of
Hampton saw the need for the continuation of allowing students to speak and engage in activities
that supported their native language and culture.
Limitations to the Present Study
Of the 1,451 Indian students who came to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
the members of the Fort Berthold Reservation represented only 33 students. The history of the
33 students was critical and deserved to be studied to a greater extent and their impact on early
Indian education disclosed. A small number of students, who attended Hampton from the Fort
Berthold Reservation, were represented by members of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan tribes.
Due to the number of students studied, generalization of the findings were not feasible, but the
overall traits of the Indian students’ experiences can be used to clarify the findings as they relate
to other Indian students at Hampton.
There were 65 tribes in attendance at Hampton during the period of 1878 to 1923. Of the
65 tribes, only three were selected for this study. A number of tribes consisted of as few as one
student. Additional tribes could have been selected for inclusion in this study which may have
been appropriate for formulating generalizations regarding American Indian students at
Hampton.
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The final limitation involved the relatively small amount of historical evidence regarding
the Fort Berthold Reservation students. The bulk of the evidence on the Fort Berthold
Reservation educational experience were housed in the archives of Hampton University. The
lack of additional historical evidence specifically from North Dakota was problematic. Local
documentation may have added another level of primary data that would be important to this
study.
Need for Further Study
During the course of this study, several areas and additional questions were proposed that
would warrant further research to continue the discussion on Native American education,
Hampton University (formerly Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute), and the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians. The lingering effects of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute’s educational experiment should be studied to determine what impact those experiences
have had on current day academic implications for the Native American community.
Although the subject of American Indian education has been examined in numerous
studies, this researcher could not find many studies that discussed the education of particular
tribal groups of students. The present study focused primarily on the Arikara, Hidatsa, and
Mandan Indians, but there is more about these people and their culture that should be explored in
addition to other tribal groups. There would be value in examining if the Hampton school
experience had any lasting efforts on the relatives of those students from the Fort Berthold
Reservation. This research could be achieved by interviewing the descendents of the Hampton
students. Obtaining first-hand accounts of experiences encountered by the students could prove
useful.
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Hampton enrolled a limited number of Indian students from lesser known tribes. Further
research on tribes such as Beaver, Miami, Munsee, Piegan, and Ute could be conducted in order
to tell their educational history while at Hampton. These tribes only had one student enrolled at
the predominately African American school. It would be worthy of note to determine how being
the lone members from their tribe played a role in their educational experience at Hampton.
Continuing to tell the history of those who attended Hampton could add another level in the
history of not only the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan people, but to the Indian community.
Conducting oral histories is a critical component of genealogical research and
information maintenance. The story of Hampton’s Fort Berthold Reservation Indians should be
researched through oral histories gathered from descendants. Accordingly, it might serve the
Indian community to seek out members of the Fort Berthold Reservation and obtain information
related to the educational experiences of the students who attended Hampton. Additional
historical evidence may be disclosed that could possibly direct other researchers in securing
significant records that may address other areas of the Fort Berthold Reservation educational
process.
This study is different from others who have studied early American Indian education.
Hampton was unique in its structure since it educated African American and American Indian
students on the same campus. This research focused exclusively on the students from the Fort
Berthold Reservation, while other historical studies (Peabody, 1918; Hultgren and Molin, 1989;
Lindsey, 1995) provided general information on the Hampton Indian students with little
disclosure on any particular tribe of attendees. The Fort Berthold Reservation students were part
of the initial forty-nine students from the Plains; however, not much is documented about their
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educational endeavors while at Hampton (Hultgren and Molin, 1989; Lindsey, 1995; Child,
1998; Eng, 1999).
The original philosophy of Hampton was to educate free African American students.
With that came some initial problems because there were individuals who felt that providing an
education to African Americans would prove problematic. Getting beyond the issues of
educating African Americans, the administration of Hampton wanted to extend the experience of
educating other “underrepresented” students. There were positive experiences at Hampton,
including the provision of a remedial education to American Indian students, cooperating with
members of a different race, learning a trade and putting those skills to use within the outing
program, and returning to the reservation as a productive member of the reservation community.
Although positive components of the Hampton were evident, there were also negative
experiences. Some American Indian students did not enjoy being away from their families, and
left the campus. For example, one Fort Berthold male student lost a leg while running away from
his outing. A female student from Fort Berthold shared with the staff at Hampton incidents of
inappropriate behaviors by her male employer. Another occurrence regarding the Arikara,
Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians were the controversies that arose within the dining room. This
dispute occurred because the administration did not view the Indians in the same light as the
White staff members, even when the American Indians graduated from Hampton.
This research does not tell the story of all American Indians who attended Hampton, but
focused only on experiences for the lesser known Fort Berthold Reservation students. The story
of the Fort Berthold Reservation students did not end with their departure from Hampton.
Instead, the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan students’ history included an accounting of their early
education prior to Hampton, their experiences at the school, and encounters once they left the
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school. To this researcher’s knowledge, there have been no other studies that shared with its
readers these aspects of the Fort Berthold Reservation’s Hampton student experiences which
made this study different from other accounts of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute’s Indian Program.
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Appendix D
Listing of Tribes at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
Tribal Affiliation
Apache
Arapaho
Arikara
Assiniboin, Canadian
Beaver
Caddo
Cayuga
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Chippewa
Clallam
Comanche
Cree, Canadian
Crow
Delaware
Digger, Paiute
Gros Ventre (Hidatsa)
Hopi
Kiowa
Klamath
Mandan
Mashpee
Menominee
Miami
Micmac
Mission
Mohave
Munsee
Navaho
Omaha
Oneida
Onondaga

No. of
Enrollees
20
10
20
1
1
4
13
61
17
51
3
2
1
6
1
1
7
1
8
1
6
1
6
1
1
2
4
1
12
64
194
28

Tribal Affiliation
Oto
Ottawa
Papago
Pawnee
Penobscot
Peoria
Piegan
Pima
Poma, Little Lake
Ponca
Potawatomie
Pueblo
Sac and Fox
Seneca
Shawnee & Absentee
Shinnecock
Shoshone
Sioux
Snohomish
Stockbridge
Swinomish
Tlingit
Tuscarora
Ute
Wailaki
Wichita
Winnebago
Wyandotte
Yaqui
Yavapai
Yuki
Yuma
Unknown-Stayed 1 Day
Total

No. of
Enrollees
4
1
6
23
2
1
1
17
1
3
10
7
17
112
29
6
1
473
1
19
1
1
21
1
1
5
63
1
1
1
1
5
1
1,387*

Data compiled from “To Lead and To Serve” (Hampton University Museum, 1989)
*Student count derived from tribal cards located within the Hampton University Archives. Indians who
stayed a short period of time, children who arrived with their parents, and some work-study students were
not counted. Every student is documented who attended between the periods, 1878-1923 resulting in a count
1,451 (Brudvig, 1996).
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Appendix E
Federal Policies Impacting American Indians
The Formative Years (1787-1887)
17871886
1790

371 treaties were ratified with the U.S. Government

Indian Trade and Intercourse Act – placed nearly all interaction between
Indians and non-Indians under federal, not state control.
1804- Lewis and Clark Expedition – President Jefferson chartered the western
1806 territory.
1830 Indian Removal Act – the removal of American Indians from east to the west of
the Mississippi River.
1838 “Trail of Tears” – President Jackson sent federal troops to forcibly remove
almost 16,000 Cherokee who refused to move westward.
1851 First Treaty of Fort Laramie – forced the Plains Tribes to allow non-Indians to
pass through their Indian territory.
1868 Second Treaty of Fort Laramie-guaranteed the Sioux Indians’ right to the
Black Hills of Dakota.

Allotment and Assimilation (1871-1934)
Indian Appropriation Act – all Indian policies would be negotiated through
Congressional statues or executive orders and not treaties.
1876- Battle of Little Big Horn – conflict between General George Armstrong Custer
1877 and the Seventh Cavalry against the Lakota Sioux. Congress passed a law
resending the Second Treaty of Fort Laramie, and reduced the acreage of land
guaranteed the Sioux Indians.
1878 Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute – accepted American Indians as
students. Fort Berthold Reservation sent 32 students.
1887 General Allotment Act (Dawes Act) – allowed the President to distribute
portions of certain reservation land to individual Indians.
1891 A Congressional Act authorized the Commissioner of Indian Affairs “to make
and enforce by proper means” policies that Indian children attended school
administered by non-Indians.
1893 A Congressional Act that allowed the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to withhold
rations and annuities from parents who refused to send their children to school.
1924 Indian Citizenship Act – the extension of citizenship and voting rights to all
American Indians.
1871
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Reorganization and Termination (1928-1968)
The Meriam Report (“The Problem of Indian Administration”) – a report
commissioned by the Department of Interior in 1926, which focused on poverty,
health, social and economic conditions, and education.
1934 The Indian New Deal – John Collier, BIA Director, attempted to endorse the
revitalization of Indian cultural, lingual, governmental, and spiritual traditions.
1930s Off-Reservation Boarding Schools closed. Indian students were allowed to attend
day schools close to their homes.
1953 Termination – the trust relationship with many Indian Tribes are terminated.
1956 Relocation Act – allowed the BIA to offer grants to Indians who were willing to
leave the reservation to search for employment in urban locations.
1928

Indian Self-Determination (1968 – 1982)
1970

1972

1975

1978

President Nixon delivered a speech which criticized past federal policies,
officially ended the termination policy, and called for a new period of selfdetermination for Indian people.
Indian Education Act – established funding for special bilingual and bicultural
programs. Within the U.S. Department of Education, the Office of Indian
Education was established.
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act – allowed for
maximum participation of American Indians in federal services. Provided
education and services to Indian children so they could achieve.
Indian Child Welfare Act – addressed the widespread system of assigning
guardianship of Indian children to non-Indians.
Self Governance (1982 – Present)

19821988
1990

1996

Polices regarding gaming and casinos.
American Indian Language Act – policy established for American Indians to
“preserve, protect, and promote the rights and freedom to use, practice, and
develop American Indian languages.”
National American Indian Heritage Month – declared by President William
“Bill” Clinton (November).

Sources: History of Victimization in Native Communities, BigFoot, D. S. (Ed.). (2000).
A History and Foundation of American Indian Education Policy, Juneau, S. (2001)
A Chronological History of United States Indian Policy and the Indian Response (2010)
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Appendix F
Course of Study by Year
CLASSES

MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE ARTS

JUNIOR CLASS Arithmetic, from
Long Division to
Percentage

Spelling
Reading
English Grammar
Sentence Making

MIDDLE
CLASS

Spelling
Reading
English Grammar,
with Analysis of
Sentence
Composition
Spelling
Reading
Rhetoric
Composition

Arithmetic
completely
Bookkeeping

SENIOR CLASS Algebra
Geometry

NATURAL
SCIENCE
Geography,
with Map
Drawing
Natural
History
Physical
Geography
Natural
Philosophy
Outlines of
Astronomy
Physiology
Botany

Source: Compile by Jones-Oltjenbruns from Francis Greenwood Peabody, 1918
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HISTORY
N/A

History of United
States

Universal
History of
England, in
connection with
Reading from
English Writers
Science of Civil
Government
Moral Science

Appendix G
Narratives of the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan Indians
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The Educational Journal Begins: They Paved the Way
Group One – November 5, 1878

The students from the Fort Berthold Reservation came to Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute in groups. One could theorize that the elders of the community did not want
any of the children or young adults to travel such great distances alone. New Town, North
Dakota, the home of the Three Affiliated Tribes is 1,845 miles from Hampton, Virginia and
today would take 30 hours and 3 minutes to travel via roadway, or 5 hours by air. However, in
1878, the trip required that the students travel by rail and water in order to reach Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute. The first group of students included Arihotchkish, Josephine
Malnourie, Thomas Smith, Sarah Walker, Ecorruptaha, Thomas Suckley, George Ahuka, Anna
Dawson, Henry Karunach, Thomas Laughing Face, White Breast, and George Sharp Horn. Upon
their arrival at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Richard Pratt and the Indian students
were greeted by Samuel Armstrong, the faculty, and the Florida ex-prisoners (Pratt and Utley
(ed.), 1964).
Student 1: Arihotchkish
Arihotchkish, whose Indian name was “Long Arm,” was 13 when he entered Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute. Arihotchkish was one of the youngest boys to attend the
school. He was a member of the Gros Ventre aka Hidatsa Tribe, where his father “Hard Horn”
was the second Chief. Chief Hard Horn was described as a progressive man, who gave up this
son to enter Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. There was no mention of his mother by
name, but Arihotchkish was identified as full blood. He did not receive any previous education
prior to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Arihotchkish’s scholarship to attend
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Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was provided by the American Missionary
Association. Arihotchkish entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in the Indian
class. Upon his entrance into the school, Arihotchkish was photographed in Indian dress and in a
school uniform a few months later. This photograph had been shown over the years when
discussing the off-reservation boarding school period.
While a student at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Arihotchkish learned the
painting, carpentry, and farming trades. Arihotchkish applied these Tribes during his “outing”
assignment in the summer of 1880. Mr. Bradley in Lee, Massachusetts was his “outing”
supervisor. While employed, Arihotchkish received a wage of fifty cents per day for his work on
the farm.
Although he remained at the school for the duration of the three year term, Arihotchkish
remained in the Indian class until his departure. Arihotchkish was affectionately welcomed by
the members of his Tribe upon his return home. He did not regularly attend church upon his
return home. Shortly after his return home, in the company of his father, Chief Hard Horn, they
traveled to Fort Buford where Arihotchkish attended Government School for a period of time.
Arihotchkish died in 1885 of exposure to the harsh weather while stationed near Fort Buford.
Student 2: Josephine Malnourie
Josephine Malnourie was 18 years old when she entered Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. She was a member of the Gros Ventre, aka Hidatsa Tribe. Her biological
father was Charles Malnourie, a Frenchman. There was no mention of her mother, however,
Josephine was identified as half blood and she received no previous education. Josephine’s
scholarship was given by John Southworth. Josephine entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute in the Indian class. She left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in September
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1881 at the end of three years. She left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute still enrolled
in the Indian class.
Josephine was employed as a servant and housekeeper upon her return home. Much of
her work experience was conducted in the home of the missionary, Rev. C.L. Hall. Even with
limited education, Josephine attempted to teach the young Indian children. In 1882, Josephine
returned to her father’s home, but performed minimal domestic chores at the local school. In
1882, she married George Grinnell, a White man, who was described as a “bad man.” The couple
lived approximately 60 miles from the Fort Berthold Reservation. Josephine came from poor
conditions and wanted to help and care for her people. She remained married for six years before
the death of her husband. It was reported that George was killed by Josephine. It was ruled,
however, that he died of “natural causes” and she was cleared of all charges. After his death,
Josephine returned to work as a servant. Josephine passed away on March 13, 1945.
Student 3: Thomas Smith
Thomas Smith, whose Indian name was “Nowatesh,” translated as “In the Center,” came
from the Gros Ventre aka Hidatsa Tribe. He was 15 years old when he entered Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. Tom was the biological son of Jefferson Smith, a White hunter, trader,
and Hidatsa interpreter. His mother was Big Chief Woman, a Hidatsa chief’s daughter. Thomas
was identified as half blood due to the blood line of his parents.
Thomas’ family held a unique position within the community because his family served
as mediators between Indians and Whites. Only children of influence were selected to attend
school during this period. Because of his position within the community, Thomas was allowed to
attend the Congregational Church missionary school at Fort Berthold even though his Hampton
records indicated no previous education. Thomas was described as an “excellent” student.
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Thomas had the support of Rev. Charles L. Hall, the reservation teachers, and the Indian Agent
and was selected as one of the first students to attend the Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute Indian Program. The American Missionary Association provided the scholarship for
Thomas’ education.
Because the students had a medical check-up prior to their entrance into the school,
Thomas’ health was described as “good.” Thomas was trained as an engineer, gaining
experience in steam and gas fitting care of engines and boilers, while at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. He was experienced in the use of cold chisels, files, and ratchet drills at
the bench (Young, n.d.).
For three months prior to his exit from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
Thomas participated in the “outing” with a family in Monterey, Massachusetts. He left the school
at the conclusion of his three year term in September, 1881. Thomas was 18 years old when he
returned to the reservation and assumed the duties of assistant herder, farmer, and assistant
engineer, all of the trades that he learned while a student at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute.
Thomas was building a stable career and life for himself upon his return home. He wore
citizen’s clothes and lived the White man’s life. Thomas married a woman from the Hidatsa
Tribe. After the birth of his first son, Jefferson, Thomas indicated that “he wanted him to be like
a White man.” Seeing the advantages of an education, Jefferson attended the Carlisle Indian
School in Pennsylvania, even though Thomas wanted him to attend his alma mater, Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Thomas’ first wife, “Bird Woman” died in 1891, and in 1893 he married Lucy Styles, a
member of the Arikara Tribe. Two additional children were born to the couple. Lucy died on
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January 30, 1900. Thomas then married Lillie Bell, a member of the Hidatsa Tribe in 1901, and
the couple had six children.
Thomas functioned as interpreter for Dr. Alfred Bowers with the Hidatsa and Mandan
communities and ceremonial organizations during the 1930s. Thomas’ contributions in
supporting the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan people were vital in bridging the differences
involving Indians and Whites at the beginning of the twentieth century. Thomas died in 1932 at
his home and was buried in the Congregational Church cemetery in Elbowood. His plot was
later moved to Parshall. Unlike the other stories, this story was told by James R. Young,
Thomas’ great grandson.
Student 4: Sarah Walker
Sarah Walker was age 13 when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Sarah was a member of the Gros Ventre aka Hidatsa Tribe. She was the biological daughter of
John Walker and an Indian mother. Sarah was identified as half blood. She was the sister of
Mary Walker who also attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Sarah received no
previous education. The children of Mrs. Anson P. Stokes provided the scholarship for Sarah’s
education. Sarah initially entered the Indian class, but departed having been promoted to the
Middle class. She excelled in the area of tailoring, and completed her outing in at the Pittsfield,
Massachusetts home of Mrs. H.M. Pierson.
Sarah was unlike most Indian students at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in
that she formed friendships with members of the African American race. Instead of going north
to participate in the outing, Sarah decided to travel to Richmond, Virginia to vacation with her
African American friend. Although she asked to spend the entire summer with her friend, the
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school only approved one month, for they wanted Sarah to be part of the White outing
community in the north.
Poor Wolfe, a chief of the Gros Ventres, acknowledged his respect for Sarah in a letter to
Samuel Armstrong. His letter was translated into English and given to the girls of his Tribe
offering them encouragement and advice. Poor Wolfe acknowledged that Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute was a nice place, that the teachers were good to the students therefore, his
heart was glad. He looked forward to Sarah’s return, “only if she had learned to be good and
wise.”
Sarah left the school at the conclusion of her term in May, 1884, after the death of her
mother, at the request of her father, and the insistence of her grandmother. Sarah’s family was
unable to protect her from “unscrupulous suitors” so she went to the Fort Stevenson School.
Even at that school she was not protected and returned to Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute in November 1885 and remained until January, 1887. Sarah worked as a teacher for two
years at the Crow Mission School in Montana, which was started by Rev. Bond. Sarah had
always wanted to work with the members of Crow Tribe because her mother was a member of
the Crow Tribe and she was able to speak the language. Sarah served as housekeeper and
subsequently owned and managed a hotel described as a “fine place” in Montana.
Sarah married George Pease, a half blood Crow Indian on February 17, 1888 at the
Montana Industrial School for Indians on Ramona Ranch. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
H.F. Bond. Sarah was described as a “squaw who kept a nice home, had neat, well kept children,
was always well dressed herself and was well you might almost call her a lady.” Sarah and her
husband were the parents of eight boys, and one girl that she named after her Hampton
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benefactor. George Pease died in 1916 or 1917; both dates were documented in the file of Sarah
Walker.
Even after her departure from Hampton, Sarah constantly recalled her days at Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute with pride. She would question the new admission policy for
the Indian students, since it was her intent to send her older son to the school. Her oldest son
David attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute for a short period of time, and her
daughter attended Bacone College in Oklahoma.
Student 5: Ecorruptaha
Ecorruptaha (“Looking Around”) was 17 years old when he entered Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. Neither his father nor mother were mentioned in his file, however, he
was identified as full blood. His name as given by the missionaries at the Fort Berthold Agency
should have been spelled, “Ikadaptaha.” Though his health was listed as “poor” he was allowed
to enter the school, which was contrary to the admissions policy of the school. Ecorruptaha
entered the Indian class. Even though he was in attendance for a short period of time, his trade
focused on engineering. He was described as “being quiet, careful, an earnest student and
worker.” Neither his teachers nor trade supervisor had to discipline him. He was depicted as a
favorite student by both Indian and African American students.

_______________________
Bacone College located in Muskogee, Oklahoma is affiliated with the American Baptist Church.
The doors of the school opened in 1880 serving students from across the country regardless of
race, color, or economic conditions. Bacone College is the oldest college of continuous education
in the State of Oklahoma (Bacone College, 2010).
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During the spring, Ecorruptaha’s health declined rapidly. Realizing that his life was
coming to an end, he requested to be baptized by Rev. Dennison, the chaplain of the school. He
died in June 1880 at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute from the disease of
consumption. Ecorruptaha is buried in the cemetery at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute.
Student 6: Kawhat aka Thomas Suckley
Kawhat which meant, “Bow Legs” was 12 years old when he entered Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. He was a member of the Mandan Tribe. He had no previous education
prior to his entrance into the school. The American Missionary Society provided the scholarship
for Kawhat’s education. There was no information available regarding his health, character,
academics or “outing” experience due to the scarcity of his student file. There was no
information on Kawhat’s father or mother, but White Breast is listed as his brother. Although his
brother White Breast is listed as full blood, there was no information indicating the blood line of
Kawhat and this research cannot determine if they were full or half brothers. Kawhat left
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in September 1881. Kawhat subsequently took the
name Thomas Suckley. After his return home, Thomas began to herd cattle. He received
additional education from Grant’s Institute in Genoa, Nebraska and Carlisle Indian School in
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Thomas died while a student at Carlisle on April 16, 1892.
Student 7: George Ahuka
George Ahuka, whose Indian name was “White Wolf,” was 21 years old when he
accompanied Richard Pratt to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was a member of
the Arikara Tribe. He was the son of Chief “Son-of-the-Star.” There was no mention of his
mother, but George was identified as full blood. His scholarship to Hampton Normal and
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Agricultural Institute was given by Mrs. C.O. Chapin. Having limited education at Fort Berthold
Reservation, but considered an “earnest, intelligent young man.” George stayed at Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute until he completed his three year term in September 1881. He
entered the school in the Indian class and left from the same class. Upon George’s entrance into
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, he had a desire to build carts and wagons, so he
sought out the trades of shop work and farming. It was his intention to train his people to make
carts and wagons upon his return to the reservation. George worked as an assistant agency
carpenter building doors, tables, and bedsteads at a wage of one dollar per day. George tried to
live the White man’s life, and continued his work, but sickness weakened his body. He died in
1884 at Fort Berthold Reservation.
Student 8: Anna Dawson
Anna Rose Dawson, who Indian name was “Spanananadaka” (Wild Rose) was the
youngest student to accompany Richard Henry Pratt to Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Entering the school at age eight, Anna was accompanied by her mother Mary Dawson.
Anna Dawson became one of the most noted alumni of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute’s Indian Program. Anna was member of the Arikara Tribe.
Anna received her scholarship from Mrs. William Smith Brown. There was no mention
within her school record of her biological father by first name but the last name within her
student record, indicated Dawson. Anna’s blood line was documented as half blood. Mary
Dawson was described as an intelligent woman who wanted a better and safer environment for
her daughter. Anna received no previous education prior to her admittance at Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. Upon entrance to the school, all of the Indians were placed in the
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“Indian” class. After progressing through the “Indian” class, Anna was enrolled in the “Normal”
class.
During Anna’s first outing experience in 1880, when she was employed for three and
one-half months by George E. Dresser in Curtisville, Massachusetts. Anna had the same “outing”
experience placement in 1882. Although wages were usually given to the students, Anna did not
receive wages for her first two outing experience. She did, however, receive some money from
time to time when requested. Anna also had outing experiences in Monterey and Longmeadow,
Massachusetts. Anna’s student records indicated that she had a “good home and a good record in
every way.” She was described as a “hard worker, but not a good manager.”Anna held many
occupational positions during and after her time at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
including, Teacher at Hampton 1885-1887; Teacher at Santee 1890-1893, and Field Matron
1895-1903.
Articles were published in the Southern Workman and Talks and Thoughts magazines and
indicated the uniqueness of the Indian Program at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. In
Southern Workman (January 1895), Anna Dawson wrote an article that explained how she was in
the initial group of students who came to Hampton. Anna discussed her feelings toward Samuel
Armstrong and Hampton, “I wish I could tell you what General Armstrong’s noble and fatherlike life had been and always will be to me. Wherever I review my little life’s history, it begun
there at Hampton, it is with a keen appreciation of what he has been to it, and a sincere gratitude
that I had the opportunity of knowing such a man.”
Anna graduated in 1885, being the first and only member of the Three Affiliated Tribes
to matriculate from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. In 1839, the first state funded
normal school was founded in Lexington, Massachusetts. The school subsequently moved to
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Framingham, Massachusetts and is known today as Framingham State University; “the oldest,
continuously operated public normal school in the United States” (Carden, 2010). After
graduating from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Anna entered the Normal School at
Framingham, Massachusetts and graduated in 1890. She served as a teacher for three years in the
Santee Training School in Nebraska, before returning east to study Domestic Science.
After securing additional education from the School of Domestic Science in Boston,
Massachusetts, Anna returned to the Fort Berthold Reservation and was appointed field matron
over the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan females. Due to her education and previous training, she
created a home that was “an example of inexpensive, tasteful comfort that soon found many
admirers and not a few imitators” (Folsom, 1904, pp. 374-375).
In June 1902, Anna Dawson married Bryon Wilde, an Arikara educated man, who was
employed as a clerk at the agency. There is no information regarding any natural children born to
Anna and her husband, but there was a notation of three adopted children to whom she was
devoted.
As one of two field matrons at the Fort Berthold Reservation, Anna Dawson Wilde was
responsible for introducing the women on the reservation to the proper “ways of the White
women.” This would explain why Dawson Wilde was the only Indian to serve as a field matron
during the first five years of the program (Emmerich, 1991, p. 212).
In 1905, a complaint was filed against Anna Dawson Wilde and her colleague Adeline
Beauchamp alleging neglect of duties. The complainant, Mrs. Ella Ripley, a Mandan woman
from the reservation, asked that Dawson Wilde be removed from the position of field matron.
The complaint surfaced because of the deaths of Mamie Elder and Esther Crows Ghost from
tuberculosis. Ripley asserted that Dawson Wilde “failed to visit or help” the women. A petition
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was secured with 150 signatures for the dissolution of the field matron position on the basis that
nothing positive had come from that program (Ripley to Commissioner, 1905). After constant
bickering over the issues surrounding the field matron, Dawson Wilde was allowed to retain her
position until 1910, when the program was deemed no longer useful to the members of the Fort
Berthold Reservation (Simonsen, 2002, p.92).
Even after her departure from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Anna Dawson
Wilde continued to recruit students from the Fort Berthold Reservation to be educated at the
school. In addition to recruiting, Anna also served as a travel companion to seven students
attending Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in order to familiarize them with their new
surroundings.
Anna and Byron Wilde gave much to their people during a time of difficulty and
hardship. Bryon Wilde died in 1957. Their adopted daughter and son died in 1961 and 1964
respectively. As the years passed and Anna grew older, she resided at the Garrison Memorial
Hospital in Garrison, North Dakota. Anna passed away in 1968.
Student 9: Henry Karunach
Henry Karunach, whose Indian name was “Sioux Boy”, was 17 years old when he
entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was the son of Hunanche, and was
identified as full blood. He was a member of the Arikara Tribe. Henry had no previous education
prior to his attendance at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The American Missionary
Association and the Bethany Mission in Brooklyn, New York provided the scholarship for
Henry’s education. Henry entered and left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in the
Indian class. He left the school at the conclusion of his term in September, 1881.
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Henry worked at shoemaking and harness mending for the wage of one dollar per day.
After saving his money for a period of time, Henry returned to Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute in May 1882, and stayed until the expiration of his second term in May
1884. Henry believed that he could acquire a better living as a journeyman if he had better skills
and advanced knowledge of the English language.
While at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Henry was described by the
Superintendent as, “painstaking and earnestly imbued with the desire to elevate his people.”
Henry took on the role of spokesman for the boys at the Fort Berthold Agency and informed the
agency officials and other Indians that they would no longer “live like Indians but were going to
work and show the White man that they could work; that they intend to save their money, and
some day buy cattle and nice houses with floors, windows and bedsteads, and things like those of
the White man.” Henry died in June 1888.
Student 10: Thomas Laughing Face
Laughing Face, whose Indian name was “Tiscaufh,” was 17 years old when he entered
Hampton. He was the son of “Yellow Horse,” an Arikara warrior. Laughing Face was identified
as full blood. He attended the school at the mission for a short period of time before attending
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The American Missionary Association provided the
scholarship for Laughing Face to attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Laughing Face served as a wheelwright and engineer for his “outing” assignment while
in Monterey, Massachusetts. Although he worked for four months, he received no regular wages.
When he returned to the agency as an assistant herder and farmer, he was paid one dollar per
day. He left the school at the conclusion of his term in September 1881. By 1893, Laughing
Face was known as Thomas. Thomas Laughing Face died in 1884.
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Student 11: White Breast
White Breast is the English translation of “Sayedda,” and was 18 years old when he
entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was the brother to Kawhat and a
member of the Mandan Tribe. While a student at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
White Breast cared for Ecorruptaha, another member from the Mandan Tribe who ultimately
died from consumption.
White Breast left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in the fall of 1880 due to
an injury sustained in the “sun dance.” Upon his return home, he worked as a carpenter, opened a
farm and lived what is explained as an “industrious, civilized life, somewhat above the Indian
standard.” White Breast’s son, Albert Simpson, also attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. White Breast died in 1888.
Student 12: George Sharp Horn
George Sharp Horn, whose Indian name was “Hoonooktewan,” was 19 years old
when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was a member of the Arikara
Tribe. His father was only identified as Indian. There was no mention of his mother, but there
was an indication that George was full blood. There was no mention of any previous education.
His health was “poor” which could explain why he died on January 21, 1879 of consumption at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Having died on the campus, he was buried in the
school cemetery. George was only enrolled at the school for approximately two months, which
accounted for the lack of information in his student file.
_______________________________
The sun dance is a ceremonial practiced by several North American Indian Nations, which
included the common features of dancing, singing, and drumming (Sun Dance, 2010).
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The End of the First Term – Preparing for the Next Group of Students
Group Two – October 24, 1881
The second group of students who left Fort Berthold Reservation and traveled to
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute were Mary Walker, White Back, Cracking Wing,
Deluska, Charles Many Birds, and Susan Nagle. One can speculate that some of the previous
students returned to the reservation, excited about what they had learned at their new school.
Since the previous students had obtained a trade, they were able to secure positions within the
community that would provide a better life for their families.
Student 13: Mary Walker
Mary Walker was age 12 when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Mary, identified as half blood, was the biological daughter of William Walker, an American of
mixed blood, and an Indian mother. Mary was a member of the Gros Ventre aka Hidatsa Tribe.
Mary’s sister, Sarah Walker had traveled to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute with the
first group of Indian students. Mary received no previous education. Miss Thurston provided the
scholarship for Mary’s education at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Her entrance
and exit from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute remained within the Indian class.
Mary returned back to the reservation in May 1884, having completed her three year
term. She was described as a “good” student and wanted to remain at the school. She was unable
to get her father’s permission to stay. Once back on the reservation, she lived with her “heathen
grandmother” in an environment that would be depicted as difficult.
In the fall of 1890, she married Edward Nagle, the brother of Susan Nagle, a former
student at the school. In the marriage was hope that she would have a better life because her
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husband farmed on a large scale. After Edward’s death, Mary married Peter Fredericks who
would become incarcerated.
Student 14: White Back
White Back (translated from Lashuta), whose Indian name was “Nasudish,” was 14 years
old when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was a member of the
Hidatsa Tribe. His father was “Walks in Ground.” There was no mention of his mother, but
White Back was identified as full blood. He entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
in the Indian class and remained there until he left the school.
Immediately upon his acceptance to the school, a medical examination revealed that he
had a disease of the lung which would have immediately voided his acceptance. The agency,
however, gave him a clean bill of health. White Back was eager to learn, but English was
difficult for him. Sarah Walker, a fellow classmate and member of his Tribe, served as his
caretaker and interpreter. He died on January 24, 1882 while at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute of phthisis. His body was returned to the reservation for burial.
Student 15: Cracking Wing
Cracking Wing, whose Indian name was “Sutateish,” was 14 years old when he entered
Hampton. He was a member of the Mandan Tribe. His father was “Elk Feather” and there was
no mention of his mother. Cracking Wing was identified as full blood. He was a student in the
Indian class at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Cracking Wing was described as a bright and industrious boy, who could speak as many
as five different Indian languages, and was able to speak English very well. He was described as
one of the best writers at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
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Cracking Wing was able to participate in the “outing” program and was sent to Monterey,
Massachusetts. During the period 1882-83, he served as a tinman assigned to A.M. Dowd, M.V.
Thompson, and K. B. Bidwell. He received a modest wage for his services. He was stricken with
the disease, phthisis and died on April 21, 1884 at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
His body was buried at Fort Berthold.
Student 16: Deluska
Deluska, whose Indian name was “Hukegadishtish” (Little Pole Cat), was 15 years old
when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. His father was “Plenty Fox,” a
soldier Chief, but there was no mention of his mother. Deluska was a member of the Mandan
Tribe and identified as full blood. Receiving a scholarship from Mrs. G.H. Shaw, he entered
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute as a member of the Indian class. There was no
mention of any previous education, which resulted in his remaining in the Indian class.
His health was listed as “poor” because he was stricken with consumption upon his
arrival. Never recovering from his illness, Deluska left the school in June 1883. Returning home
with no one to care for him, Deluska died in May 1885. He left a letter for his friends, asking to
be buried in his school uniform and given a Christian burial.
Student 17: Charles Many Bird
Charles Many Bird, whose Indian name was “Batuku,” was 13 years old when he entered
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Charles was listed as Mandan and Hidatsa. His
father was “Old Wolf,” the principal Chief of the Mandans. Although there was no mentioned of
his mother. Charles, however, was identified as full blood.
On the second recruitment trip for students, one space was available. Chief Old Wolfe
asked if his son, Many Birds could attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The
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recruiter agreed to wait until the following day before leaving for Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute to allow Many Birds to return home from the Little Mission River and
travel with the other students. Mrs. Mary Louise Joy provided the scholarship for Charles Many
Bird to attend the school.
Charles Many Bird ran away from his Massachusetts “outing” assignment in 1884 in an
effort to return to the reservation. While waiting for the train on the platform, his hat blew off
and in an attempt to recover it, he tumbled from the platform; breaking his leg which resulted in
an amputation. He did not return to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, but once back
on the reservation he enrolled in the Fort Stevenson School where his education continued.
Charles Many Bird died in January 1889.
Student 18: Susan Nagle
Susan D. Nagle was 10 years old when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. She was the biological daughter of John Nagle, a White German man, with no mention
of a mother. Susan was a member of the Mandan Tribe and was identified as half blood. She
received no previous education before coming to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Miss Thurston provided Susan’s scholarship. Upon entering Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute, she was placed in the Indian class.
Susan left the school at the conclusion of her first term in October, 1884, because she
could not obtain permission to remain. Susan returned home to a life that was not pleasant. One
year later, in November 1885, she returned to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute with
Miss Grace Howard, a staff member of the Industrial School in Crow Creek. Susan’s tenure at
the school lasted until September 1889. Once completing her seven years at Hampton Normal
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and Agricultural Institute, Susan worked for Grace Howard and assisted her with domestic
chores.
Susan’s first husband was the half brother of George Pease, the husband of Sarah Walker.
Sarah also attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Susan had eight children with
her second husband, Joseph Cooper, and lived near Billings, Montana. Of their eight children,
five received an education at Crow Creek Agency in Montana. A third marriage followed for
Susan to Joseph Tracts. Upon her visit to Hampton Normal and Agricultural in 1910 she
disclosed that she had nine children who ranged in age from two to 18 years old.
Arikaras Arrived in Significant Numbers
Group Three – October 14, 1897
The Three Affiliated Tribes had membership representation at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, but the Arikaras had more students in attendance than the Hidatsa and
Mandan. All the students who came in the third wave were members representing the Arikara
Tribe to include Guy Bateman, Stella Bear, Mason Jones, Hilda Sitting Bear, and Lottie Rose
Styles.
Student 19: Guy Bateman
Guy Bateman, whose Indian name was “Psychie,” was 17 years old when he entered
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. His father was identified as Bear Eyes and Guy was
identified as full blood. Upon his entrance into the school, his health was described as “poor” due
to his affliction with consumption, which is known today as tuberculosis. Even with illness, Guy
worked very hard at the school. Guy attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute after
attending schools in Fort Stevenson and Elbowoods, North Dakota. Due to his previous
education, Guy entered the school in the Preparatory class and left from the Junior class.
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Guy’s outing for three months involved working for Mr. Whitbeck from Mt. Washington,
Massachusetts. He earned a total of $35 for his carpentry work. Guy did not enjoy his
assignment and wanted to leave his employment because of the lack of food he received. Many
of his meals consisted of “bread and butter.” Even though his specific illness was not disclosed,
Guy indicated that the lack of food contributed to his weak body, which interfered with his
ability to get well. He left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in June 1899 due to ill
health, and passed away in June 1900.
Student 20: Stella Bear
Stella Bear, whose Indian name was “Stanaha” (Buffalo Woman), entered Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute with group three. Stella left Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute in 1903, and married James Eagle. Stella’s student file is missing from the Hampton
University Archives. The information obtained from Dr. Jon L. Brudvig’s 1996 dissertation
entitled, Bridging the Cultural Divide: American Indians at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute, 1878-1911, provided the limited background on this student.
Student 21: Mason Jones
Mason W. Jones whose Indian name was “Nados naukadh” was 15 years old when he
entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He was the son of Crow’s Ghost. Mason
was identified as full blood. His Indian mother died in child birth. Before his entry into Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute, Mason received two or three years of education at the
government school at Fort Stevenson, North Dakota, and one year each at the government
schools in Elbowoods and Armstrong in North Dakota.
Mason had three “outing” assignments; 1898, one for Isaac King in Amherst,
Massachusetts; and two in 1899, for J. H. Field and Edward Holmes both in Sheffield,
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Massachusetts. He performed carpentry and green house duties. Mason left the school on June
13, 1900, at the conclusion of his term.
Upon returning home, he worked as a clerk in a coal mine, and farmed with his brothers.
He lived near other Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute students; Stella Rogers, Edward
Badger, Alfred Andrews, and Peter Beauchamp. In 1902, Mason married Fannie Perkins, a
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute student; however she passed away in May 1903. By
October 1903, Mason was in ill health, but he still managed to travel to Oklahoma to visit
friends. Mason’s second wife, Julia Howe, described as a “widow; old and unprogressive.”
Mason Jones died on July 2, 1914.
Student 22: Hilda Sitting Bear
Hilda Sitting Bear was 11 years old when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Her biological father was “Sitting Bear,” an Arikara Chief, and her mother was
described as Indian. Hilda was identified as full blood. Her father had many wives and children.
Hilda received an education at Fort Stevenson and Fort Berthold prior to her entry into Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Hilda was described as small in stature; therefore, other tribal members living at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute within the Winona Cottage took care of her. The
Winona was the Indian girls’ dormitory at the school. When the other Indian female students left
for their summer “outing” Hilda was left behind. This writer would surmise that she had to
remain because of her size, since many documents referred to her as “Little Hilda Sitting Bear.”
Because of Hilda’s age and size, initially, she could not participate in the outing experience. The
African American girls took her into their dormitory, Virginia Hall, and adopted her as one of
their own.
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Subsequently, Hilda’s outing included work in Ira, New York where she was employed
for three and one-half months for room and board. In 1899 she was assigned to work with the
family of Mrs. George White in Everett, Massachusetts. She worked for Mrs. James Twing of
Monterey, Massachusetts for four months in 1900. Hilda was paid seventy-five cents per week,
but did not like receiving the money on a weekly basis. Therefore, she was given money “every
once in a while.” Toward the end of that assignment, her employer became ill, causing Hilda to
perform more household chores, in which she was paid one dollar per week.
On October 29, 1900, Hilda left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at the
conclusion of her time. Even after her departure from the school, she remembered her time at
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, and publicly wrote of her appreciation of her time
there. She continued her education at Haskell in Lawrence, Kansas. Hilda married Mr. Wilkerson
(no first name was indicated in her record). Hilda passed away in April 1908.
Student 23: Lottie Stiles
Lottie Rose Stiles, whose Indian name was “Yellow Wisa or Bear Woman,” was 14 years
old when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Some of the documents
spelled her surname as Styles. Her father was Little Crow and mother described as Indian.
Lottie’s blood line was full blood. For a period of four years, she received her previous education
at the government schools in Fort Stevenson and spent two and one-half years at Elbowoods,
North Dakota. Her scholarship to attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was
provided by the Massachusetts Indian Association. Lottie entered Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute in the Preparatory Class because of her previous education.
Lottie’s outing job was to serve as a general housekeeper to Dr. Green of Southbury,
Connecticut. She worked at his private home for a period of ten weeks earning one dollar and
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fifty cents per week. She received no clothes or presents from her employer which was different
from other Indian students. Lottie never ate any of her meals with the family when Dr. Green
was home. Lottie did not enjoy her work assignment. She liked Mrs. Green, but had no respect
for Dr. Green since it was reported that he physically abused his wife. Unlike the other Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute students, Lottie liked nothing about her “outing” experience
and desired not to go there again. Lottie complained that Dr. Green looked down on “Indians and
Colored people, indicating that the Colored were not human.” Lottie reported that Dr. Green
would enter the room of the girls in the morning before they dressed and would hang around in
their bedroom.
Lottie completed her three year term on October 29, 1900. She returned on October 2,
1901 and stayed until June 11, 1903. This time she was released due to a record of “bad conduct
and corrupting influences.” Lottie was a member of the Senior Class when she left school. Her
allegations of misbehavior where never proven.
Lottie enjoyed her job at the Teacher’s Club once she returned home. The Teacher’s Club
acquired the name, The Susans, which was a literary society named in honor of staff member,
Susan Longstreth. Only those females who were of the best character and talent could be part of
the society. Elections took place at the club and Lottie was elected as one of the two reporters.
Expressing an interest in nursing, Lottie traveled to Brooklyn, New York to enter the German
Hospital to complete her coursework in nursing.
Lottie worked in the areas of cooking, sewing, and general housekeeping. She could be
considered a wonderer, because in 1900, she returned home to Fort Berthold where she had an
“excellent record under trying circumstances.” In November, 1900, she indicated in a letter that
she “Would try to stand against all the trials and temptations and was sure that the Lord would
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guide her.” She returned to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute for two years before
returning home to Fort Berthold where she remained for only one week. She then went to
Pennsylvania, where she entered Carlisle Indian School until she graduated in 1908. German
Hospital in Brooklyn, New York served as her training site until January 1909. Lottie left the
school after a “misunderstanding” with the head nurse. After she left German Hospital, she
traveled back to Carlisle, but was not allowed to stay because she had previously graduated. She
then worked in the nursing field in Merchantville and Camden, New Jersey. She found her way
to Chesterton, Indiana for two years where she worked as a housekeeper. In 1914 she returned to
Fort Berthold and Elbowoods, North Dakota, working as a housekeeper. By 1918, she was living
with her three children; two girls and one boy in Camden, New Jersey. Her husband, Mr. Hosie,
a Scotchman, worked in the shipyards of Camden, but left to serve in the war. Lottie remained in
Camden with her children for approximately one year. There was gossip within Camden
surrounding her, so “the people” felt that she should leave and be with her husband.
The Arikara Continued to Arrive:
Group Four – June 8, 1898
The Arikara elders and parents, seeing the benefits of educating their children and young
adults, continued to send them to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. The largest group
of Arikara students was represented by Alfred S. Andrews, Peter Hayward Beauchamp, Agnes J.
Gillette, Fannie Emma Perkins, Stella Elizabeth Rogers, Albert H. Simpson, Joseph Wilkinson
and Edward Wilson Badger.
Student 24: Alfred Andrews
Alfred Solomon Andrews, whose Indian name was “Nudcadit,” was 18 years old when
he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Neither his biological mother nor father
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is listed in his records, but “Yellow Bird” is identified as his stepfather. Alfred was full blood
with eight siblings, including Stella Rogers, his sister, who also attended Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. Alfred was given his last name while at Fort Stevenson School. Alfred
had a cousin whose last name was Andrews, but the school thought that they were brothers and
gave him the same last name. Alfred came from a family of promise; his stepfather had over
three hundred acres of land, 20 heads of cattle, and 26 heads of horses, of which three belonged
to Alfred.
Alfred had five years of previous education at the government school at Fort Stevenson,
North Dakota, and three years at the government school at Elbowoods, North Dakota. Therefore,
he was placed in the Junior class upon entering Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Alfred’s scholarship was provided by Mr. Justus Hotchkiss. Alfred was one of the first students
to complete the application for admission to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Alfred had experience in farming and tailoring. His “outing” experiences included
placements in Pottsville, Amherst, and Sheffield, Massachusetts. His outing records indicated his
performance was rated from “fair” to “good.” Alfred was not pleased with his farming
assignment and wanted to gain experience in a city environment.
Alfred was allowed to return to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute as a member
of the Junior Preparatory Class, after his 1902-1903 “outing” experience. Alfred had a persistent
cough, and after a physical examination, it was determined that he had lung disease. He left the
school in November 1903 at the conclusion of five years due to his health issues.
In addition to serving as an Assistant Engineer at Elbowoods School, Alfred played with
the Indian Band in St. Louis, Missouri; serving as the band leader. He continued his education at
Brown Business College, in Sioux City, Iowa. Mr. W.A. Warriner, President of Brown Business
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College, indicated in a letter to Mr. Hollis Frissell, second Principal of Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, that Alfred had come to the school under the false pretense of being a
student, so that he could participate in the orchestra. Upon Alfred’s arrival at Brown, housing
was located and a place found for him to work, however, he did not like the work assignment,
“because it was too hard for him.” The school found another work assignment for him that he
once again terminated. Alfred located his next work assignment, but due to illness, it was not
completed.
Alfred was diagnosed with consumption and advised to go South because the climate
would be better for him. Due to his illness, he was unable to pay his room and board expenses.
Alfred sold his instrument and secured enough money to travel to Pawnee, Oklahoma. It was
later determined that the instrument was not sold, but deposited with the music firm of Dean and
Son as security for the $25 that he was advanced in order to go to Oklahoma.
By April 1904, Alfred’s health improved to the point that he accepted a position in the
office of the superintendent and was teaching amateur band in the evening. The salary given to
Alfred was “$25 per month, in addition to first class board and lodging.” Alfred served in a band
that played at the St. Louis World’s Fair in 1904. Alfred died in 1906.
Student 25: Peter Beauchamp
Peter Hayward Beauchamp entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at age 17.
His father was Peter Beauchamp (Sr.), a man of French descent, who held the position of police
captain and farmer. Peter (Sr.) was “one of the first settlers at Fort Berthold Reservation.” Peter’s
(Jr.) Indian name was “Sitting Bull,” not to be confused with the famous Sioux leader. His blood
degree included a French father and a one-half White mother. His mother’s Indian name was
“Woman-Who-Goes-Out.” Peter’s father had six other children, and his mother had two children
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from a previous relationship. Peter had always lived with his aunt, Mary Bear at Fort Berthold
Reservation. Peter (Jr.) had 12 years of previous education; eight years at the government school
in Fort Stevenson, North Dakota, and four years at the mission school at Fort Berthold, North
Dakota before he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Peter’s scholarship was
provided by Miss Mary J. Bryce. Peter’s father died when his son was six years old. In today’s
society, there is documentation that indicates that the absence of a father can impact a child,
especially a male child, in a negative manner. This may have been true in Peter’s (Jr.) case, since
his school record indicates that over his four year period at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute, he had three offenses and his final conduct record indicated “poor.”
Peter was assigned to “outing” assignments in South Egrermontt, Sheffield, Conway, and
Reading, Massachusetts. He earned a wage ranging from eight dollars per month up to $28 for
the entire time of three and one-half months. He concluded his term on January 2, 1902.
Rev. C.L. Hall expressed his disappointment in Peter upon his return to the reservation. It
was intimated that Peter had been avoiding the Reverend because he was forced to leave
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Rev. Hall wanted to know the truth, so that he could
assist Peter in any way possible. It was stated in a letter that Rev. Hall did not have much
confidence in Peter’s word.
Upon returning from Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Peter worked as a
farmer, teacher, and minister. During all of his work experiences, he was evaluated as
“successful, doing well, splendid leader, and one of the best.” Peter married Adeline Powell, a
White missionary teacher. He was the father of two girls, and one son, whom he hoped would
attend Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Peter was one of the successful Indian
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farmers and it was expected that he would share his knowledge with the other members of the
Tribe. Peter was elected to the position of tribal chief.
Student 26: Agnes Gillette
Agnes J. Gillette, whose Indian name was “Skaka” (Raven Woman), was 14 years old
when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Her father was “Pretty Crow” and
her mother was only identified as Indian, making Agnes full blood. She had nine years of
previous education at the government school at Fort Berthold, North Dakota.
Agnes had a hard time trying to convince her “people” to allow her to come to Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute. Her family grew tired of her constantly asking to attend the
school, and, with her brother’s coaxing, the family relented. Agnes had two brothers who
received an education at the Santee School and were government employees so the family felt
she could achieve the same. Because of her previous education Agnes entered Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute in the Preparatory class.
Agnes’ outing duties were performed in 1898 and 1899 respectively. She earned $1 per
week for fifteen weeks during her first assignment with Mrs. Smith in Monterey, Massachusetts.
The second assignment was at the same location where she earned $22 for the entire stay.
On July 8, 1900, Agnes died of consumption at Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Her remains were sent back to the Fort Berthold Reservation.
Student 27: Fannie Perkins
Fannie Emma Perkins, whose Indian name was “Sadigusu” (Big Horn Woman), was 16
years old when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Some documents
spelled her first name as Fanny. Her biological father was “Four Rings” and was part French.
Her stepfather was “Yellow Bear,” and her mother was identified as Indian. Fannie was
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identified as full blood. She had five years of education at the government school at Fort
Stevenson, North Dakota, and four years at Fort Berthold, North Dakota. Fannie was accepted in
the Preparatory class at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute due to her previous
educational experience.
During this time, the older girls had no desire to leave home to attend Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. The members of the Three Affiliated Tribes were bitterly angry about
letting the females leave the reservation. Prior to the departure of one of the recruiters, Fannie
Perkins approached the recruiter and indicated her desire to attend Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute.
Fannie performed three outing assignments with Mrs. Alice Skilton in Morris,
Connecticut. There she performed general housework, earning one dollar and fifty cents per
week. Her work performance was described as good, and the employer enjoyed having her there.
It was indicated that Fannie’s health was not very good while at the school.
On October 28, 1901, she left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at the
conclusion of her three year term. After her departure, Fannie wrote at least one article for the
school newspaper, “Talks and Thoughts.” After she left the school, she went to Shell Creek to
assist Miss Huffman in performing housekeeping duties. In 1902, she married Mason Jones, an
Indian student who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Fannie died in May
1903.
Student 28: Stella Rogers
Stella Elizabeth Rogers, whose Indian name was “Stuwhsakawa” (Cedar Woman), was
19 years old when she entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Her biological father
was “Good Face” and her stepfather was “Yellow Bird.” Her mother was identified as Indian,
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making Stella full blood. Her brother was Alfred Andrews who also attended Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute. When Stella was four years old her biological father passed away.
Grandparents took care of Stella and Alfred. Stella was very young when she went to live with
her grandparents, she did not know her natural mother. Her grandparents wanted Stella to secure
an education. She had ten years of education at the mission school at Fort Berthold, North
Dakota before going to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
In 1898, Stella was assigned to Mrs. Mary C. Wilcox in Monterey, Massachusetts.
In 1899, she worked for three and one-half months for Mrs. Jason E. Parker, earning $18.75 for
her entire stay. In 1900, Stella worked for three and one-half months for Mrs. Kimball in
Newport, Rhode Island. She earned a wage of one dollar and fifty cents per week. Her last
“outing” was for six months for Rev. J. L. Wyckoff in North Woodbury, Connecticut. Stella
earned two dollars per week.
On October 28, 1901, Stella left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at the
expiration of her term. In December 1904, she married Lawrence White Owl. By 1918, Stella
Rogers was married to Howlingwolf Wolfe and they had two boys. Stella and her husband were
both active members of the church. Stella was employed as an assistant in the school laundry and
also served as the organist for her church.
Student 29: Albert Simpson
Albert H. Simpson was 19 years old when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. He was the biological son of White Breast, a former student at Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute and part of the first group of students to attend the predominantly African
American school. George Wilde was Albert’s stepfather. There was no mention of his mother but
Albert was identified as full blood. His previous education included five years at the government
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school at Fort Stevenson, North Dakota, and two years at the government school at Fort
Berthold, North Dakota.
Because Albert could read, he sought out newspapers at an early age. One evening he
spotted a newspaper article discussing Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, so he decided
that he wanted to attend the school. Seeing the buildings and cities during his journeys and then
people of Hampton, Virginia propelled Albert to work hard. He attended school five days a week
and worked for one and a half days. Arithmetic was his favorite subject. Albert also participated
in the military drill six days per week. Albert had a desire to help his people once he returned
home. While at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Albert had four discipline offenses.
Even though his student record did not disclose his infractions, Albert noted that, “he had met the
difficulties and stumbling blocks in his school life, and “when I fall I rise again.”
Albert spent the winter months on farms in Massachusetts, learning what outdoor life was
like in New England. Albert was a skilled blacksmither and could make anything asked of him
within his trade. In 1898, Albert was serving his outing with Mr. Jones in New Hartford,
Connecticut for three and one-half months. His wages during that time were $24 for the entire
period. In 1899, Mr. Francis Howland from Conway, Massachusetts was his employer. Albert
earned $10 per month while employed for five months. Albert’s final work experience was with
Mr. L. A. Shaw in East Amherst, Massachusetts earning fifteen dollars per month. Albert stayed
with Mr. Shaw for eight months.
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While at Carlisle Indian School, Albert was called “Scoop.” In 1906, Albert joined the
Invincible Debating Society at Carlisle Indian School. In 1907, Albert went to Fort Defiance,
Arizona to work and it was reported that he enjoyed his employment. Albert took commercial
courses at Haskell Institute but failed to get his diploma in 1909. By 1911, Albert was married
and working as a Postmaster’s Clerk and Bookkeeper in Elbowoods, North Dakota. Albert
became an Arikara Chief. Albert died on May 11, 1957.
Student 30: Joseph Wilkinson
Joseph Wilkinson was 21 years old when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. He was the son of John Wilkinson, a White man, and an Indian mother. Joseph’s blood
line is half blood. His father died in 1882 and his mother in 1884. Joseph received four years of
education at the mission school at Fort Berthold, North Dakota, and three years at the Santee
Mission.
In the period 1898 to 1901, Joseph worked in the outing program in Conway and South
Amherst, Massachusetts. In 1898, he worked for Mr. H.P. Bridgeman for three and one-half
months at eight dollars per month. His 1899 work was performed at the same location, but he
earned ten dollars per month. His final outing was with Mr. B.S. Graves earning fifteen dollars
per month. Joseph saved the money from his earnings, accumulating over $100 to take home. He
left the school at the conclusion of his term on December 23, 1901. He worked as a farmer once
he returned home, and died on February 12, 1914.
_____________________
The Invincible Debating Society was an offshoot of The Standard Debating Society, which was
the oldest Literary Society at Carlisle Indian School (Chapman, 1970).
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Student 31: Edward Badger
Edward Wilson Badger, whose Indian name was “Sunukadog” (Badger), was 19 years
old when he entered Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. His father was identified as
Frank Wilson. There is no mention of his mother, but Edward was identified as half blood.
Edward had three years of education within the day school at Fort Berthold and five years
at the Santee Mission. Miss Learned was assigned to pay Edward’s scholarship to Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute, but failed to pay the money. However, he was allowed to
continue his education at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. In 1899, his scholarship
was paid by Mrs. John M. Welsh. Edward did very well while a student at the Santee Mission
and looked forward to attending a school where he could take advantage of the opportunities to
complete his education. Edward was described as “a boy of first rate character and considerable
ambition.”
Edward performed his outing work assignments for Mr. Lewis Taylor in North Amherst;
Mr. M.W. Andrus in Sheffield; and Mr. Saul Newell in Great Barrington, Massachusetts.
Usually, the outing experience started after the school year ended, however, Edward requested to
start this work in April. The reason for the request was to earn enough money so that he could
pay a debt that was owed the local store in his home town. Edward allowed his parents to charge
merchandise at the store under his name, therefore he felt an obligation for his parent’s debt. He
concluded his term at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute on December 23, 1902. He
returned home because his family needed him. He felt an obligation to return to the reservation
even though “his head and hands were empty.” Upon his return home, Edward worked as a
farmer and assistant carpenter. Many opportunities awaited Edward including serving as a
delegate to the Mission Meeting at Standing Rock. Edward married Edith Sitting Bear and
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together they had three children. In 1919, he was nearly blinded with trachoma, a contagious eye
disease.
The Outsider: She Came From Montana
Group Five - September 25, 1903

Although she did not live on the Fort Berthold Reservation, Cordelia Reed also attended
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. This researcher was not sure if the current members
of the Three Affiliated Tribes were aware of her existence. When given the names of the students
who attended Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Cordelia Reed was not mentioned.
Student 32: Cordelia Reed
Cordelia Reed (Meitcha) was 18 years old when she entered Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute. She was a member of the Gros Ventre aka Hidatsa Tribe, however, she
never lived with the three tribes as a child. Her biological father was Edward Reed, a White man,
and her mother was Helen LaPeck, a Gros Ventre (Hidatsa) Indian of French descent. Cordelia’s
blood line was half blood. Her brother, Frank Reed, served as her guardian after the death of her
mother in 1894 and father in 1898. Cordelia and her four siblings were placed in catholic
schools.
Unlike the other students who went to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute from
North Dakota, Cordelia was the only Hidatsa who came from Montana. Cordelia attended
catholic schools for 11 years. During that time she learned to play the piano and guitar. Cordelia
received her previous education from St. Xavier and St. Peters Missions. Because of her previous
education, she was placed in the Preparatory class at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.
Her academic scholarship was provided by Mrs. S.P. Avery. However, while at Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute, Cordelia’s school record was not very good. She was asked to
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leave the school because of her lack of educational progress, and was advised to obtain
employment.
The first two years of her outing experience was with Mrs. S.A. Whittlesey in Morris,
Connecticut. The first year she earned two dollars per week for 17 weeks and then $32 dollars
for the four month period the following summer. In the third year, she worked for Mrs. C.
Nicholas in Richmond, Massachusetts earning three dollars a week for four months.
In June, 1908, Cordelia left Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. In 1908, she
obtained work as a cook at the Tongue River School. Cordelia married Pretty Eagle (Mr. Spang)
and had three children, including a set of twins, one of which died.
The Last of the Three Affiliated Tribes Enters Hampton Indian Program:
May 1909
The final student from Fort Berthold Reservation to attend Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute was Millie Anderson.
Student 33: Millie Anderson
Millie Anderson, whose Indian name was “Stakakaa” (Lady in Field), entered Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute in May 1909 and departed in 1911. Millie was a member of the
Arikara Tribe. She became a nurse after studying at the Evangelical Hospital and Deaconess
Home in Bismarck, North Dakota. The student file on Millie is missing from the Hampton
University Archives, which accounts for the limited amount of information.
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Appendix H
Photograph of Indian Boys on Arrival at Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute

Source: An Indian Boarding School Photo Gallery Retrieved from:
http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/powers/a_f/erdich/boarding /gallery.htm.
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